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Abstract 

Plant cell walls are essential in providing shape to the many different cell types required 

to form the tissues and organs of a plant, form the interface between adjacent cells, 

hence facilitating intercellular communication, and the gatekeeper in plant-

microorganism interaction, including as defence against potential pathogen. As such, 

much interest has been given to studies into understanding the cell wall function, 

structure and biosynthesis in various plant species.  

 

Orchid roots showcase multiple specialized cell walls in the root with the formation of 

adaptive secondary cell wall thickenings such as the phi thickenings in the cortical cells 

and the velamen layer surrounding the root. Cortical cells also exhibit a beneficial 

interaction with fungus, the orchid mycorrhizae which would require specialized 

changes in its cell walls. Using a combination of histological and immunocytochemical 

techniques via confocal microscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray microtomography (μCT), this study investigated 

secondary cell wall development in phi thickenings and the velamen, and looked at 

changes in cell wall composition due to orchid mycorrhiza in the roots of Miltoniopsis. 

Chapter 2 shows that during phi thickening formation, microtubules align lengthwise 

along the thickening during early and intermediate stages of development, and callose is 

deposited within the thickening in a pattern similar to the microtubules. Double 

labelling of microtubules and actin show some coordination between actin and 

secondary wall deposition. These developing thickenings also label with the 

fluorescently-tagged lectin wheat germ agglutinin (WGA). Phi thickenings function is 

discussed in Chapter 3. As the movement of fluorescent tracers through the apoplast 

was not blocked by phi thickenings, and as phi thickenings developed in the roots of 

sterile cultures in the absence of fungus and did not prevent fungal colonization of 

cortical cells, the phi thickenings in Miltoniopsis do not function as a barrier. However, 

as phi thickenings were found to be induced by water stress, it is possible that they may 

hinder cell collapse during dehydration. In roots dried to conduct X-ray 

microtomography, some evidence was observed for phi thickenings preventing cortical 

cell collapse, although this was not conclusive. In Chapter 4, different labelling patterns 

were observed in the interfacial matrix that surrounds the pelotons in living and 
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degrading pelotons, signifying either a change in cell wall composition or a change in 

epitope accessibility. These changes included increased labelling with antibodies 

against pectin and with using wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) which were only found in 

degraded pelotons. An in vitro infection system was also developed in which whole 

roots grown under sterile conditions could be infected with a pure fungal strain, thought 

to be a Tulasnella species, was established. Finally, Chapter 5 showed that the 

development of the helical-like thickenings in the velamen begins with microtubule-

dependant cellulose deposition with the structure subsequently undergoing lignification. 

As secondary wall ridges develop, parallel microtubule bound the side of the ridge. The 

actin cytoskeleton was also observed to associate with secondary thickening formation. 

Fluorescent tracer experiments demonstrated that the mature velamen retained a 

primary cell wall that was capable of blocking uptake of large molecules. Cellulose 

organisation in the velamen was investigated using pontamine staining which showed 

bifluorescence of the cellulose strands.  

 

Overall, orchid roots provide an exceptional system that showcases the links between 

intracellular functions such as the cytoskeleton and cell wall production, and the visible 

cell wall and an entire plant’s physiology. 
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Glossary 

 

abiotic not associated with or derived from living organisms 

anticlinal occurring at right angles to the surface or circumference of a 

plant organ 

antibody protein produced mainly by plasma cells that is used by 

the immune system to identify and neutralize pathogens   

antigen molecule capable of inducing an immune response on the part of 

host organism 

biosynthesis  the production of complex molecules within living organisms or 

cells 

biotic associated with or derived from living organisms  
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membrane 
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velamen an outer layer of empty cells in aerial roots  
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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION 
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1.1 Overview 

 

Plant cells are surrounded by a stiff cellulosic wall which, however, needs to be capable of 

the expansion required for plant cell growth. Furthermore, the cell wall does not merely 

support the plant or serve as a physical barrier against external factors. Instead, it also plays 

critical roles in various aspects of plant growth and development, intercellular 

communication and responses to the environment, and is also as an intermediate for 

interactions with other organisms. Thus, for the plant, the cell wall plays multiple and 

complex roles. Its constituent compounds must also be diverse and subject to modification. 

 

Plant cell walls are also important for people. In agriculture, the study of cell walls is of 

major importance as ripening of fruits and vegetables is associated with changes in their cell 

wall structure and composition. Fruit softening involves the solubilisation and 

depolymerisation of cell wall polysaccharides through the action of multiple cell wall 

degrading enzymes. These changes have been reported during ripening of various major 

crops including the two major horticultural crops in New Zealand, kiwifruit (Redgwell et al. 

1991; Hu et al. 2014; Minas et al. 2014) and apples (Chardonnet et al. 2003; Goulao et al. 

2007), as well as in other crops such as tomato (Christiaens et al. 2012), apricots (Missang et 

al. 2012) and strawberries (Posé et al. 2012). Commercially, the plant cell wall is the major 

source of biomaterial (Ragauskas et al. 2006) for paper, fabric, textiles, thickeners (Fissore et 

al. 2009) and other fibre based industries (Harris and Smith 2006). In the last few years, there 

has also been a major resurgence of interest in cell walls as a potential bio-energy resource 

(Pauly and Keegstra 2010) and as a major source of dietary fibre in human foods (Anderson 

and Chen 1979; Collins et al. 2010).  

 

Many discoveries have been made concerning how the plant cell synthesizes wall 

polysaccharides, and how these are assembled into a strong network of fibres that controls 

wall expansion during cell growth (Cosgrove 2005; Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012; Park and 

Cosgrove 2012b). The growing primary wall is typically under high tensile stress from cell 

turgor and cell enlargement is by a combination of stress relaxation and polymer ‘creep’ that 

expand the wall and creates space for the enlarging protoplast (Cosgrove 1997; Cosgrove 

2000). When growing ceases, the formation of secondary cell walls in specific cells is 

associated with specialized functions and in turn, these specialized functions determine a 
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plant’s adaptation to its environment or constitute a response to an external factor. For 

example, xylem cells in vascular plants enable the conducting of water from the roots to the 

stem and eventually the entire plant. These vascular tissue cells with their thickened cell 

walls enable plants to grow to great heights.  

 

Our knowledge of the complex assemblies of macromolecular polysaccharides that constitute 

the cell wall, with their vast range of linkages and structures, is far from complete. The genes 

governing cell wall biosynthesis and modification have been extensively studied (Mohnen et 

al. 2008; Caffall and Mohnen 2009; Carpita 2011) but it has been observed that the 

phenotype of cell wall-related mutations are difficult to analyze as plants can often have 

mechanisms to compensate the absence of a particular gene to preserve wall function (Reiter 

et al. 1997; Somerville et al. 2004; Persson et al. 2007). 

 

Plant cell walls are highly dynamic and heterogeneous structures that can vary between cell 

types, growth stages and even between domains within a single cell wall. Several cell wall 

models have been proposed to describe the organization and structural composition of the cell 

wall (Keegstra et al. 1973; Somerville et al. 2004). These models, discussed in more detail in 

sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 of this introduction, focus on the organization of primary and 

secondary cell wall components that accommodate the regulated re-organization of wall 

components during cell growth and differentiation.  An important structural component in 

these models, and one that has been extensively studied, are the hemicellulosic 

polysaccharides which bind to cellulose microfibrils. However, less is known about how 

pectic polysaccharides within the wall interact with other wall components. Furthermore, the 

dynamic nature of the cell walls is an important aspect that is missing in most models.  

 

New cell wall material is laid down near the plasma membrane and the older wall material is 

moved outwards when cells grow and differentiate. This process may create variations in 

composition and architecture across the wall. For instance, the early deposition of pectic 

polysaccharides following cytokinesis results in a middle lamella that is high in pectin 

content. Such information on heterogeneity, especially important for pectins, proteins and 

glycoprotein, is lost when tissues are ground and subjected to biochemical analysis. 

Therefore, visualization techniques are needed to visualize this heterogeneity in living cells 

with a high spatial and temporal resolution, and to understand the three-dimensional 

complexity of the walls in individual cells. A combination of confocal microscopy and 
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immunological approaches using antibodies against proteins and carbohydrates can be used 

to visualize specific epitopes within plant cell walls (Pattathil et al. 2010).  

 

Different plants adapt through various specialized cells or changes in their cell wall. In 

orchids, the largest and most diverse family of flowering plants with more than 20,000 

different species that can be found in nearly all habitats and environment, such adaptive 

features include various specialized cells and cell wall adaptations that are present in its roots. 

These include phi thickenings, or reticulate secondary thickenings in the wall of cortical cells, 

which are present in orchid roots (Burr and Barthlott 1991; Moreira and Isaias 2008; Moreira 

et al. 2013; Idris and Collings 2015), as well as being prominent in various monocot and dicot 

crop plants. However, the development and function of these specialized cell walls remains 

obscure (Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2014). Another specialized cell wall within epiphytic orchid 

roots is the velamen layer. This layer of dead cells that wraps around the root surface features 

helical secondary cell walls and is known to play a role in water retention (Zotz and Winkler 

2013). However, studies on the development of these cells and their cellulose orientation are 

also lacking. In this study, I have investigated specialized cell wall development and 

formation of these two secondary cell walls. Orchids also form a mycorrhizal relationship 

with fungi (Peterson et al. 2004) and the changes that occur in the orchid cell wall during 

infection by the mycorrhizae remain unclear. It is important that the cell wall modification 

during the symbiotic fungal colonization is studied, as the cell wall is a plant’s first line of 

defence against any invading fungus, whether symbiotic or pathogenic. Thus, I have also 

studied at cell wall changes due to infection of orchid mycorrhizae. Overall, this study 

endeavours to demonstrate that orchid roots are a practical system in which to investigate 

various aspects of plant cell wall development and function.  

 

In the remainder of this introduction, I will discuss the literature as a basis for my study. 

Initially, I will further explain the two types of cell wall present in plants, the primary cell 

wall and the secondary cell wall. Then, in the second section of the introduction, I will 

explain the different constituent molecules that make up cell wall. In a third section, I will 

explain how these molecules are put together to make primary and secondary cell walls, 

detailing not just the organisation of these molecules within the wall but also how these 

materials are delivered to the wall. A fourth section in the introduction will describe how the 

wall modulates plant activities, controlling plant morphogenesis and defining the plant’s 

interactions with its environment while the fifth section discusses how the cell wall has been 
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investigated. In the sixth and final section of the introduction, I explain why my cell wall 

research has been conducted in the roots of the orchid Miltoniopsis and not in one of the more 

traditional model systems for plant cell wall research.  

 

1.2 The plant cell wall 

Plant cells are enclosed by a wall that mainly consists of polysaccharides and which can exist 

in various shapes and sizes. These variations in wall structure are due to the different 

morphologies required by the various cells to make up the vegetative and reproductive plant 

organs. Variations in morphology occur from controlled cell division and growth of the cell 

with specific structural re-organization of the cell wall and insertion of new material into the 

existing wall. The plant cell wall can be formed by up to three layers (Carpita and Gibeaut 

1993; Cosgrove 2005; Doblin et al. 2010). The outermost layer, the middle lamella, derives 

from the cell plate that forms to complete cytokinesis and functions as an interface between 

adjacent cells and supports cell-to-cell adhesion. The second layer, the primary cell wall, is a 

structure capable of growth and is composed mainly of carbohydrates which include cellulose 

microfibrils, hemicelluloses and pectins. The cell wall also contains structural proteins and 

numerous functional enzymes. Some cells have a third layer, the secondary cell wall, which 

is a thick layer formed after the cessation of cell growth to provide mechanical strength and 

structural reinforcement to the cell.  

  

Both solutes and water uptake (absorption) into the plant are regulated by the cell wall 

through passive absorption or apoplast transport and active absorption or symplast transport 

(Katou and Furumoto 1988). The apoplast consists of material outside the plasma membrane,  

mainly the primary cell wall and middle lamella, and in roots forms a continuous pathway for 

water absorption from the root surface to the stele without much resistance (Schreiber et al. 

1999; Hose et al. 2001). On the other hand, the symplast is material inside the plasma 

membrane, and symplastic transport is the actively regulated movement of water and solutes 

from cell-to-cell via the plasmodesmata that connect the cytoplasm of adjoining cells (Lucas 

et al. 1993). Apart from being a diffusion regulator, the cell wall is also a vital structural and 

mechanical support that acts to maintain and determine cell shape by resisting internal turgor 

pressure of the cell (Kamiya et al. 1963; Steudle et al. 1977). The cell wall controls the rate 

and the direction of growth and ultimately is responsible for plant architecture and form 

(McCann and Roberts 1994; Carpita et al. 2001). This wall against the exterior surface is the 
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first line of defence against biotic and abiotic stress in protecting the plant from pathogens 

(Vorwerk et al. 2004; Underwood 2012), dehydration (Hamm et al. 2002; Jones and 

McQueen-Mason 2004) and other environmental stresses (Clifford et al. 1998; Degenhardt 

and Gimmler 2000; Krzesłowska 2011) while being a source of active signalling molecules 

(Vorwerk et al. 2004; Narváez-Vásquez et al. 2005; Wolf et al. 2012). The cell wall may also 

act as carbohydrate storage, as in the case of seeds where the walls may be metabolized (Reid 

1985; Buckeridge et al. 2000), and is the site for cell-to-cell interaction (Lucas et al. 1993; 

McLean et al. 1997). 

 

1.2.1 The primary cell wall 

Primary cell walls are the walls of growing cells. Structurally, this layer consists of cellulose 

microfibrils that are embedded in a matrix of complex polysaccharides of pectins that are 

solubilised by acidic solutions or calcium chelators and hemicelluloses that are alkali 

solubilised (Cosgrove 2005). The hemicelluloses bind to cellulose in a tight network to form 

a sturdy and resilient wall while the pectins aid cell growth by forming gels that facilitate 

space between microfibrils to create sideways expansion but also locking everything in place 

when growth ends. In this way, pectins determine cell wall porosity and thickness. It has been 

established that changes in cell wall properties control the extent and direction of turgor 

driven cell expansion (Cosgrove 2000). The cross-linked three dimensional networks of 

pectic polysaccharides has been reported to play a role in the regulation of the primary cell 

wall porosity and furthermore control cell wall modifying proteins through pH regulation 

(Ridley et al. 2001). Expanding cell walls during cell growth is regulated through a process 

called controlled polymer ‘creep’ where microfibrils and associated polysaccharides slowly 

slide within the wall to increase the surface area (Cosgrove 2005). McCartney et al. (2004) 

identified (1→4)-β-D-galactan which is a RG-I associated pectin, to be a key component 

required for the rapid phase of cell elongation in the Arabidopsis root.  

 

1.2.2 The secondary cell wall 

The secondary cell wall provides strength and rigidity plant structure. A secondary cell wall 

is deposited after a cell has stopped growing but constitutes a larger biomass compared to its 

primary cell wall in thick-walled cells. The secondary wall consists of cellulose, or a mixture 

of cellulose and lignin, along with non-cellulosic polysaccharides that are mainly 

hemicelluloses (Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012). Thus, lignin, xylan and glucomannans replacing 

the xyloglucans and pectins of the primary cell wall (Mellerowicz and Sundberg 2008). 
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Further strengthening of the walls is attained with the incorporation of lignin in the secondary 

walls of xylem fibres, tracheids and sclereids. These conducting tissues with rigid secondary 

cell walls facilitate the transport of water and nutrients, and allow upright growth in plants.  

 

The secondary wall may consist of 3 distinct sublayers, referred to as the S1, S2 and S3, in 

which the cellulose microfibrils orient at different angles and in which they are some 

variations in chemical composition (Plomion et al. 2001). Secondary thickenings do not 

always extend over the entire inner surface of the cell wall, with the thickenings sometimes 

present as rings, spiral bands and bars over the primary wall. These patterned secondary cell 

wall thickenings are present in the cells of tracheary elements and specialized cells such as 

the velamen layer in orchids (Porembski and Barthlott 1988; Idris and Collings 2014), phi 

thickenings in cortical cells (Pratikakis et al. 1998; Pan et al. 2006; Idris and Collings 2015) 

and pea nodule transfer cells (Vaughn et al. 2007; McCurdy et al. 2008). 

 

1.3 Constituent molecules of the plant cell wall 

Plant cell walls may consist of primary cell walls, with or without secondary walls and wall 

thickenings, according to their different functions in the plant. However, these different cell 

walls are all made from the same range of molecules. These are cellulose, hemicelluloses, 

callose, pectins, cell wall proteins, lignin and cell wall waxes.  

 

1.3.1 Cellulose 

Cellulose is a crucial structural component of the primary cell walls of plants and algae, 

making it the most abundant organic polymer on earth. Cellulose is a straight-chain 

anhydrous polymer consisting of at least 500 glucose residues bound together by β-1,4 

linkages, unlike starch in which branched chains of glucose are bound by α-1,4 linkages and 

callose where glucose chains form through β-1,3 linkages. The crystalline glucan chains are 

held together by strong hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals forces (Endler and Persson 

2011). These in turn are further bound together in overlapping arrays by intermolecular 

hydrogen bonds, to form highly ordered crystalline aggregates of about 20 to 40 chains with 

the same polarity, identified as cellulose microfibrils (Somerville 2006). Microfibrils are 

arranged into lamellae or sets of microfibrils cross-linked 20–40 nm apart by glycan 

molecules bound by hydrogen bond on its surfaces. Several such lamellae are arranged in a 

plywood-like network to compose the primary cell wall. This makes cellulose microfibrils a 
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mechanically strong scaffold material that provides structural integrity to the cell wall. An 

added bonus is that cellulose is resistant to enzymatic assault, with most organisms unable to 

digest the polymer. Molecular and genetic studies in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana 

have identified that cellulose microfibrils are synthesized by membrane complexes containing 

cellulose synthase, encoded by CESA genes (Arioli et al. 1998). Cellulose synthases consist 

of 6 particles arranged in a ring, dubbed a particle rosette, which spins out cellulose polymers 

which crystallizes into bundles of cellulose microfibrils (Emons and Mulder 2000; 

Somerville 2006; Endler and Persson 2011). 

 

1.3.2 Hemicelluloses 

Hemicelluloses are a diverse group of polysaccharides that function primarily to 

mechanically strengthen the cell wall by tethering cellulose microfibrils. Hemicelluloses are 

made of glucose and other sugars, although their structure can vary between cell type and 

according to species of plant. Many hemicelluloses contains sugars with a β-(1→4)-linked 

backbone, similar to cellulose, and although they can contain glucose, they can also contain 

other sugars as well. Further, hemicelluloses can also contain also be branched. Depending on 

the constituent sugars, hemicelluloses can be described as xyloglucans, mannans and 

glucomannans, β-(1→3, 1→4)-glucans and xylans (Scheller and Ulvskov 2010). Arabinans, 

galactans and arabinogalactans are sometimes grouped together into the hemicelluloses 

group, but Scheller and Ulvskov (2010) proposed that they should not be considered a 

hemicellulose as these polysaccharides are nearer to pectins in synthesis and do not share the 

equatorial β-(1→4)-linked backbone.  

 

Xyloglucan is the most abundant type of hemicelluloses present in primary cell walls 

(Scheller and Ulvskov 2010). Xyloglucans possess a β-(1→4)-glucan backbone  with 1,6-

α-xylosyl residues along and to the backbone. Different additional galactosyl and fucosyl-

galactosyl residues can attach to the xylosyl residues producing varied species-specific 

xyloglucans. Xyloglucans mainly contribute to the rigidity of the cell wall by cross-linking 

with nearby microfibrils; tightening and loosening of the microfibril network to regulate cell 

shape and growth (Fry et al. 1992; Pauly et al. 2001; Takeda et al. 2002; Hayashi and Kaida 

2011). Takeda et al. (2002) demonstrated their wall-strengthening function in an experiment 

in which excised pea stems consequently becomes stiffer when xyloglucans were added.  
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Xylans are a highly diverse polysaccharide group that contain a backbone of β-(1→4)-linked 

xylose residues. In the secondary walls of dicots, modifications of xylans exist with a 

substitution of α-(1→2)-linked glucuronosyls and 4-O-methyl glucuronosyls residues while 

in some monocots, including grasses and cereals, xylans are the major non-cellulosic 

polysaccharide in the cell wall and contain arabinose residues attached to the backbones. 

Thus, these are described as arabinoxylans and glucuroarabinoxylans (Scheller and Ulvskov 

2010).   

 

Mannans and glucomannans are β-(1→4)-linked polysaccharides containing mannose. They 

mostly accumulate as a storage compound in seeds, but their presence varies in the cell walls. 

In Arabidopsis, glucomannan has been shown to be synthesized by cellulose synthase-like A 

(CSLA) genes and their levels affect embryogenesis (Goubet et al. 2009; Scheller and 

Ulvskov 2010).  

 

The β-(1→3,1→4)-glucan group of hemicelluloses is categorized by mixed linkages where β-

(1→4)-linked glucose monomers are intermingled with single β-(1→3)-linked glucans. β-

(1→3,1→4)-glucans are mostly found in the cell walls of members of the Poaceae family; 

including the economically important cereals and grasses, but were also discovered in the cell 

walls of Equisetum, Charophytes and red algae (Fry et al. 2008; Burton and Fincher 2009). 

The amount of this mixed linked-glucan varies with the most abundant being in the 

endosperm of the grain of oats, rye and barley; where it contributes up to 70% by weight of 

the walls (Burton and Fincher 2009).  

 

1.3.3 Callose 

Callose is a high molecular weight β-(1,3)-glucose polymer that can form into a matrix where 

anti-microbial compounds can be deposited, thus providing a targeted defence at the cellular 

site of attack (Luna et al. 2011). Though typically known as a plant response during 

wounding and pathogen invasion, callose is widespread in plants especially in specialized cell 

walls at particular stages of growth and differentiation. Callose is commonly involved at 

various stages of pollen development as a structural component (Enns et al. 2005; Nishikawa 

et al. 2005) is deposited at cell plates during cytokinesis (Rodkiewicz 1970; Northcote et al. 

1989; Hong et al. 2001) and is found associated with plasmodesmata and pit fields (Radford 

et al. 1998; Zavaliev et al. 2011). As a response mechanism, callose can also be induced by 

wounding (Galway and McCully 1987; Nakashima et al. 2003), pathogenic infection (Flors et 
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al. 2005; Dong et al. 2008), abscisic acid stress (Mauch-Mani and Mauch 2005), aluminium 

stress (Wissemeier et al. 1987) and its deposition can be triggered by conserved pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) (Brown et al. 1998; Gómez-Gómez et al. 1999). 

 

1.3.4 Pectins 

Pectin is mainly composed of D-galacturonan acid (GalA) units. The three major pectic 

polymers are homogalacturonan, rhamnogalacturonan-I and rhamnogalacturonan-II (Ridley 

et al. 2001). Homogalacturonan is the most abundant pectin, and is a linear polymer 

consisting of (1→4) linked α-D GalA units, with some of the carboxyl groups methyl-

esterified or acetylated. Attached to these acidic polysaccharides are neutral oligosaccharide 

or polysaccharide chains such as arabinans, galactans and arabinogalactans form a 

polyanionic galacturonan backbone that is able to bind to calcium to produce calcium cross-

linked gels (Knox et al. 1990). Rhamnogalacturonan II exists as a borate cross-linked dimer 

which is necessary for the assembly of a functional wall and normal plant growth (Bar-Peled 

et al. 2012). These pectins are known to be polymerized in the cis-Golgi, then 

methylesterified in the medial Golgi before being substituted with side chains in the trans-

Golgi cisternae, and are secreted into the walls as highly methylesterified forms that can be 

modified by pectinases such as pectin methylesterases (Micheli 2001). 

 

Pectin polysaccharides are structurally diverse and contribute to primary wall function by 

providing cell strength, cell adhesion, stomatal function and as a defence response (Caffall 

and Mohnen 2009). Pectins strengthen primary cell walls by the formation of 

homogalacturonan-calcium complexes (Ezaki et al. 2005) and rhamnogalacturonan II-borate 

complexes (Blevins and Lukaszewski 1998). Calcium crosslinks with homogalacturonan 

brings blocks of un-methylesterified homogalacturonan chains into a tightly packed 

conformation. An increase in these homogalacturonan-calcium complexes in the cell wall is 

correlated with the increase stiffness and decline in expansibility of the wall (Ezaki et al. 

2005). Furthermore, cell adhesion is reduced in mutants that have insufficient 

homogalacturonan-calcium complexes, branched rhamnogalacturonan I, or 

rhamnogalacturonan II dimerization (Bou Daher and Braybrook 2015). Orfila et al. (2002) 

reported that the colorless non-ripening mutant (Cnr), isolated from tomato (Lycopersicon 

esculentum), grows similar to wild-type fruits up to the mature-green stage, but does not 

ripen. Compared to the wild-type fruits that become red when ripe, Cnr tomatoes are yellow 
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with white flesh and have altered cell adhesion, indicated by the mealy texture of the flesh 

and large intercellular spaces in the pericarp. 

 

Pectin is thought to play an important role in plant-fungus interactions as pectin degrading 

enzymes expressed by the fungus produce polysaccharides that induce plant defence 

responses (D'Ovidio et al. 2004). These pectic enzymes include polygalacturonases, pectate 

lyases and pectic methylesterases, which are generally the first cell wall degrading enzymes 

to be secreted by fungal and bacterial pathogens (Lionetti et al. 2012). Recently, Paduano et 

al. (2011) reported on the response of pectin localization in the plant-fungus interfacial matrix 

that separates the fungal coils from the plant cell cytoplasm in response to different 

mycorrhizas in the Mediterranean orchid Limodorum abortivum using immunolabelling 

techniques. Their observation suggested that pectin is a good marker to detect the changes in 

the plant interface composition in response to fungal interaction (Paduano et al. 2011). 

 

1.3.5 Cell wall proteins 

Plant cell walls contain a wide variety of proteins, some of which play a structural role and 

some of which act as specific enzymes. Structural proteins localised in the cell wall are 

typically glycoproteins whose repetitive amino acid domains are glycosylated with 

carbohydrate side chains (Cassab 1998). They can be categorized according to their protein 

sequence such hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins (HPRG), proline-rich proteins (PRP), and 

glycine-rich proteins (GRP). These proteins are cross-linked to pectin in the cell wall and 

may provide scaffolding support to the other cell wall components.  

 

HRGPs include extensins, proline/hydroxyproline-rich proteins and arabinogalactan proteins 

(AGPs). Extensins, an extensively studied HRGP, are defined as hydroxyproline rich, cell 

wall-located proteins with alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic motifs that may cross-link 

and derived exclusively by the fixation of atmospheric oxygen . As suggested by its name, 

extensin is involved in cell wall extension by acting as a self-assembling amphiphile essential 

for cell wall assembly (Lamport et al. 2011).  

 

Proline/hydroxyproline-rich proteins play a role in cell wall integrity as defence reaction to 

pathogen infection (Bradley et al. 1992; Shailasree et al. 2004; Deepak et al. 2007; Deepak et 

al. 2010) and structural maintenance of organs. An immunocytochemical study by Kang and 

Buchenauer (2003) in wheat spikes found significant localisation of cell wall and 
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hydroxyproline-rich proteins in areas of Fusarium culmorum infection compared to healthy 

tissues (Kang and Buchenauer 2003). This defence mechanism involves a rapid change in the 

structural properties of the protein by cross-linking or insolubilization of their monomers to 

create a strengthened cell wall when acting in response to wounding or fungal elicitors 

(Bradley et al. 1992; Shailasree et al. 2004).  

 

Arabinogalactan proteins (AGP) are a category of diverse surface cell wall glycoproteins 

composed of highly glycosylated glycan chains with arabinose and galactose with a 

hydroxyproline residues (Seifert and Roberts 2007). AGPs are present in almost all root cell 

types including root hairs, epidermal and cortical cells in a wide variety of model research 

plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana, Pisum sativum and Zea mays (reviewed in Nguema-Ona 

et al. 2013).  Localized accumulations of AGPs also mark the primary cell wall modifications 

in mature cotyledon epidermal transfer cells of Vicia faba (Vaughn et al. 2007). Various anti-

AGP antibodies have been isolated and this demonstrates that AGPs are differentially 

distributed and developmentally regulated in the root (Knox et al. 1991; Nguema-Ona et al. 

2013). For example, JIM13-recognized epitopes have been found in border-like cells in 

developing Arabidopsis root tips that are released into the soil (Vicré et al. 2005) whereas 

JIM4 epitopes have been found associated with developing pericycle cells in carrot (Daucus 

carota) (Knox et al. 1991). More recently, studies suggest that AGPs also play an important 

role in either beneficial or pathogenic associations and at various levels of interaction 

between roots and soil-borne microbes, including root colonization, repelling or attraction of 

soil microbes, and development of infection structures (Nguema-Ona et al. 2013). 

 

Glycine-rich proteins are characterized by their composition of more than 60% glycine 

residues and are mainly localized in the cell walls of plant vascular tissue making them 

perfect candidates to study vascular cell specific gene expression (Ye et al. 1991; Sachetto-

Martins et al. 2000; Ringli et al. 2001; Mousavi and Hotta 2005). In French bean, glycine-

rich proteins have been proposed to mediate development in the cell walls of protoxylem via 

a repair process during the stretching phase (Ryser et al. 1997; Ringli et al. 2001). It has been 

demonstrated that although glycine-rich proteins are synthesized in living protoxylem and 

xylem parenchyma cells, a repair mechanism allows for protein transport from xylem 

parenchyma cells to protoxylem cells to occur if the protoxylem cells die (Ringli et al. 2001). 

However, glycine-rich proteins have other functions in the cell wall, with the diversity of 
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structure, gene expression and subcellular localisations indicating multiple roles (Mangeon et 

al. 2010).  

 

Various enzymes are also present within plant cell walls. Expansins are pH-dependant cell 

wall-loosening proteins integral to cell growth. They regulate cell wall enlargement in 

growing cells in a mediated ‘acid-induced growth’ by disrupting the linkages that keeps 

microfibrils in place in the cell wall (Cosgrove 2005). This ‘loosens’ the wall and reduces 

wall stress or turgor pressure, allowing cell expansion. Acidification activates expansin 

activity in the cell wall with growing cells having a pH of typically between 4.5 and 6. This is 

biologically important, as this means cell growth can be altered by inducing change in cell 

wall pH, as can be seen in plant growth response mechanisms such as stem and root tropisms 

and response to water stress (Cho and Cosgrove 2000; Pien et al. 2001). Carbohydrate 

modifying enzymes are also present. These include hydrolases, esterases, peroxidases and 

transglycosylases that function in cutting, trimming and cross-linking wall polymers. Other 

enzymes such as pectinases and (1 → 4) β-glucanases aid in the response to expansin-

mediated wall creep while pectin methylesterases (PMEs) catalyze the demethylesterification 

of polygalacturonans in the cell wall (Micheli 2001; McCann and Carpita 2008).  

 

1.3.6 Lignin 

Lignin is a major polymer of the secondary cell wall that makes the wall less permeable and 

flexible compared to the primary cell wall, and increases its rigidity and strength. Lignin 

polymerizes from the hydroxycinnamyl alcohols (monolignols) conferyl alcohol and sinapyl 

alcohol with small amounts of p-coumaryl alcohol (Vanholme et al. 2010). Monolignols that 

are incorporated into the lignin polymer can be classified into guaiacyl (G), syringyl (S) and 

p-hydroxyphenyl (H) units. Variations in these units effect overall lignin composition, which 

is known to differ among taxa, species or even cell types. Generally, lignins found in 

gymnosperms are composed of G-units only with small amounts of H-units, whilst lignin in 

angiosperm dicots consists mainly of G-units and S-units (Vallet et al. 1996; Lee et al. 2013). 

In grasses and softwood, lignins mainly consist of H-units (Côté et al. 1968; Jose et al. 2007). 

In plant cell walls, lignin is the major cause for autofluorescence when excited with ultra-

violet or violet light, and has a broad emission range (Donaldson and Radotic 2013). 

Different lignin types may have different fluorescent spectra due to the presence of multiple 

fluorescent structures in the lignin molecule (Donaldson 2001).     
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Lignin provides mechanical and structural support needed by large trees to stand upright and 

rigid up to more than 100 m high. Lignin reinforces the cell wall against collapse while 

providing resistance to pathogens, cold temperatures and other environmental stresses 

(Vanholme et al. 2010). Lignin is hydrophobic, compared to the hydrophilic polysaccharides 

in the cell wall, thus providing a barrier for water absorption into the cell wall (Campbell and 

Sederoff 1996). This is vital for conducting water in plant vascular tissues while being able to 

withstand negative pressures (Vallet et al. 1996; Koch et al. 2004).  

  

1.3.7 Cell wall waxes 

The cell wall may also be saturated with waxes such as cutin and suberin. Cutin is present as 

a wax in the cuticle layer that lies outside the epidermal cells of leaves, and provides a 

waterproof barrier and protection against environmental stresses (Mariani and Wolters-Arts 

2000). In roots, suberin is usually deposited on the inner face of primary walls of both 

internal tissues, such as in the endodermis, and external tissues such as the rhizodermis or 

exodermis (Hose et al. 2001). Suberin consists of 2 components to form a ‘polyaliphatic’ and 

‘polyaromatic’ domains, namely, a polyester component and a component of C-C and ether-

linked aromatics for resistance to depolymerisation (Franke and Schreiber 2007). 

Suberizations of a cell wall function in regulating water and nutrient uptake, and also provide 

a barrier against pathogens and toxic substances from outside the root.  

  

Suberin is found in the Casparian strip in the endodermis and has been thought to be the 

water-proof element of the Casparian strip (Hose et al. 2001; Enstone et al. 2003). However, 

recent study by Naseer et al. (2012) in Arabidopsis, demonstrated that suberin is produced 

subsequent to Casparian strip formation, with endodermal functionality corresponding instead 

to lignin deposition. Furthermore, plants devoid of any detectable suberin that was generated 

by Naseer et al. (2012), established a functional Casparian strip 

 

1.4 Putting cell wall constituents together as a cell wall. 

Plant cell walls are typically composed of cellulose microfibrils as the mechanical 

framework, with the space between filled with a matrix of cross-links among the microfibrils 

and other cell wall molecules (Carpita and Gibeaut 1993).  However, the chemical 

composition and design of the cell wall varies between different cell walls and even at 
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different stages of growth of a cell. Structural models have been proposed to give a better 

understanding to this dynamic structure.  

 

1.4.1 Primary cell wall models 

Over the years, numerous models of plant cell wall models have been proposed that 

incorporate the information available concerning the structure and composition of the 

primary plant cell wall. Keegstra et al. (1973) proposed one of the most influential early 

models. This was based on studies of the interconnections of macromolecular components in 

the cell wall suspension-cultured sycamore cells. The model, called the ‘tethered network 

model’ (Figure 1.1), depicts xyloglucans hydrogen-bonded to cellulose microfibrils while 

pectic polysaccharides are covalently linked to the xyloglucans and to extensins. However, 

more recent studies have found that cellulose microfibrils are instead cross-linked by 

hemicelluloses (Cosgrove 1997; Wolf et al. 2012), mostly xyloglucans, with the each 

xyloglucan polymer bound to at least 2 cellulose microfibrils (Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012). 

Two groups of enzymes, namely expansins and xyloglucan endotransglucosylases/hydrolases 

(XTH) modulate this interaction, and function in the loosening the cell wall matrix allowing 

for cell enlargement (Cosgrove 2000). This cellulose-xyloglucan network was then thought to 

be embedded in a matrix of pectic polysaccharides (Carpita and Gibeaut 1993; Somerville et 

al. 2004). However, growing evidence also indicate more important structural roles for 

pectins (Peaucelle et al. 2012). In sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) and potato (Solanum tuberosum), 

pectins, which are rich in neutral sugar side chains such as branched (Br-Arabinans) or 

debranched arabinans (Deb-Arabinans; from sugar beet) and galactans (from potato), have 

been reported to bind in vitro to cellulose microfibrils (Zykwinska et al. 2005). Furthermore, 

covalent linkages between pectic polysaccharides and xyloglucans have also been reported in 

Arabidopsis cell cultures (Brett et al. 2005; Popper and Fry 2008) and pea (Cumming et al. 

2005).  

 

There is also a growing doubt to xyloglucan’s role as a load bearing tether. Bootten et al. 

(2004) measured the amount of xyloglucan bound to cellulose by 
13

C-NMR in intact 

Arabidopsis and mung bean walls and concluded that < 10% of the cellulose surface is coated 

with xyloglucan. This is inconsistent with the expectations of the tethered network model. 

Furthermore, Arabidopsis mutants deficient in xyloglucan also display modest growth despite 

the lack of xyloglucan in their cell walls (Cavalier et al. 2008). Park and Cosgrove (2012a) 

analyzed the changes in cell wall biomechanical properties using multiple assays, in 
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combination with reagents that cut or solubilize specific components of the wall matrix, in a 

xyloglucan-deficient Arabidopsis mutant and found that pectins and xylans play a greater 

mechanical role in the absence of xyloglucans. Furthermore, experiments to assess the ability 

of cucumber (Cucumis sativus) hypocotyl walls to induce wall creep when subjected to 

xyloglucan-specific endoglucanases, showed that wall creep did not increase when 

xyloglucan is removed (Park and Cosgrove 2012b). The tethered network model and a 

hypothetical model of the xyloglucan-cellulose networks in primary cell walls are shown in 

Figure 1.1.  

 

1.4.2 Secondary cell wall models 

Based on observations of the S2 layer in wood cells, Kerr and Goring (1975) proposed a 

model for the ultrastructure of secondary cell walls. In this model, cellulose microfibrils form 

aggregates of ‘protofibrils’, bonded on their radial surfaces into ribbon-like structures that are 

in parallel arrangement. These ribbons are embedded in a matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin 

that form discontinuous lamellae. Cross-links between cellulose microfibrils were not 

featured in this model. More recent studies on coniferous wood have, however, shown that 

the cellulose microfibrils form loose bundles via direct lateral adhesion over part of the their 

length between neighbouring microfibrils (Fernandes et al. 2011). These aggregates of 

microfibrils do not associate with either lignin and hemicelluloses except hemicellulosic 

glucomannans (Salmen 2004). Instead, lignins are cross-linked to hemicelluloses, especially 

xylan and glucomannan, to form lignin-carbohydrate complexes (Barakat et al. 2007; Du et 

al. 2014). A hypothetical model of the polymer network in secondary cell walls of conifer 

wood by (Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012) is shown in figure 1.2. In wood cells, the cellulose 

microfibrils are deposited in a winding pattern around the cell in a helix of certain angles 

against the cell axis, or the cellulose microfibril angle (Barnett and Bonham 2004).  
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Figure 1.1 

Alternative models of cellulose/xyloglucan networks in primary cell walls. a) The tethered 

network model in which xyloglucans (black lines) fully coat the surfaces of cellulose 

microfibrils (larger red rods). b) A revised model in which the load-bearing xyloglucan 

(broken black lines highlighted by gray ellipses) is trapped between microfibrils. Images 

modified from Park and Cosgrove (2012b). 
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Figure 1.2 

Hypothetical architecture of polymer network in secondary cell walls of conifer wood. 

Loosely aggregated bundles of cellulose microfibrils (red) are coated with a disordered 

xylan–lignin complex (shaded light blue). Partially-oriented glucomannan chains (blue lines) 

adhere by hydrogen bonding to the cellulose aggregates and acetylated segments of these 

glucomannans bridge between the aggregates. Image redrawn from Park and Cosgrove 

(2012b). 
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1.4.3 Cellulose synthesis 

The primary component of the cell wall is cellulose and because of the obvious importance of 

cellulose for the timber, paper and textiles industries, much research has focussed on the 

organisation and deposition of cellulose within the wall. Cellulose is synthesized by protein 

complexes which can be visualized as hexameric rosette-like structures in the plasma 

membrane that are 20-30 nm in diameter t in diameter (Brown 1996). Immuno-gold labelling 

in the vascular plant Vigna angularis has shown that these rosettes comprised of 6 globular 

complexes that hold CesA proteins (Kimura et al. 1999). In turn, each globular complex hold 

up to 6 CesA proteins, implying that each rosette can synthesize 36 individual glucan chains 

simultaneously. However, studies in celery collenchyma cellulose using X-ray scattering and 

NMR suggest that instead, 18 or fewer glucan chains form a microfibril (Kennedy et al. 

2007). Cellulose is spun from cellulose synthase using the sugar nucleotide UDP-glucose as 

its substrate, with this derived from the disaccharide sucrose in the cytosol.   

 

The first evidence of the function of CesA proteins in cellulose synthesis was from Arioli et 

al. (1998) who demonstrated that the temperature sensitive cellulose deficient phenotype of 

radial swelling mutant1 (rsw1) was the result from a single amino acid change (A–V) in 

AtCESA1. The Arabidopsis genome has been identified to hold 10 CesA genes (CesA1–10) 

that encode proteins with homology to bacterial cellulose synthases (Pear et al. 1996). 

Primary cell wall formation have so far been implicated with the CesA complexes CesA1, 

CesA3, CesA6, CesA2, CesA5, and CesA9 (Arioli et al. 1998; Desprez et al. 2002) whereas 

CesA4, CesA7, and CesA8 have been reported to be part of the CesA complex responsible 

for secondary wall cellulose synthesis (Turner and Somerville 1997; Taylor et al. 1999; 

Somerville 2006). Ongoing studies using forward genetic screening of mutant phenotypes 

have discovered the roles of many of the different members of the Arabidopsis CesA protein 

family. Using co-immunoprecipitation, Desprez et al. (2002) verified the CesA1, CesA3 and 

CesA6 as part of the primary wall CesA complex. Within this complex, CesA1 and CesA3 

must have important functions as null mutations of these genes are lethal (Persson et al. 2005) 

compared to mutations in CesA6 (including procuste1) that produces mild phenotypes such 

as reduced root and hypocotyls growth (Fagard et al. 2000a). Subsequent studies showed that 

this mild phenotype is actually due to functional partially redundant roles when CesA2 or 

CesA5 was expressed under a CesA6 promoter, implying more specialized functions during 

certain developmental or environmental conditions (Mutwil et al. 2008). The irregular xylem 

mutants irx1, irx3 and irx5,  which correspond to CesA8, CesA7 and CesA4 respectively 
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were characterized by collapsed xylem vessels and lower cellulose levels in the stems 

compared to wild-type (Turner and Somerville 1997; Taylor et al. 1999). These secondary 

wall CesAs are unique and cannot be substituted for each other as they appear to contribute 

equally in the function of the complex in xylem vessels. Subunits contribute equally to the 

function of the complex (Gardiner et al. 2003).  

 

Several transcriptional regulators for secondary cell wall production were identified in 

induced secondary wall cell cultures of Zinnia elegans and Arabidopsis (Kubo et al. 2005; 

Mitsuda et al. 2007; Zhong et al. 2007; Yamaguchi et al. 2008). In particular, the NAC 

transcription factors vascular-related NAC domain 6 and 7 (VND6 and 7), secondary wall-

associated NAC domain protein1 (SND1) and NAC secondary wall thickening promoting 

factor 1 and 2 (NST1 and 2) are key regulators for secondary cell wall formation (Mitsuda et 

al. 2007; Zhong et al. 2007; Yamaguchi et al. 2008). SND1 and VND7 target genes were 

identified and found associations with secondary wall synthesis, modification and also 

programmed cell death (Zhong et al. 2007). Although CesA genes was not among the target 

genes identified, several of the NAC master regulators have been shown to regulate a group 

of MYB transcription factor, which in turn, may activate the secondary wall CesA genes.  

 

1.4.4  The cytoskeleton in cellulose synthesis 

It has been established that microtubules associate with the orientation of cellulose 

microfibril deposition and this in turn, forms a thickened cell wall. According to the 

alignment hypothesis, cellulose synthase complexes that synthesize cellulose microfibrils co-

align and travel along between parallel microtubules. However, there are some 

inconsistencies with this model, such as the fact that orientations of cortical microtubules 

seem unaffected by short treatments with oryzalin to de-stabilize microtubules or taxol to 

stabilize microtubules (Baskin 2001). Despite this, Paredez et al. (2006) provided evidence 

that Arabidopsis microtubules lay out tracks for cellulose biosynthesis by demonstrating co-

localisation of CesA complexes with microtubules. Microtubules have been shown to be vital 

for the formation of secondary cell walls as oryzalin treatment causes loss of the banding 

pattern characteristic for secondary cell wall CesA complexes (Gardiner et al. 2003; 

Wightman and Turner 2008). This was further verified by the discovery of cellulose synthase 

interacting 1 (CSI1) protein that binds directly to both CesA complexes and microtubules (Li 

et al. 2012) and since binding to the catalytic domain of CesA, may also contribute to the 

regulation of CesA complexes activity (Bringmann et al. 2012).  
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Much less is known of the role of the actin cytoskeleton in cellulose biosynthesis. However, 

perturbation of actin by latrunculin B treatments led to reduced cellulose content in 

Arabidopsis primary cell wall. Furthermore, Sampathkumar et al. (2011) demonstrated that 

CesA-containing vesicles were able to interact with both actin and microtubules in 

Arabidopsis via live cell imaging analysis. This suggests a role of the actin cytoskeleton in 

regulating the delivery of CesA complexes to the plasma membrane and also for the guidance 

of the Golgi to sites of secondary cell wall deposition (Wightman and Turner 2008).  

  

1.5 Adaptation in the cell wall 

Studies have shown that stressful conditions may induce the alteration of root architecture 

and structure in plant. For example, plants respond to salt stress by a reduction in root growth 

and length (Reinhardt and Rost 1995) while heavy metal treatment will decrease the diameter 

and trans-sectional area of cortical cells in wheat root (Öncel et al. 2000). Other than changes 

in the external root morphology, alterations at the cellular level can also be observed. In 

cotton seedling roots, salinity may induce the formation of an exodermis, a layer of cells from 

the outermost layer of the cortex (Reinhardt and Rost 1995). Salinity also encourages 

suberization of the endodermis with development of the Casparian strip closer to the root tip 

compared to roots not treated by salinity (Shannon 1997). More interestingly, some plants 

develop secondary cell wall thickenings in various root tissues that do not normally have 

secondary wall thickenings or change their cell wall composition to adapt to the changes in 

conditions.  

 

1.5.1 Development of a secondary cell wall 

The growth of a plant cell and its final shape and structure is determined by controlled cell 

expansion which occurs in reaction to turgor pressure in the direction that is partly dependent 

on cellulose microfibril arrangement in the primary wall (Cosgrove 2005). During primary 

wall synthesis, growing cellulose chains are assembled into microfibrils, with relatively the 

same alignment, on the extracellular surface of the plasma membrane, forming layers called 

lamellae. Ridges of lamellae form with each new lamellae deposited beneath the previous one 

and eventually forming a concentric shape. The subsequent addition of a secondary wall is an 

adaptive feature necessary in some specialized cells to perform certain functions. Cells such 

as the xylem, exodermis and endodermis, transfer cells, velamen and phi thickenings are 
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important morphological tissues in plants. Therefore, it is imperative to study the 

development of this secondary wall.  

 

1.5.2 Changes in cell wall composition 

Cell wall composition is known to change as a response to morphological and environmental 

cues. This can be directly mediated by the plant, through expression of cell wall digestion 

enzymes resulting in the breakdown of wall components. One example of this is the changes 

that occur within the cell wall during fruit ripening. Fruit softening involves the solubilisation 

and depolymerisation of cell wall polysaccharides through the action of multiple cell wall 

degrading enzymes. Goulao et al. (2007) reported that endo-1,4-β-glucanase is more 

prominent during growth than during ripening, and xyloglucan endotransglycosylase activity 

is most important throughout ripening in apples. Furthermore, solubilisation of 

homogalacturonan-rich pectic polysaccharides was found to be reduced in Cnr, a colourless 

non-ripening tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) mutant (Orfila et al. 2002). In French bean 

(Phaseolus vulgaris) an immunolocalization study showed that xylan is deposited in 

secondary thickenings and xylan synthase was only detected in developing xylem cells 

(Gregory et al. 2002).  

 

1.5.3  Specialised secondary cell walls 

Various specialized secondary cell walls can be found in plants to perform different functions 

that are critical for plant growth. These include the xylem cells of vascular plants, the 

endodermis and exodermis in roots, transfer cells, velamen layer in orchids and phi 

thickenings in diverse plants.  

 

1.5.3.1 Xylem  

Vascular plants have evolved highly specialized conductive organs to transport water, 

nutrients and photosynthetic products in their stem and roots. There are two types of tissues, 

the phloem and the xylem. The phloem transports photosynthetic products and plant growth 

regulators from the source tissues (photosynthetic leaves) to sink tissues (the rest of the plant) 

while the xylem that transports water, mineral nutrients and plant growth regulators from the 

roots to the other plant organs. To perform its dual functions of water and nutrient transport 

and mechanical support, xylem cells consist of specialized secondary-thickened cell walls. 

These walls show great variability across different plant groups, but also between cells in the 

same plant.  
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Xylem cells can be classed into different types. These include parenchyma cells that function 

in storage of water, mineral nutrients and carbohydrates, and respond to wounding, and 

sclerenchyma cells that provide mechanical support and water transport. Parenchyma cells 

may be thickened by lignin in some woody plants but generally they have a primary cell wall 

with primary pit fields and retain a functional protoplast. On the other hand, sclerenchyma 

cells can be categorized into fibre cells and sclereids that provide mechanical support and 

defence, and conducting cells called tracheary elements. In turn, there are 2 types of tracheary 

elements, namely tracheids and vessel elements. Tracheids are connected end-to-end through 

tapered ends in the radial cell wall, which contain large, circular bordered pits, while vessel 

elements are connected end-to end through large perforations in their end walls. Mature 

tracheary elements consist mainly of thickened secondary cell walls with no cellular content. 

 

Tracheary elements that form during early and later stages of vascular development can be 

differentiated by their structure. Protoxylem tracheary elements develop during primary 

growth and typically form annular or helical secondary thickenings that allow continued 

elongation within these actively growing sites. Cessation of growth marks the formation of 

the metaxylem trachaery elements with distinctive pitted or reticulate secondary cell wall 

thickenings which do not allow further cell elongation. Programmed cell death occurs at the 

final stages of both protoxylem and metaxylem differentiation. On the other hand, xylem 

fibers deposit a thick and even secondary cell wall, where programmed cell death is delayed 

to allow more extensive thickening and lignifications. This is consistent with the xylem fibers 

functioning as a structural support.   

 

As mentioned before, the secondary cell walls of xylem cells can form distinct patterns such 

as annular, pitted, reticulate, spiral and scalariform. The proper patterning of these secondary 

cell wall depositions is vital for xylem function. Due to this, xylem cells have been studied 

extensively as a model to investigate secondary cell wall formation. Through gene profiling 

and reverse genetics, several novel genes that are essential for secondary cell wall formation 

have been identified through screenings of Arabidopsis mutants with defective xylem 

development (Turner and Somerville 1997; Cãno-Delgado et al. 2000; Turner and Hall 2000). 

The gene VASCULAR-RELATED NAC-DOMAIN6 (VND6) have been found to induce trans-

differentiation of various cells into metaxylem-like vessel elements in Arabidopsis and poplar 

(Kubo et al. 2005) while VASCULAR-RELATED NAC-DOMAIN7 (VND7) is involved in the 

differentiation of various type of xylem cells (Yamaguchi et al. 2008). Other key 
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transcription factors for xylem differentiation in Arabidopsis are SECONDARY WALL-

ASSOCIATED NAC DOMAIN PROTEIN1 (SND1), NAC SECONDARY WALL 

THICKENING PROMOTING FACTOR1 (NST1) and NST3 (Mitsuda et al. 2007; Zhong et al. 

2007). These groups of transcription factors directly induce the expression of genes related to 

secondary wall syntheses and cytoskeleton organization (Zhong et al. 2007; Yamaguchi et al. 

2008).  

 

Studies of cytoskeleton organization in non-xylem cells have determined that formation of 

secondary thickenings in the cell wall is dependent on cortical microtubule organization 

through regulation of the cellulose synthase (CESA) complex in determining cellulose 

microfibril deposition. To investigate this in xylem cells, studying living developing xylem 

with its location beneath layers of tissue within the plant, has been proven to be difficult. 

Only a few xylem cells might be at the stage of differentiation at any given moment in planta. 

To study xylem formation, large amounts of cells are needed with high rates of differentiation 

and uniformity while preserving the xylogenenic process. To solve this difficulty, an in vitro 

xylogenic system was established from isolated mesophyll cells of an ornamental asterid 

Zinnia elegans (Fukuda and Komamine 1980). In this culture, cells differentiated into xylem 

with high efficiency and synchronicity. More recently, the development of differentiating 

xylem cells from xylogenic in vitro Arabidopsis cell cultures was also established (Oda et al. 

2005).  

 

Early investigations of xylem conducted in ultrathin sections of xylem tissues viewed with 

the transmission electron microscope (Wooding and Northcote 1964; Pickett-Heaps 1967; 

Hepler et al. 1970) and through indirect fluorescent immunostaining in cultured Zinnia 

mesophyll cells (Falconer and Seagull 1985; Kobayashi et al. 1988) showed cortical 

microtubules organized in distinct patterns during secondary wall deposition. Further 

observations in Arabidopsis cell cultures showed the organization of cortical microtubules at 

the edges of secondary walls, suggesting that microtubules direct the deposition of secondary 

walls through promoting lateral development of the secondary thickening (Oda et al. 2005; 

Oda and Hasezawa 2006). However, efforts to visualize movement of cellulose synthase 

complexes marked with YFP-IRX3 co-localized with microtubules in protoxylem cells 

during development in Arabidopsis roots, was not successful though localization was 

dependent on microtubules (Wightman and Turner 2008). This was thought to be due to the 

high density of the CESA complexes underneath the secondary walls. Subsequent analysis by 
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fluorescent recovery photo-bleaching (FRAP) exposed the motility of CesAs along 

microtubules, verifying that microtubules guide the moving CesA complex during secondary 

cell wall development (Wightman et al. 2009). 

 

1.5.3.2 The endodermis and exodermis 

In roots, the endodermis and exodermis are structurally specialized cell layers. The cells of 

the endodermis and exodermis can have thickened cell walls, and contain Casparian bands (or 

strips) in their anticlinal walls that may contain suberin. This means that the endodermis 

forms a unicellular sheath of thickened cells separating the stele, or central cylinder, from the 

root cortex. By contrast, the exodermis is typically located at the outermost layer of the 

cortex. The Casparian band, which is composed of lignin and suberin lamellae, presents an 

apoplastic barrier in roots that regulate radial uptake of water and nutrients (Freundl et al. 

2000) while limiting radial loss of oxygen (Hose et al. 2001). By testing permeability, the 

Casparian band has also been shown to block the free apoplastic passage of various ions 

(Peterson 1987; Peterson 1988), heavy metals and fluorescent dyes (Moon et al. 1986).   

 

In the endodermis, the Casparian band prevents backflow of ions from the stele to the cortex 

in the apoplast by trapping ions, even when the concentration gradient in the apoplast favours 

diffusion back into the cortex (Peterson et al. 1993). The endodermis is also known to be a 

barrier for mycorrhizal penetration (Herbert et al. 2004; Underwood 2012), and it has been 

suggested that hyphae cannot penetrate the anticlinal walls of the endodermis due to the 

lignin and suberin content. This was supported by Schreiber et al. (1994), who used wall 

degrading enzymes, cellulose and pectinase, to isolate the endodermis of Clivia miniata, 

leaving intact structures of the endodermal wall that resembles a fish net among disintegrated 

unmodified cell walls. Such results point towards the inability of wall degrading enzymes 

secreted by fungal hyphae to digest the Casparian band and thus, limiting fungal penetration 

into the stele.   

 

The exodermis behaves similarly to the endodermis in respect to its function as a water and 

ion regulator, and as a barrier against fungal invasion. However, being closer to the root 

surface, the exodermis also acts as an initial screen to prevent toxic materials in the cortex. 

This apoplastic barrier depends on the charge of the ion and the mechanism of water entry 

into the apoplast for regulation. According to Sattelmacher (2001), negatively charged ions 

that enter by diffusion would remain in the ‘water free space’ if at the same or lower 
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concentration as the soil solution but positively charged ions are concentrated in the ‘Donnan 

free space’ by attractions to the negatively charge cell walls. If the exodermis is absent, the 

concentration of these ions would instead be increased near the endodermis. Structurally, the 

exodermis can be either dimorphic, having long and short passage cells alternating 

throughout the length of the root axis, or uniform in shape. Suberin and lignin content is 

typically lower in the exodermis compared to the endodermis (Schreiber et al. 1999). For 

example, onion roots typically have a dimorphic exodermis with long cells impregnated with 

suberin but un-suberized short passage cells while the exodermis in maize is uniform 

(Perumalla and Peterson 1986). 

 

In most plants, suberin lamellae are deposited in secondary walls as the Casparian band in the 

endodermis matures. In contrast, the exodermis typically develops suberin lamellae during or 

immediately after the deposition of Casparian bands (Perumalla and Peterson 1986; Ma and 

Peterson 2003). The lamellae are composed of suberin as the major polymer with lignin in 

lower amounts (Bernards 2002) and together produce a waxy layer that is believed to block 

water diffusion. However, Naseer et al. (2012) showed that the development of Casparian 

strip functionality in Arabidopsis roots preceded suberization, and also generated mutants that 

were deficient in suberin that still retained functional Casparian strip. These observations 

questions the functionality of suberin as the diffusion barrier in the Casparian strip.  

 

1.5.3.3  Transfer cells 

Transfer cells are ubiquitous specialized cells that are found in all plant taxonomic groups, as 

well as in algae and fungi. These cells occur at bottlenecks for apoplastic or symplastic solute 

exchange, and possess secondary wall ingrowths that produce higher surface-to-volume ratios 

for the cell. Because they force the invagination of the plasma membrane, they increase the 

number of solute transporters, thus facilitating trans-membrane transport (Offler et al. 2003). 

Examples of transfer cell functions include the absorption and secretion of solutes from the 

leaf epidermis to the external environment in nectaries and glands, the absorption and 

secretion of solutes from an internal extracytoplasmic compartment (vascular parenchyma, 

embryo sacs and embryos) into extracytoplasmic compartment (pericycle of root nodule, 

tapetum of anther), respectively (Pate and Gunning 1972). The major solutes transferred are 

amino acids (Tegeder et al. 2000), sucrose (Harrington et al. 1997) and monosaccharides 

(Offler and Patrick 1993; Thompson et al. 2001). Although recognized as specialized cells 

with secondary wall thickenings, the wall ingrowths in transfer cells have some aspects that 
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are more primary cell-like. For example, they are thickened by localized accumulations of 

arabinogalactan proteins (Dahiya and Brewin 2000), and xyloglucan and pectin were shown 

to be uniformly distributed within the wall with callose deposition at the base of early 

forming ingrowths and also in nearby plasmodesmata (Zee and O'Brien 1971).   

 

1.5.3.4 Phi thickenings 

Phi thickenings are specialized modifications to the radial and transverse walls found in some 

root cortical cells. The primary walls present in these cells are modified through the 

deposition of secondary cell wall that consists of a narrow band cellulose and later lignin. 

This band forms prominent ridges in the cell walls.  

 

In gymnosperms, phi thickenings have been reported in a large number of genera including 

Cycas, Ginkgo, Taxus, Torreya, Callitris, Cryptomeria, Cunninghamia, Cupressus, 

Juniperus, Libocedrus, Sequoiadendron, Taxodium and Thuja (van Tieghem 1888; Noelle 

1910; Wilcox 1962, Brundrett et al. 1990, Gerrath et al 2002; Fernandez-Garcia et al 2014), 

but are absent from genera in the family Pinaceae  (Gerrath et al. 2002; Fernandez-Garcia et 

al. 2014). Most surprising is that phi thickenings have also been discovered in fossilized seed 

ferns (primitive gymnosperms) (Antarcticycas and Antarcticoxylon) from Antarctica dating to 

the early to middle Triassic age (252 to 235 million years ago) (Millay et al. 1987). Phi 

thickenings have also been observed in a diverse range of angiosperms including the dicots 

carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua) (Pratikakis et al. 1998), apples (Pyrus malus) (Mackenzie 

1979; Peterson et al. 1981; Weerdenburg and Peterson 1983), geranium (Pelargonium 

hortorum), broccoli (Brassica oleracea) (Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2009), wild cherry (Prunus 

avium) (Soukup et al. 2004), loquat (Eriobotrya) (Pan et al. 2006) and several monocots 

including maize (Zea mays) (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000) and various orchids (Porembski 

and Barthlott 1988; Moreira et al. 2013; Idris and Collings 2015). Despite phi thickenings 

being found in such diverse taxa, not much is known about how and why the phi thickenings 

form in the roots. To date, only the anatomical development of phi thickenings(Pratikakis et 

al. 1998; Pan et al. 2006) and structural changes in phi thickenings during primary and 

secondary growth (Weerdenburg and Peterson 1983) have been described. The role(s) of phi 

thickenings in terms of water stress (Pan et al. 2006), salinity (Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2009), 

multiple environmental stress (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000; Gerrath et al. 2005) have been 

discussed but have so far remain inconclusive. 
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1.5.3.5  The velamen 

The velamen is a layer of specialized ‘epidermis cells’, which form a sheath of dead cells 

around the root cortex at maturity, mainly found in the Orchidaceae. The velamen has also 

been reported in Bromeliaceae, Pitcairnioideae (Pita and Menezes 2002), Liliaceae (Mulay 

and Deshpande 1959), Cyperaceae and Velloziaceae (Porembski and Barthlott 1995). With 

the diversity and variation in structure, the velamen has been proposed as a useful taxonomic 

marker in Orchidaceae (Figueroa et al. 2008). The velamens in free aerial roots are cell 

adaptions for mechanical protection and the prevention of excess loss of water from the 

cortex. Studies on photosynthesis and respiration of detached roots have shown that the 

velamen is not a barrier to carbon dioxide and oxygen but may serve as an absorbing organ 

when the roots become attached to a solid substrate (Dycus and Knudson 1957). Recent 

studies by Chomicki et al. (2015) have also shown that the velamen protects the orchid roots 

against UV-B damage.  

 

1.6 Studying the plant cell wall 

The plant cell wall has been heavily studied due to its importance in many fibre-based 

industries and for improvement of crops in agriculture and forestry. Since the early 1970s, the 

chemistry of cell walls has been a prominent area of research, with many advances in the 

knowledge of cell wall composition, architecture and synthesis (McCann and Roberts 1994; 

Cassab 1998; Cosgrove 2005; Somerville 2006; Caffall and Mohnen 2009; Endler and 

Persson 2011; Luna et al. 2011; Bar-Peled et al. 2012; Cosgrove and Jarvis 2012). Another 

important area of cell wall research is the study of cell wall deconstruction and degradation 

(Ragauskas et al. 2006; McCann and Carpita 2008). However, our current knowledge of cell 

walls is far from complete, and the majority of research has centred on a relatively small 

number and range of plant species.  

 

1.6.1 The model system Arabidopsis thaliana 

Arabidopsis thaliana is a small and economically unimportant weed of the Brassicaceae 

family. Despite its insignificance, Arabidopsis has been intensely used as a model plant since 

the 1980s for studies in molecular genetics, biochemistry and physiology. Arabidopsis was 

developed as a model system due to its easy and rapid growth in culture, short life cycle and 

its production of many seeds. More importantly, Arabidopsis can be selfed which means that 

recessive mutations can be readily propagated and studied. The very small genome size of 
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157 Mbp makes Arabidopsis convenient for gene cloning (Meyerowitz 2001) and reliable 

transformation protocols (Clough and Bent 1998) makes Arabidopsis an ideal organism for 

biological research (Meyerowitz 2001). 

 

The sequencing of the whole Arabidopsis genome (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000) 

opened up a new era in molecular and genetic studies with the availability of a universal tool 

of genome wide expression data to efficiently and systematically identify and analyze genes. 

In the context of this study, Arabidopsis is powerful model system for cell wall studies as its 

similarity to the cell walls in many crop plants and trees makes it a good representative for 

research and has been tremendously used in cell wall studies for the identification of genes 

encoding enzymes involved in cell wall biosynthesis (Liepman et al. 2010). Many 

Arabidopsis cell wall synthesis mutants have been identified including cellulose synthase 

mutants such as rsw1 (Arioli et al. 1998) that led to the discovery of the CesA complex 

(Endler and Persson, 2010), hemicellulose mutants (Persson et al. 2007) and cell wall protein 

mutants (Leiber et al. 2010). Pectin mutants have also been discovered including the dwarfed 

quasimodo1, quasimodo2 and quasimodo3 (Bouton et al. 2002; Leboeuf et al. 2005). 

 

1.6.2 Immunocytochemistry 

Immunocytochemistry is the method of utilizing monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies for 

the detection of specific antigens in tissue sections, and which when coupled with a 

fluorescent dye, makes for an extraordinarily powerful microscopy-based tool. Coons et al. 

(1941) were the first to demonstrate immunochemistry when they used fluorescein 

isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled antibodies with a fluorescent dye to localize pneumococcal 

antigens in infected tissues. With the development of immunocytochemistry techniques, 

different labels were introduced such as peroxidase and alkaline phosphatase (Mason and 

Sammons 1978) while colloidal gold labelling was also introduced to identify 

immunocytochemical reactions in both light and electron microscopy (Bendayan 1995).  

 

Immunocytochemistry protocols are diverse according to the needs of the experiment, but 

typically consist of a 2-step process. The first step in the technique involves the detection of 

epitopes within a tissue sample. This is achieved by using a ‘primary antibody’ that is capable 

of binding to the epitopes with high specificity. This primary antibody might be raised in any 

one of a large number of animals, but in most cases such primaries are raised either in rabbits 

as polyclonal antibodies or in mice and rats as monoclonal antibodies. Primary antibodies are 
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also, in most cases, raised against proteins but for cell wall research, a wide range of 

antibodies against cell wall carbohydrates and glycoproteins have been raised (Knox et al. 

1991; Knox 1997). A secondary antibody which is coupled to a reporter molecule, typically 

fluorescent, is then added to bind to the primary antibody. The secondary antibody is 

typically raised in a larger animal (sheep and goats most frequently) as an antibody against 

immunoglobulins purified from the source animal for the primary antibody. Thus, a 

secondary antibody raised in sheep against mouse immunoglobulins can be used to report the 

location of all primary antibodies raised in mice. While secondary antibodies are generally 

tagged with traditional fluorescent molecules such as fluorescein and rhodamine, or more 

recently developed fluorescent dyes such as the Alexa Fluor series, some secondary 

antibodies are coupled to enzymes that require the addition of a chemical substrate to produce 

a coloured precipitate at the site of the antibody complex. 

 

As immunocytochemistry involves specific antigen-antibody reactions, it is highly-specific 

offering considerable advantages over traditional enzyme staining techniques that can 

identify only limited number of proteins, enzymes and tissue structures. Furthermore, the 2-

step process involving primary and secondary antibodies (that is, indirect immunolabelling) 

increases the reporter signal.  

 

1.6.3 Live cell imaging 

Live cell imaging is a powerful tool in the investigation of dynamical processes in living cells 

by providing spatial and temporal information in single cells, cellular networks or even in 

whole organisms. Live cell imaging has developed significantly in recent years aided by 

advances in optics, chemistry and molecular biology that have contributed to making live-cell 

imaging an integral part of modern cell biology. In collection of meaningful live cell 

microscopy images, two experimental challenges are encountered. These are there the 

importance to minimize photodamage while retaining a useful signal-to-noise ratio, and the 

importance of providing a suitable environment for cells to undergo physiological cell 

dynamics (Ettinger and Wittmann 2014). The use of fluorescent proteins and live cell dyes, 

such as the Alexa dyes, to fluorescently label molecules of interest provide a range of tools to 

investigate cellular processes under the microscope in real-time.  

 

Introduced in 1987, laser scanning confocal microscopy is one of the most significant 

advances in optical microscopy ever developed, primarily because the technique enables 
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visualization deep within both living and fixed cells eliminating out-of-focus light, which 

allows for the ability to collect serial optical sections from thick specimens and tissues 

(Masters 2006). In conventional widefield optical microscope, secondary fluorescence 

emitted by the specimen away from the region of interest often hamper with the in-focus 

feature, severely effecting resolution. Confocal imaging has the ability to eliminate this out-

of-focus glare, improving resolution tremendously. This, when coupled with the ability to 

specifically target structural components and dynamic processes in chemically fixed as well 

as living cells and tissues with the use of specific fluorescent probes, makes cellular biology 

research a major application of the confocal microscope. Many fluorescent probes are 

designed to localize within a specific structural region, such as the cytoskeleton, endoplasmic 

reticulum, and nucleus or bind with a molecule such as a protein or nucleic acid. Other probes 

are employed to monitor dynamic processes, cellular integrity and widely applied to genetic 

mapping and chromosome analysis in the field of molecular genetics. More recently, the 

discovery of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) from jellyfish and development of mutant 

spectral variants, have dramatically enhanced cell biology research with the capability to non-

invasive fluorescence multicolour investigations in living cell cultures. The most iconic and 

relevant to this study is the live imaging of the expression of a fusion of yellow fluorescent 

protein fusion to cellulose synthase (CESA) in transgenic Arabidopsis plants by Paredez et al. 

(2006). The expression of this construct, which complemented cellulose synthesis deficiency 

phenotype of the procuste mutation, verified the association of microtubules with cellulose 

deposition in the cell wall.  

 

A more advanced development of the confocal microscope is the spinning disk confocal 

microscope which allows the rapid spatial and temporal imaging of living cells. As most laser 

scanning confocal microscopes are unable to capture millisecond dynamic events necessary 

when investigating dynamic molecular processes in living cells, the spinning disk confocal 

microscope can image with increased speed afforded by array-scanning the specimen and 

capture in real time.  

 

1.6.4 Biochemistry 

The characterization of all the major polysaccharide components found in most cell walls has 

been achieved through various biochemical techniques. Biochemical studies of the cell wall 

include the isolation and purification of cell walls, extraction, purification and chemical 
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characterization of wall polymers (Ralet et al. 1994; Selvendran and O'Neill 2006; Hamada et 

al. 2013). Moreover, biochemical analysis has allowed confirmation of molecular genetics 

data including the identification of wall-related genes for cellulose synthesis (Arioli et al. 

1998), callose synthesis (Chen and Kim 2009) and lignin (Boerjan et al. 2003), enzymatic 

activity during fruit ripening (Goulao et al. 2007), changes in wall architecture (McCann and 

Roberts 1994; Carpita et al. 2001), turnover, growth and degradation (McCann and Carpita 

2008) and biologically-active cell wall oligosaccharides (John et al. 1997). However, to 

explore cell wall chemistry in a cellular context, specific stains or molecular probes can be 

used such as the monoclonal antibodies (Knox et al. 1990) and carbohydrate-binding modules 

(CBMs) (Shoseyov et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2009) that can bind to specific polysaccharide 

structures with a spatial context . 

 

1.6.5 Other approaches to study the cell wall 

Numerous other approaches have been used to investigate plant cell walls. Many early studies 

investigating ultrastructural aspects of the cell wall employed transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), and the approach remains popular. This technique involves the 

penetration of an electron beam into ultrathin sections of the tissue of interest and its 

interaction resulting in a high resolution image. These TEM images have much higher 

resolutions than light microscopy, resolving individual cellulose microfibrils within the cell 

walls, and microtubules in the cytoplasm. The classic example of the power of TEM was the 

initial identification of cortical microtubules in plant cells, and the observation that these 

were aligned with the deposition of cellulose in the adjacent cell wall (Ledbetter and Porter 

1963) . Examples of TEM use also include studies of anatomical changes in the cell wall 

during phi thickenings formation (Haas et al. 1976; Weerdenburg and Peterson 1983) and 

formation of the secondary thickened velamen layer (Noel 1974).  

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is another technique widely utilized in cell wall studies. 

SEM uses a focused beam of high-energy electrons to generate signals at the surface of solid 

specimens. Although the image resolution is generally lower than in TEM, SEM still 

achieves magnifications up to ten times higher than light microscopy and allows three 

dimensional imaging which is important in determining shape and relative location of 

subjects . For example, SEM has been used to visualize the various velamen structures in 

orchid roots and consequently enable velamen classification (Porembski and Barthlott 1988). 

A field-emission-scanning-electron-microscopy (FE-SEM), combined with a back-scattered 
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electron detector, has also been used on mercurized specimens to investigate lignin 

distribution in wood cells (Fromm et al. 2003).  

 

More recently, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), a technique which uses 

infrared radiation to create an emission spectrum based on sample absorbance, has been 

extensively used in the study of plant cell wall analysis as it allows the monitoring of 

developmental and compositional changes in cell walls (Kac̆uráková et al . 2000). Cellulose 

and pectin studies widely utilise infrared spectroscopy to look into mechanical properties and 

molecular dynamics in the cell wall (Kac̆uráková et al. 2000; Wilson et al. 2000). Analysis of 

Fourier transformed infrared spectra has also been used as a rapid method to screen for 

cell‐wall mutants in Arabidopsis (Chen et al. 1998; Mouille et al. 2003) and other species 

(McCann et al. 1997).  

 

1.7 Orchids as a system for studying the plant cell wall 

In this thesis, I have investigated aspects of cell wall development and structure in roots of 

commercial hybrids of the South American epiphytic orchid Miltoniopsis. At this stage, a 

reader might wonder why orchids, and Miltoniopsis in particular, were chosen for this study! 

My research evolved from my MSc thesis (Idris 2011) conducted at Universiti Putra 

Malaysia in which I investigated the orchid / mycorrhizal relationship in Paphiopedilum 

barbatum, an endemic orchid in Malaysia. This work involved the isolation and identification 

of the associated fungi and re-infection experiments. Thus, the initial aim of my PhD thesis 

was to investigate changes in plant cell wall structure in orchid roots associated with the 

colonisation of mycorrhizal fungi.  

 

In this section of the introduction, I discuss the diversity in the Orchidaceae, and how this 

diversity relates to orchid biology, the formation of special associations with other 

microorganisms such as the orchid mycorrhizal fungi, and the development of specialized 

cell walls. These environmentally adaptive factors are thought to allow orchids to grow in 

such diverse habitats. In other words, orchids have evolved and mastered the art of adaptation 

to the environment and this must have been designed at the cellular level. As such, the study 

of orchid cell walls, which is the interface to the exterior, may prove to be fundamental. 

There is more to an orchid than its exquisite flowers. 
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1.7.1 Orchid biology 

The Orchidaceae is the largest family of flowering plants, with more than 20 000 described 

species from over 800 genera. Orchids are found throughout the world, from the tropics to 

sub-Antarctic islands. Orchids can be categorized into 3 types based on their habitat. These 

include terrestrial orchids that typically grow in soil, epiphytic orchids that grow on host trees 

and lithophytes which grow on crevices of exposed rocks (Rasmussen 1995). Most tropical 

orchids are epiphytes with nutrients obtained from the bark of the host plant whereas 

additional moisture and nutrients are absorbed from the humid tropical air and leaf litter 

through specialized aerial roots (Zotz and Winkler 2013).  

 

Due to their exotic and beautiful flowers, orchids have been grown and domesticated 

extensively with a huge number of hybrid crosses done for commercial purposes. The first 

orchid produced in cultivation was Calanthe Dominyi which was a cross between Calanthe 

masuca and Calanthe furcata. This was developed in 1853 by a grower for Veiteh and Sons 

at the suggestion of the surgeon John Harris (Stewart and Mark 1995). Records of new orchid 

hybrids started in 1871 with the ‘Gardiner’s Chronicle’ publishing the successful cultivars. 

This became so popular that in 1901, Frederick K. Sanders began creating a comprehensive 

list of orchid hybrids titled ‘Sander’s List of Orchid Hybrids,’ a publication which is now 

continued by the Royal Horticultural Society who publish the list of all newly registered 

hybrids (http://apps.rhs.org.uk/horticulturaldatabase/orchidregister/orchidregister.asp). 

 

New Zealand’s more than 120 native orchid species are mostly small terrestrials with delicate 

flowers but possessing charming beauty nevertheless. Belonging to about 30 genera, more 

than half are endemic to New Zealand but some species are also found in Australia (Moore 

and Irwin 1978). These endemic species include Pterostylis brumalis and P. rubricaulis 

which are only found in kauri forest in the north of New Zealand, New Zealand’s largest 

spider orchid (Nematoceras macranthum), Thelymitra longifolia, Microtis unifolia, 

Adenochilus gracilis and Gastrodia species of the pine forest plantations while examples of 

epiphytes are the Bamboo orchid (Winika cunninghamii), Easter orchid or raupeka (Earina 

autumnalis) and Adelopetalum tuberculatum (Moore and Irwin 1978). Most studies on New 

Zealand native orchids tend to revolve around endemism and pollination ecology of the 

orchids between New Zealand and Australia (Lehnebach and Robertson 2004).  
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1.7.2 Miltoniopsis orchids 

Hybrids from the orchid genera Miltonia and Miltoniopsis are both generically referred to as 

‘pansy orchids’ and although the names have been used interchangeably, the species of both 

are readily distinguished. Both genera are rain-forest epiphytes and were named in honour of 

Viscount Milton, later Earl Fitzwilliam (1786-1857), who was first president of the British 

Association for the Advancement of Science and a noted orchid hobbyist. Orchids from the 

genus Miltonia are found in Brazil and have leaves and two-leaved pseudobulbs which are 

constantly yellowish-green to honey coloured, and a creeping rhizome. The flowers have a 

column bearing auricle with the column having a depression in front. On the other hand, 

Miltoniopsis orchids are native to Costa Rica, Panama, Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador, 

and have light greyish-blue-green leaves and clustered pseudobulbs with one apical leaf. The 

flower column is united with the lip through a central keel-like ridge with no depression in 

front. There are 6 known Miltoniopsis species, namely, Miltoniopsis bismarckii, Miltoniopsis 

phalaenopsis, Miltoniopsis roezlii, Miltoniopsis santanaei, Miltoniopsis vexillaria and 

Miltoniopsis warscewiczii. Miltoniopsis orchids have a long history of horticultural breeding, 

and by 1970, more than 500 hybrids were listed in the International Register and Checklist of 

Orchid Hybrids (Sander’s List). The popularity of Miltoniopsis orchids has, however, 

decreased in recent years with only 5 new registrations in the Sander’s List in 2015. Scientific 

research on these plants has also been very scarce with most studies concerning flowering 

(Lopez and Runkle 2006; Matsumoto 2006). 

 

Miltoniopsis was initially selected for use in these experiments for several reasons. These 

were: 

i) The availability of plants from the Christchurch Botanical Gardens,  

ii) That initial observations showed that the plants grew well in culture, 

iii) Miltoniopsis plants were small, making them convenient to grow and transport, 

iv) They have a fine and very extensive root system, and, 

v) They have large and readily accessible pelotons.  

 

The orchid varieties used in this study are Miltoniopsis Jean Sabourin 'Vulcain' (Figure 1.3a) 

and Miltoniopsis Herralenxandre (Figure 1.3b) which were sourced from the Christchurch 

Botanical Gardens courtesy of Dr John Clemens and also obtained from a local orchid 

hobbyist in Lyttleton Mr John Clements, and Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ (Figure 1.3c) 

purchased in vitro from Woolf Orchid Culture (Drayton, QLD, Australia), and imported into 
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New Zealand with the assistance of Tuckers Orchid Nursery (Auckland, New Zealand) 

(Figure 1.3). Roots of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ are shown in Figure 1.4. These aerial roots 

are photosynthetic as can be observed by the green colour with a white sheath ~1 cm from the 

root tip which is the multi-layered dead velamen layer.  

 

At the start of my PhD journey, I was most interested in studying the orchid mycorrhiza 

interaction in orchid roots. This subject has fascinated me: how can a deadly pathogen such 

as Rhizoctonia fungus be ‘neutralized’ by association with orchids? This study began as a 

continuation of the interest in orchid mycorrhizae and orchids during my MSc research at 

Universiti Putra Malaysia (Idris 2010), and an undergraduate research project that I 

conducted at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (Ahmad et al. 2006). However, during the 

course of this thesis, other interesting questions relating to orchid cell walls, particularly 

concerning phi thickenings and velamen, arose.  

 

1.7.3 Orchid mycorrhizae 

One of the peculiarities in orchid growth is that their seeds, unlike those of other plants, 

contain no endosperm tissue to provide the food reserves necessary for growth. Instead, the 

orchid seeds require the presence of symbiotic endomycorrhizal fungi to assist in their 

germination and in the uptake of nutrients from the ground (Peterson et al. 2004). However, 

the same symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi can also be a deadly pathogen in another plant family. 

For example, Rhizoctonia solani is a severe pathogen ubiquitous in soil that causes damping-

off diseases in plants such as stem canker and back scurf in potatoes (Yao et al. 2002) and 

root rot in wheat (Gill et al. 2001). However, Rhizoctonia species may also form mycorrhizal 

associations in orchids, a symbiotic relationship that benefits both parties (Sneh 1991; 

Masuhara et al. 1993; Ma et al. 2003). Thus, specific changes in the cell wall must happen to 

cater to this beneficial invasion from outside the cell.  
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Figure 1.3 

The three Miltoniopsis varieties used in study. a) Miltoniopsis Jean Sabourin 'Vulcain'. b) 

Miltoniopsis Herralenxandre. c) Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’. 
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Figure 1.4 

Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ roots. These photosynthetic aerial roots have a velamen layer which 

is a dead multi-celled layer, observed here as the outer white sheath on the root.      
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All orchids pass through a stage during germination where they are non-photosynthetic and 

therefore dependent on external sources of nutrients and in the majority of cases, the seedling 

stage is obligated to be mycorrhizal. In some orchids, this interaction occurs only at this 

specific stage in their life cycle, and later on during growth and development, the roots may 

become free of fungus. In other species, however, the orchid remains fully dependent on the 

fungus throughout its life. These parasitic, achlorophyllous orchid species such as the New 

Zealand species Gastrodia cunninghamii remain dependant of their mycorrhiza for nutrients 

throughout their growth (Imhof 2009). Many other orchids lie in between these extremes, 

relying in part on mycorrhizal fungi during growth. Thus, photosynthetic green orchids such 

as Epipactis, Cephalanthera, Plantanthera have been demonstrated to receive variable 

amounts of carbon from their mycorrhizal fungi (Selosse and Roy 2009), a dual nutritional 

capability called mixotrophy. In Goodyera repens, nutrients not available to the plant from 

the soil such as inorganic phosphorous are reported to be transferred from its mycorrhiza, 

Ceratobasidium cornigerum, to its plant host in exchange for carbon (Cameron et al. 2007). 

Cameron et al. (2008) measured this exchange in these organisms by simultaneous 

bidirectional fluxes of 
14

C labelled sources using a monoxenic system and found that the rate 

of carbon transfer from fungus to plant (up-flow) is five times less than the simultaneous 

assimilate allocated in the reverse direction to the mycorrhizal fungus (down-flow). This is 

similar to the nutrient transfers in arbuscular mycorrhiza associations and Glomus species that 

have the ability to transfer nutrients, including nitrogen to the roots of leguminous plants such 

as Medicago (Behie et al. 2013). 

 

Most orchid mycorrhizal fungi can be categorized as a Rhizoctonia, a diverse group of 

Basidiomycetes that may be pathogens, endophytes, saprophytes or mycorrhizal fungi 

(Rasmussen 1995). Previously, fungi have a dual naming system according to the stages in 

their life cycle. Species are typically named according to their teleomorphic stage or sexual 

stage but some fungi only show their anamorphic stage or asexual stage, and some may 

demonstrate both stages. In 2011, this practice has been officially discontinued with the 

advent of molecular techniques for fungal identification (Hawksworth 2011). As such, the 

Rhizoctonia group also includes anamorphs or fungal species at the asexual stage known in 

literature with the species names of Tulasnella, Ceratobasidium, and Thanatephorus (Warcup 

and Talbot 1967).  

Individual plants can be colonized simultaneously by genetically distinct fungi but with the 

same mycorrhizal association. This has been shown with the isolation of multiple 
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mycorrhizal Rhizcotonia / Tulasnella isolates from the same orchid (Alexander and Hadley 

1983; Suárez et al. 2006; Paduano et al. 2011). This multiple occupancy is suggested to 

benefit the plants by widening the range of symbiotic effectiveness in diverse natural 

population while enhancing the plants ability to recognize or exclude certain incompatible 

fungi (Jansa et al. 2008). Consequently, certain orchids develop specificity in their 

mycorrhizal association. 

 

Past studies have revealed that the fungal hyphae enter the orchid through several different 

paths. These include the suspensor of imbibed seeds (Peterson and Currah 1990) or basal 

cells (Uetake et al. 1992), through epidermal hairs or rhizoids of developing protocorms 

(Peterson et al. 1996) and through the non-lignified passage cells of the epidermis (Esnault et 

al. 1994). Uetake et al. (1992) used transmission electron microscopy to establish that the 

mycorrhizal fungus moves from cell to cell by perforating the cell walls. Hyphae invade cells 

and form structures called pelotons. These are surrounded by the host cell plasma membrane 

and an interfacial matrix (Peterson et al. 2004, Peterson et al. 1996). Recently, Paduano et al. 

(2011) investigated the composition of the plant interface around the pelotons formed by 

isolated Ceratobasidium and Russula symbionts in the Mediterranean orchid, Limodorum 

abortivum. Pectin immunolabelling experiments using the JIM5 antibody showed that pectin 

is present in the interface formed around Ceratobasidium, and not around the Russula 

symbiont, suggesting a different plant response to different symbionts. This implies changes 

in the host cell during mycorrhizal colonization and begs the question of changes in the cell 

wall that must occur during mycorrhizal infections. 

 

Studies on the role and changes in the plant microtubule cytoskeleton during mycorrhizal 

colonisation have mainly been contributed by the Peterson group from Canada (Uetake et al. 

1997, Uetake and Peterson 1997, Peterson et al. 1998, Uetake and Peterson 1998) and 

Dearnaley and McGee (1996) from Australia. Cortical microtubules have been reported to 

disappear during early stages of peloton formation (Dearnaley and McGee 1996) and 

reappeared in cells of degraded pelotons that have not been re-infected (Uetake et al. 1997, 

Uetake and Peterson 1998).  However, these studies have mainly been done in orchid 

protocorms as others organs have hampered by the technical difficulty of working with 

mycorrhizal material and roots.  
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1.7.4 Specialized cell walls in orchids  

Because of their specific growth requirements, orchid roots feature several unusual cell wall 

structures. While some of these will be associated with the development of mycorrhizal 

infections (see the previous section), two further and unusual aspects of orchid walls are the 

development of a velamen layer within the root, and the presence of phi thickenings in the 

root cortex. Because these structures are poorly understood, my research into orchid root cell 

walls was expanded to also cover these structures. 

 

The velamen is a layer of specialized ‘epidermal cells’ which form a sheath of dead cells 

containing a reinforced secondary cell wall around the outside of the root cortex at root 

maturity. These secondary cell walls consist of specific, defined ridges of cell wall material. 

These cells create a reticulate, ‘spongy’ layer that function in water absorption. Thus, the 

velamen in aerial roots is an adaptation for mechanical protection and the prevention of 

excess loss of water from the cortex (Zotz and Winkler 2013). Studies on photosynthesis and 

respiration of detached roots have shown that the velamen is not a barrier to carbon dioxide 

and oxygen but may serve as an absorbing organ when the roots become attached to a solid 

substrate (Dycus and Knudson 1957).  

 

The velamen is mainly found in the Orchidaceae, but similar structures have also been 

reported in other monocots including from the Bromeliaceae (Pita and Menezes 2002), 

Liliaceae (Mulay and Deshpande 1959), Cyperaceae and Velloziaceae (Porembski and 

Barthlott 1995). As the velamen layer can exhibit a wide diversity of structures, the velamen 

provides a useful taxonomic marker in the Orchidaceae (Porembski and Barthlott 1988; 

Figueroa et al. 2008).  

 

Despite being a prominent character in orchid roots with a specialized function of water 

retention in roots, there has been only a single study pertaining to the development of the 

velamen cell wall. Noel (1974) examined the cell wall development of the velamen in the 

root of the African epiphytic spider orchid, Ansellia gigantea, using transmission and 

scanning electron microscope. He established that the development of the secondary 

thickenings in the cell wall of the velamen followed the general principles of wall 

development in tracheary elements. Helical wall thickenings were observed to originate by 

localized deposition of 20-30 nm cellulose microfibrils beginning near the tips of the radially 

elongated walls. No evidence of cytoplsmic pre-patterning was observed even though 
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microtubules were associated with secondary deposition in the later stages (Noel 1974). 

However, the mechanism underlying the secondary thickening deposition during the 

formation of the velamen has not been fully visualized. Questions remain as to how the 

specific helical patterning is coordinated in the cell wall and governed as to function.  
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1.8 Research objectives 

The major aim of this research is to investigate specialized cell walls and cell wall changes in 

the orchids of the genus Miltoniopsis, due to adaptation to morphological and environmental 

requirements, with a focus on secondary cell wall formation, using various microscopic 

techniques. A more specific list of objectives according to chapter is as follows:  

 

1) Observe the structure, composition and development of phi thickenings. 

2) Investigate the function of phi thickenings in relation to soil impedance, water stress, 

salinity and mechanical perturbation.  

3) Examine the cell wall changes due to infection by orchid mycorrhiza. 

4)  Observe the structure, composition and development of the velamen layer. 
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CHAPTER 2  

 

CELL WALL ADAPTATION: PHI THICKENINGS IN 

MILTONIOPSIS 

 

Abstract 

Phi thickenings, bands of secondary wall thickenings that reinforce the primary wall of 

root cortical cells in a wide range of species, are described for the first time in the 

epiphytic orchid Miltoniopsis. As with phi thickenings found in other plants, the phi 

thickenings in Miltoniopsis contain highly-aligned cellulose running along the lengths of 

the thickenings, and are lignified but not suberized. Using a combination of histological 

and immunocytochemical techniques, thickening development can be categorized into 

three different stages. Microtubules align lengthwise along the thickening during early and 

intermediate stages of development, and callose is deposited within the thickening in a 

pattern similar to the microtubules. Double labelling of microtubules and actin 

microfilaments show some coordination between actin and secondary wall deposition. 

These developing thickenings also label with the fluorescently-tagged lectin wheat germ 

agglutinin (WGA). These associations with microtubules and callose, and the WGA 

labelling, all disappear when the phi thickenings are mature. This pattern of callose and 

WGA deposition show changes in the composition of the thickened cell wall. Taken 

together, these results may shed light on the currently unknown role(s) played by phi 

thickenings in plant roots.  

 

 

This chapter has been adapted and expanded from a previously published paper (Idris & 

Collings (2015) Planta 241: 489-506). 
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2.1 Introduction 

Phi thickenings were first described in plant roots by van Tieghem (1871) when he observed 

that a layer of root cortical cells lying immediately exterior to the endodermis, and in which 

only a thin, primary cell wall might be expected, had large, band-like thickenings in their 

radial cell walls. In cross sections, these cell wall modifications resembled the Greek letter Φ, 

which lead to their name (Russow, 1875; as cited in van Tiegham, 1888 and others). Further 

scrutiny of tangential and radial sections revealed that the phi thickenings form a net-like 

structure surrounding the cell with branched and un-branched thickenings that align between 

adjacent cells. They form due to the highly-localized deposition of cellulose and lignin into 

bands that are co-ordinated between multiple cells in the mature phi thickenings (Pratikakis et 

al. 1998). 

 

Phi thickenings can be categorized into three types according to their location in the cortical 

layer. The most common pattern is type 1 in which the cell wall thickenings are located in the 

cell layer immediately external to the endodermis while in the second pattern, the thickenings 

occur (van Tieghem 1888) in the cell immediately inside the epidermis. In the type 3 pattern, 

the phi thickenings are present in multiple cell layers throughout the root cortex. The growth 

of phi thickenings is not continuous, dissimilar to the stele in roots (Pratikakis et al. 1998), 

with early formation of the thickenings generally occurring within the first centimetre from 

the root tip. It has also been observed that the cells with phi thickenings will eventually 

slough off with the cortex during secondary growth (Weerdenburg and Peterson 1983).  

 

In older literature, phi thickenings were sometimes wrongly identified as the Casparian band 

in the endodermis due to their analogous appearance of bands in the transverse and radial 

wall. However, analyses have shown that phi thickenings are mainly composed of cellulose 

and lignin without the suberin which is characteristic of the Casparian strip (Haas et al. 1976; 

Pratikakis et al. 1998). Moreover, Peterson et al. (1981) tested the permeability of the phi 

thickenings in apple (Pyrus malus) and geranium (Pelargonium hortorum ) roots by treating 

them with a fabric brightener dye, Tinopal CBS-X (disodium-4,4'-bis(2-

sulfostyry1)biphenyl). They reported that the dye moved apoplastically through the roots, 

penetrating the phi thickenings, but was limited by the endodermis. This suggests that the phi 

thickenings do not function as barriers to apoplastic transport of relatively small molecules in 
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a manner similar to the Casparian strip in the endodermis (Peterson et al. 1981; Degenhardt 

and Gimmler 2000). On the other hand, structural observation of the phi thickenings in 

ultrathin sections of apple roots, showed a high presence of plasmodesmata in the outer 

tangential and radial walls of the phi layer compared to the endodermis, suggestive of water 

regulation (Mackenzie 1979). Pan et al. (2006) also examined the development of phi 

thickenings in the cortex of loquat roots under drought conditions and observed that phi 

thickenings development had increased compared to normal conditions. This indicates that 

phi thickenings may play a role as defence mechanism against water stress.  

 

This adaptive quality of the phi thickenings was also observed in wild cherry trees as phi 

thickenings were absent in vitro but significantly developed when cultivated ex vitro (Soukup 

et al. 2004). Gerrath et al. (2005) endeavoured to test whether the occurrence of phi 

thickenings in plants are constitutive or environmentally induced, by growing seedlings of 

Cryptomeria japonica (Cupressaceae, phi thickenings present), and Pinus aristata and Pinus 

rigida (Pinaceae, phi thickenings absent) in soils subject to water logging and compaction. 

The presence or absence of phi thickenings were observed to be not affected by the stresses 

specified, although the phi ratio (the area occupied by phi thickenings relative to the total root 

area) decreased significantly. In other words, phi thickenings were always found in C. 

japonica which they are known to be present and never in the two Pinus species which they 

have not been recorded, indicative of a constitutive anatomical feature in the species 

examined (Gerrath et al. 2005).    

 

2.1.1 Development of phi thickening and association with the cytoskeleton 

Weerdenburg and Peterson (1983) demonstrated in apple that phi thickenings are present only 

during primary growth of the root. In loquat roots, phi thickenings developed considerably 

before complete formation of the Casparian strip (Pan et al. 2006), with initial phi thickenings 

appearing approximately 10 mm from the root tip, and increased upon root maturation to 

attain their maximum number 30 mm from the root tip. In carob tree (Ceratonia siliqua), the 

formation of phi thickenings is not synchronized. The first phi thickenings develop 0-1 cm 

from the root tip at sites opposite phloem, then at 1-4 cm new phi thickenings form at sites 

opposite the xylem, while by 4-7 cm from the tip, phi thickenings enclose the central stele 

with two layers of thickenings (Pratikakis et al. 1997). On the other hand, Mackenzie (1979) 

reported that phi thickenings and the endodermis form 4-5 mm from the root tip in apples 
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(Pyrus malus). These differences in where phi thickening form in the root shows the diversity 

of phi thickenings according to species, demonstrating the need for the study of phi 

thickening development and composition in various plants.   

 

Using transmission electron microscopy, individual microtubules have been observed close to 

the plasma membrane adjacent to phi thickenings in geranium (Pelargonium hortorum) (Haas 

et al. 1976) and apple roots (Pyrus malus) (Mackenzie 1979). However, this association has 

never been studied in more detail nor related to the exact stages phi thickening formation. 

The association of cortical microtubules with secondary cell wall deposition has been 

recognized with the observation of microtubules lying directly beneath the secondary walls of 

Coleus (Hepler and Newcomb 1964), Azolla pinnata (Hardham and Gunning 1979) and Acer 

pseudoplatanus (Wooding and Northcote 1964) through electron microscopy. An important 

study by Paredez et al. (2006) validated the association of microtubules with primary cell 

wall formation with the direct visualization though live cell imaging of a functional yellow 

fluorescent protein fusion to cellulose synthase (CESA) in transgenic Arabidopsis plants, and 

similar studies linked micreotubules to the formation of the secondary cell wall (Gardiner et 

al. 2003). Cellulose polymers are synthesized by cellulose synthase complexes (CESAs) that 

are localized on the plasma membrane (Mutwil et al. 2008), and the positioning of these 

CESA complexes. An important study by Paredez et al. (2006) validated the association of 

microtubules with primary cell wall formation with the direct visualization though live cell 

imaging of a functional yellow fluorescent protein fusion to cellulose synthase (CESA) in 

transgenic Arabidopsis plants, and similar studies linked microtubules to the formation of the 

secondary cell wall in the plasma membrane is guided by cortical microtubules (Gutierrez et 

al. 2009). In turn, Bringmann et al. (2012) established that POM-POM2/CELLULASE 

SYNTHASE INTERACTING1 (POM2/CSI1) is required for the guidance of CESAs along the 

microtubules during cellulose synthesis. Furthermore, CESAs association with microtubules 

are linked by cellulose synthase interactive protein 1 (CSI1) and has been demonstrated by in 

vitro microtubule binding assay to bind directly to microtubules (Li et al. 2012).  It is 

therefore of considerable interest to determine how microtubules relate to the formation of 

the secondary cell wall in phi thickenings. 
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2.1.2 Phi thickenings in orchids 

Apart from orchids, the only monocot known to develop phi thickenings in roots is maize 

(Zea mays) (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000). However, phi thickenings have been reported in 

several orchids, including Encyclia patens, in a study by Moreira and Isaias (2008) that 

compared the root anatomy of several terrestrial and epiphytic orchids. Furthermore, phi 

thickenings  were identified as velamen-like structures in the cortex of various orchids 

(Acriopsis, Ansellia, Catasetum, Clowesia, Cycnoches, Cyrtopodium, Dendrobium, 

Dressleria, Galeandra, Gongora, Graphorkis, Grammangis, Grammatophyllum, Grobya, 

Liparis, Malaxis, Microstylis, Stanhopea, Thunia) by Burr and Barthlott (1991). This is 

probably due to the suggestion of a „pseudovelamen‟ in the cortex of orchid roots by 

Porembski (1988) in his description of the various micromorphology and classifications of 

the velamen layer that will be discussed in chapter 5. Phi thickenings have not been 

previously observed nor studied in Miltoniopsis, the hybrids of which will be used for this 

study.  

 

2.1.3  Aims in this Chapter 

Phi thickenings have been overlooked by many plant biologists despite being present in a 

wide range of plants across the plant kingdom including in the roots of some major crop 

plants. Prior to this study, neither I nor my supervisors were aware of phi thickenings, so that 

when I first observed them while studying mycorrhizal fungi (see chapter 5), I first took them 

to be some fungal-related structure. However, these phi thickenings quickly proved to be very 

interesting plant structures.  

 

One feature shared between orchids and phi thickenings is their ubiquitous nature. Orchids 

can be found living in and adapting to a multitude of environments, whether tropical, 

temperate or arid. Phi thickenings too share this attribute, being present in various different 

plants from gymnosperms to angiosperms, and monocots to dicots. The fact that the further 

development of phi thickenings in cortical cells in a root that already has vascular tissues and 

a velamen layer makes phi thickenings a very intriguing structure to investigate plant cell 

wall adaptation. Furthermore, the ability to induce the formation of phi thickening, as 

reported in salinity studies in broccoli (López-Pérez et al. 2007; Fernandez-Garcia et al. 

2009) and due to environmental stresses in maize (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000), provides 

a sound basis in which wall structures and their development can relate structure to function.   
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In this chapter, I sought to understand phi thickenings in commercial orchids from the genus 

Miltoniopsis. The general composition and characteristics of phi thickenings were examined 

using histological and fluorescent stains while immunocytochemical methods were employed 

to observe thickening development through the organization of the cytoskeleton and various 

cell wall components.    
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2.2 Material and Methods 

 

2.2.1 Plant material  

Initial plant material for this study was obtained from Dr. John Clemens of the Christchurch 

Botanical Gardens who contributed 3 pots of initially unidentified horticultural varieties of 

Miltoniopsis sp. This initial plant material was subsequently separated to produce 16 

individual potted plants for experiments. Various Miltoniopsis varieties were also bought 

from members of the Canterbury Orchid Society, in particular Mr John Clements of 

Lyttelton. These varieties were identified with registered hybrid names and this enabled the 

comparison with the initially unidentified varieties from the Botanical Gardens to aid 

identification. Flowering of these varieties enabled identification as Miltoniopsis Jean 

Sabourin 'Vulcain' and Miltoniopsis Herralenxandre. The plants were all maintained in the 

university greenhouse, growing under natural light in standard orchid potting mix (Southern 

Horticultural Products, Rolleston, New Zealand) with slow release fertilizer (Tui Garden, Mt 

Maunganui, New Zealand) added every 4 months. Fresh root samples were collected using a 

razor blade, transferred into a small plastic bag and immediately taken to the laboratory to be 

washed under running tap water to remove surface debris before being used in experiments.   

 

2.2.2 Histological characterisation 

The basic anatomy of the phi thickenings was studied with transmitted and polarized light 

optics and a conventional microscope. Transverse hand sections were cut with a double-

edged blade from unfixed roots and placed on slides for staining. Samples were either 

unstained or stained with a range of dyes that label the cell wall. Calcofluor white (Sigma, St 

Louis, MO, USA) was used as a general cell wall stain with sections incubated in calcofluor 

white (0.01 % (w/v) in distilled water that had been de-acidified with several drops of 1 M 

NaOH) for 5 min then rinsed in water. Toluidine blue (0.1% (v/v) in distilled water) was used 

to identify primary and secondary cell walls, with primary walls staining pink and secondary 

walls blue. All samples were mounted in glycerol and sealed with nail polish to prevent 

drying.  

 

The composition of the phi thickenings was also observed using specific histological and 

fluorescent stains to determine whether the phi thickenings had a secondary cell wall that is 

lignified, composed of suberin or consist solely of cellulose.   
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2.2.2.1  Lignin staining 

Staining with phloroglucinol-HCl (Geiger and Fuggerer 1979, as cited in Vallet et al. 1996) is 

a general technique to demonstrate the presence of lignin compound in secondary cell walls. 

Root sections were stained with several drops of a solution of saturated phloroglucinol (BDH, 

Poole, UK) dissolved in 20% (v/v) hydrochloric acid before being rinsed and mounted in 

water. The Maüle reaction (Maüle 1901) was also used to detect whether lignin units present 

were guaiacyl (G) or syringyl (S) lignin. For this method, root sections were incubated in 

potassium permanganate (1% (w/v)) for 10 mins and washed in distilled water. The sections 

are then acidified with hydrochloric acid (37% (v/v)) for 1 min, before being incubated in 

sodium bicarbonate (5% (v/v)) for 5 mins and then mounted in glycerol. 

 

2.2.2.2  Suberin labelling 

Phi thickenings were analyzed for suberin composition by using the fluorescent stains 

berberine hemisulfate and fluorol yellow. Roots were hand-sectioned and cleared with 

potassium hydroxide (10% (w/v)) at 70˚C for 1 h then rinsed in distilled water before stained 

with berberine hemisulfate (0.1% (w/v), 1 h) (Edward Gurr, London, UK) or with 0.01% 

(w/v) flourol yellow 088 (Setareh Biotech, Eugene, OR, USA) dissolved in 90% (v/v) lactic 

acid for 1 h. Sections were then counter-stained with 0.1% (w/v) aniline blue in distilled 

water for 30 min to quench non-specific staining and background fluorescence, and finally 

mounted in glycerol (Lux et al. 2005). 

 

2.2.2.3  Cellulose labelling 

For the detection of cellulose, sections were stained with pontamine fast scarlet 4B (Sigma) 

by incubation in pontamine stain (0.1 % (w/v) in distilled water) for 5 min, and then mounted 

in glycerol (Anderson et al. 2010; Thomas et al. 2013).  

 

2.2.3 Immunolabelling of phi thickening development  

The deposition of cellulose in the cell wall depends upon microtubule organization. To track 

this development, immunocytochemical methods were applied that employed fluorescently-

tagged antibodies visualized in Vibratome sections by confocal microscopy. A standard 

protocol, based on previously published methods (Collings and Wasteneys 2005; Collings 

and Harper 2008), was established for immunolabelling of orchid roots with different 
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antibodies (Table 2.1). This protocol consists of steps to preserve or fix fresh whole roots 

then cut into thin sections before labelling of antibodies. 

 

2.2.3.1 Fixation 

A formaldehyde-based solution was found to provide the best fixation.  This fixation solution 

comprised PME solution (50 mM Pipes, pH 7.2 (K
+
), 2 mM

 
EGTA, 2 mM MgSO4) 

supplemented with 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100), 3.7% (v/v) formaldehyde, 0.5% (v/v) 

glutaraldehyde, and 0.1% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide. Fresh, whole roots were fixed in this 

solution for 1-2 hours in vacuum or overnight if not in vacuum. Roots were then washed 

several times for 5 minutes in PME solution then extracted for 1 h in PME solution with 

addition of 1% (v/v) Triton X-100. Permeabilization and extraction of the tissue was achieved 

with methanol at –20°C for 15 min, with tissue then rehydrated in phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS; 131 mM NaCl, 5.1 mM Na2HPO4, 1.56 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.2).   

 

2.2.3.2 Vibratome Sectioning 

Fixed tissue was sectioned through the root tip, either longitudinally or in cross-section, with 

a Vibratome 3000 Plus sectioning system (Vibratome, St. Louis, MO, USA). To hold the 

tissue into place for Vibratome sectioning, orchid roots were embedded in acrylamide using a 

method modified from Germroth et al. (1995). Samples were embedded in a polyacrylamide 

solution (21% (v/v) acrylamide (Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA), 0.01% (v/v) TEMED 

(tetramethylethylenediamine) and polymerized with 0.1% (w/v) ammonium persulfate in 

PBS. This embedding method was preferred to the standard embedding matrix of 3% agar 

(Collings and Harper 2008) which was insufficient to keep root sample in place for sectioning 

in the Vibratome. This improved grip may be because of the rather large and hard nature of 

the root samples or due to the fact that the acrylamide may enter the velamen layer before it 

polymerizes, thus a better support matrix. 

 

2.2.3.3 Antibody immunolabelling 

The use of glutaraldehyde in the fixation solution usually increases aldehyde-induced 

autofluorescence so quenching step of 1% (w/v) sodium borohydride in PBS for 15 min was 

necessary to reduce free aldehyde groups to non-fluorescent alcohols after sectioning. 

Sections were then washed several times until no more bubbling from the sodium 

borohydrate was present, before being immersed in incubation buffer (PBS containing 1% 
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(w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.5% (v/v) Tween-20) for 15 min. Sections were 

incubated in primary antibodies diluted in incubation buffer (Table 2.1) for 1 h at room 

temperature, or overnight at 4°C. After three thorough washes in PBS solution (10 min each), 

samples were then incubated in diluted secondary antibodies (Table 2.1) for 1 h at room 

temperature or overnight at 4°C. After several washes in PBS, the sections were mounted on 

a glass slide with a drop of antifade agent AF1 (Citiflour, London, UK) and covered with a 

cover slip before being sealed with nail polish. As a control, to determine that the 

fluorescence detected was really due to the immunolabelling of targeted antigens, samples 

were prepared in which the primary antibodies were replaced with PBS but maintaining the 

secondary antibodies under the same conditions.  
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Table 2.1. Antibodies for phi thickening labelling. 

Primary antibodies   

Antigen Supplier and references Host Dilution 

α-tubulin (clone B512) Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA) (Piperno et al. 

1987) 

mouse 1:1000 

α-tubulin (YOL 1/2) Serotec (Kidlington, England) (Kilmartin et 

al. 1982 ) 

rat 1:40 

α-tubulin (YOL1/34) Serotec (Kidlington, England) (Kilmartin et 

al. 1982) 

rat 1:40 

65 kDa MAP (MAP65) Dr Seiji Sonobe (Himeji University, Himeji 

Japan) (Sawano et al. 2000) 

rabbit 1:50 to 1:100 

65 kDa MAP (MAP65) Dr Seiji Sonobe (Himeji University, Himeji 

Japan) (Sawano et al. 2000) 

mouse 1:50  

Phospholipase D (6G5) Dr Jan Marc (University of Sydney, Sydney, 

NSW Australia) (Gardiner et al. 2001) 

mouse 1:100 

215 kDa MAP (mor1) Dr Geoff Wasteneys (Australian National 

University. Canberra, ACT Australia) 

(Kawamura et al. 2006) 

mouse 1:30 

plant MAP (spr1) (origin unknown) rabbit 1:500 

maize actin Dr Chris Staiger (Purdue University, West 

Lafayette, IN, USA) (Gibbon et al. 

1999) 

rabbit 1:200 

clathrin Sigma goat 1:20 

callose (anti (1-3)-β D-

glucan) 

BioSupplies (Bundoora, Victoria, Australia) 

(Meikle et al. 1991) 

mouse 1:200 

cellulose-binding module Plant Probes (University of Leeds, Leeds, 

England) (Blake et al. 2006) 

(recombinant protein with a poly-

histidine tag raised in E. coli) 

 1:100 

Anti-histidine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sigma mouse 1:100 
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Secondary antibodies   

Target species Supplier Host   

mouse Silenus-Amrad (Boronia, 

Victoria, Australia) 

Sheep Dilution Fluorochrome 

mouse 

 

mouse 

Jackson (West Grove, PA, 

USA) 

Jackson 

Goat 

 

Sheep 

1:200 Fluorescein 

rabbit Jackson Goat 1:200 

 

1:200 

Cy5 

 

Alexa Fluor 488 

goat 

mouse 

rat 

Jackson 

Jackson 

Jackson 

Cow 

Goat 

Goat 

1:200 Alexa Fluor 647 

 

 

2.2.4 Modifications to the immunolabelling protocol 

 

2.2.4.1 Double labelling of microtubules and microtubule associated proteins 

Fixation, sectioning and incubation of the primary antibody against tubulin (B512, YOL1/2, 

YOL13/4) and its subsequent secondary antibody (typically fluorescein-labelled), is 

according to the standard protocol as above. Incubation of antibodies for microtubule 

associated proteins (MAP65, phospholipase D, MOR1 and SPR1) and their secondary 

antibodies were done concurrently to achieve double labelling. Microtubule associated 

proteins are proteins bound to tubulin subunits and modulate cytoskeletal interactions by 

stabilising or destabilising microtubules, regulate microtubules cross linking and guiding 

microtubule mobilization in the cell (Mandelkow and Mandelkow 1995). The microtubule 

associated protein antibodies used in this study were chosen solely due to their availability 

within the laboratory. However, it must be noted that the antibodies were raised against 

microtubule bundling proteins from other plants (either Arabidopsis or tobacco), with no 

evidence of labelling success in neither monocots nor orchids. In addition, the antibodies 

were old and no positive control of their workability was available.  
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2.2.4.2 Double labelling of actin microfilaments and microtubules 

Fixation for double labelling of actin and microtubules requires the addition of the protein 

cross-linking agent MBS (400 µM maleimidobenzoyl-N-hydroxysuccinimide ester, Pierce, 

Rockford, IL, USA) in the pre-fix for several minutes, as well as its addition to the fixative 

solution, to help stabilise and cross-link the actin microfilaments (Collings and Wasteneys 

2005). After fixation, sectioning and incubation of the first primary antibody (i.e. α-tubulin) 

and its secondary antibody (i.e. fluorescein) proceeded according to the standard protocol as 

above. Double labelling was achieved by repeating the incubation steps for the second 

primary antibody (i.e. maize actin) and its secondary (i.e. Alexa Fluor 647) after the tubulin 

antibody incubations before mounting the samples. This modification from the original 

protocol, in which both primary antibodies were used concurrently, was done to improve the 

labelling. Suitable controls (deletion of a single primary antibody, but inclusion of both 

secondaries) were also prepared to confirm that each primary antibody labelling signal was 

real. 

 

2.2.4.3 Labelling with wheat germ agglutinin  

Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) is a lectin or sugar-binding glycoprotein. Plants make lectins 

as a defence against other microorganism, pests or insects as ingesting some lectins can cause 

varying levels of toxicity due to its ability to agglutinate blood cells (Etzler 1985). However, 

plant lectins have been noted for their high specificity for foreign glycoconjugates (e.g. those 

of fungi, invertebrates, and animals), and thus, wheat germ agglutinin has been extensively 

used for labelling of fungal mycorrhizae. During the course of experiments to label fungal 

mycorrhizae (see Chapter 5), it was found that WGA can also label phi thickenings.  

 

Whole roots were fixed and sectioned as described above, but with methanol extraction and 

sodium borohydride steps were eliminated from the protocol. Sections were stained in 0.01% 

(v/v) rhodamine-conjugated WGA (Vectorlab, Burlingame, CA, USA) for 30 min, rinsed and 

mounted in gycerol.  

 

2.2.4.4 Cellulose binding molecule (CBM) 

Whole roots were fixed and sectioned as the standard protocol above, then immunolabelled in 

a 3-step protocol. For the first step, sections were incubated with recombinant cellulose 

binding module (CBM) conjugated to a poly-histidine tag (Plant Probes, Leeds, UK) at a 
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dilution of 1:100.  After washes of 3 times for 10 min in PBS, sections were then labelled 

with anti-histidine mouse monoclonal antibody (Sigma) at a dilution of 1:200 in incubation 

buffer. Sections were incubated at room temperature for 2 hours, and then washed 3 times for 

10 min in PBS, before being labelled with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse 

secondary antibody at a dilution of 1:200 for 1 hour at room temperature. Finally, after 

several more washes in PBS was done, the sections were mounted on a glass slide with a drop 

of antifade agent AF1 (Citiflour) and covered with a cover slip before being sealed with nail 

polish. As a control, samples were prepared in which the CBM and CBM/anti-histidine were 

replaced with incubation buffer. 

 

2.2.4.5 Cell wall antibodies 

Immunolabelling protocols were identical to the immunolabelling of microtubules but used a 

collection of cell wall-specific primary antibodies (see Table 4.1). Plant cell wall antibody 

survey kit SKCMA-AM1 and SKCMA-AM2 with a total of 144 antibodies were bought from 

Carbosource Services (University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA) but only 22 were selected 

for preliminary testing in this study. Controls consist of sections not incubated in primary 

antibody but only in secondary antibody to make sure labelling is only from antigen binding. 

 

2.2.5 Microscopy 

A confocal microscope (model Leica SP5, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) with 20 x NA 0.7 and 

63x NA 1.3 glycerol-immersion lenses was the mainstay of this study. Images were collected 

using multiple fluorescence and transmitted light modes in high resolution (1024 x 1024 

pixels) with a standard three-fold line averaging, and 1.00 µm step-size for Z-stacks of 

optical sections. Images were collected and viewed with Leica LAS imaging software. 

Excitation and emission wavelengths used as listed in Table 2.2.  

 

For bifluorescence (polarization-dependent fluorescence) studies of pontamine-stained 

samples, the normal galvo-stage of the confocal microscope was replaced with a rotating 

stage from a polarized light microscope which allowed the sample to be rotated through 360
o 

(Thomas et al. 2013). 

 

Transmitted light images were collected simultaneously to the confocal images as brightfield 

images. When collecting polarized light images, a polarizing filter was added manually to the 
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light path. To prevent cross-talk between lasers and fluorophores, the different fluorophores 

were excited sequentially especially in multiple labelling experiments.  

 

Samples prepared with the histological stains were observed under transmitted light using a 

colour camera system (model DFC310FX, Leica) attached to the confocal microscope. 

 

Analysis of images and computer generated 3D reconstruction was done via Leica LAS AF 

software. All images were processed with Adobe Photoshop version CS4 (version 11.0.1, 

Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA) using standard contrast and gamma tools. 

 

Table 2.2. Excitation and emission wavelengths 

Fluorophore Excitation 

(nm) 

Emission 

(nm) 

Calcofluor white 405 420 - 480 

Berberine hemisulfate 405 480 - 520 

Fluorol yellow 405 480 - 520 

Fluorescein 488 500 - 600 

Alexa Fluor 488 488 500 - 600 

Alexa Fluor 547 561 580 - 680 

Texas Red 561 580 - 680 

Pontamine fast scarlet 4B 561 580 - 680 

Rhodamine 561 580 - 680 

Alexa Fluor 647 633 650 - 760 

Cy5 633 650 - 760 

Lignin autofluorescence 405 400 - 480 
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2.3 Results 

 

2.3.1 Characterisation of phi thickenings in varieties of Miltoniopsis sp. 

Orchids from the genus Miltoniopsis, including the horticultural varieties used in these 

experiments, are epiphytes that typically grow on trees in minimal or no soil. These plants 

have a thick root with a diameter of about 2 mm. This root has three main layers; an outer 

velamen layer of dead cells, 4 to 9 cells wide, that aids in rapid water absorption (Zotz and 

Winkler 2013), the cortical region which is usually 8 to 9 cells wide and which contains 

lignified cortical cells arranged peripherally, and the innermost vascular tissue surrounded by 

the endodermis. Phi thickenings can be found throughout the cortical layer either singularly, 

in patches and in some cases encircling the entire vascular cylinder (arrow, Figure 2.1a).  

 

The pattern of distribution of the phi thickenings is consistent with type 3 phi thickenings as 

they can occur in multiple cell layers and can be quite random. Phi thickenings can be very 

irregular but may be mistaken for Casparian bands when observed in cross section in some 

plants (DuPont and Leonard 1977; Meyer and Peterson 2011). This is especially so when the 

thickenings align perfectly between adjacent cells to form the Greek letter phi (Φ) (asterisk, 

Figure 2.1c) and encircle the entire vascular region (Figure 2.1b). In an observation 

seemingly unique to Miltoniopsis, the thickenings do not at all times align between cell walls 

of adjacent cells, thus sometimes generating patterns more similar to the Old English/ 

Icelandic letter thorn (Þ) (arrow, Figure 2.1c).   

 

When observed in longitudinal sections, the thickenings can often be found in a perfect line 

of long bands between cells through the root length parallel to the vascular tissue (Figure 

2.1d). These cell wall modifications may be branched or un-branched enclosing a cell 

forming net-like or reticulated patterns with uneven surface textures and gaps in the 

thickenings (asterisk, Figure 2.1d). Phi thickenings do not block the entry of fungal hyphae as 

pelotons were observed in cells with phi thickenings arrow, Figure 2.1d).  
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Figure 2.1  

Phi thickenings in Miltoniopsis root sections stained with berberine hemisulfate. Images are 

maximum projections of confocal stacks with images covering 246 µm. a) Phi thickenings 

(arrow) were present in the root cortex (Cor) external to the endodermis (En). Other tissues 

are the stele (S), lignified cells (L), exodermis (Ex) and velamen (Vel). b) Phi thickenings can 

encircle the stele. c) Phi thickenings encasing cells in a root cross-section. Sections through 

phi thickenings typically showed similarities to the Greek letter Φ (asterisk) although when 

only one cell developed wall thickenings, a half phi thickening similar to the Saxon/Icelandic 

letter Þ (thorn) was present (arrow). d) In longitudinal sections, bands of phi thickenings can 

align between adjacent cells, although gaps (asterisk) were present. Pelotons containing 

mycorrhizal fungi could be present in cortical cells with thickenings (arrow), but were absent 

from the stele (S). Bars 100 µm (a,b) and 50 µm (c,d). 
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2.3.2.   The composition of phi thickenings  

Several common lignin stains were used to further verify that phi thickenings are lignified 

(Figure 2.2). Lignin is a complex polymer which is assembled by the coupling of monolignol 

precursors with varying degrees of methoxylation, resulting in guaiacyl (G), syringyl (S), 

and p-hydroxyphenyl (H) subunits (Campbell and Sederoff 1996). Dicotyledonous 

angiosperms usually consist of a varying mixture of G and S with small quantities of H, while 

monocots can contain all three (Boerjan et al. 2003). On the other hand, gymnosperms have 

lignin that is almost entirely of G with very few H subunits (Campbell and Sederoff 1996). 

Tests using the Maüle reaction showed brown staining of both the phi thickenings and the 

vascular tissue (arrow, Figure 2.2a), specifying a higher composition of syringyl (S) lignin 

compared to guaiacyl (G) that stains red, as generally found in angiosperms. 

 

Phloroglucinol also stained the phi thickenings red (arrow, Figure 2.2b), again demonstrating 

the presence of lignin. Further, to confirm that the phi thickenings were a secondary cell wall 

formation, toluidine blue, a metachromatic stain, was used to differentiate lignin (secondary 

cell wall) which stained a greenish-blue colour (arrow, Figure 2.2c) from pectin-containing 

primary cell walls which stained reddish purple. The blue phi thickenings confirmed that they 

are indeed a lignified secondary cell wall in the root cortex. I also stained the root sections 

with aniline blue which stains callose so that it fluoresces with a yellow-green colour, 

whereas the phi thickenings fluoresced the same yellow as the vascular cells (arrow, Figure 

2.2d). Under polarized light, phi thickenings showed intense birefringence (arrow, Figure 

2.2e) showing that phi thickenings are composed of ordered arrays of cellulose.   
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Figure 2.2  

Histological observations of phi thickenings, indicated with arrows, in hand-sectioned roots 

using a conventional wide-field (non-confocal) microscope. a) Browning of phi thickenings 

with Maüle stain showed the presence of G lignin. b) Phloroglucinol stained the surface of 

phi thickenings red consistent with the presence of lignin. c) Toluidine blue stained phi 

thickenings blue indicating a lignified secondary cell wall. d) Phi thickenings stained with 

aniline blue fluoresced under ultraviolet excitation. e) Phi thickenings under polarized light 

showed strong birefringence. f) Unstained root viewed with transmitted light. Phi thickenings 

were still visible in the control. Bars 100 µm. 
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Due to the apparent similarity of phi thickenings to Casparian bands present in the 

endodermis, a structure that characteristically contains the wax suberin, I tested for 

suberization of the phi thickenings using two fluorescent stains, berberine hemisulfate and 

fluorol yellow 088 (Figure 2.3). Berberine hemisulfate was initially suggested to be a suberin 

stain which fluoresces yellow with ultraviolet excitation (Brundrett et al. 1988) but which is 

now known to bind more strongly to lignin (Lux et al. 2005). In the orchid roots, berberine 

generated the same yellow fluorescence in the phi thickenings, endodermis (which should 

contain suberin), stele and lignified cortical cells. This suggests that the berberine is not 

binding to suberin, but to lignin as reported. Fluorol yellow 088 also fluoresces yellow when 

excited with ultraviolet light, but it is a dye that is more specific for suberin than lignin (Lux 

et al. 2005; Naseer et al. 2012). When stained with fluorol yellow 088, phi thickenings 

fluoresced the same blue white colour as the central stele, indicating their lack of suberin, 

whereas both the endodermis and exodermis fluoresced yellow (Figure 2.3b).  

 

These differences in colour generated by berberine hemisulfate and fluorol yellow labelling 

could be demonstrated using spectral (lambda) scanning on the Leica confocal microscope. 

The spectral graph for berberine hemisulfate staining shows lignified cortical cells, 

exodermis, phi thickenings, endodermis and xylem sharing the same curve with a peak at 510 

nm (Figure 2.3d). For fluorol yellow, slight differences can be observed between the curves 

generated by the different cell types. Spectral analyses compared phi thickenings to lignified 

cortical cells (Figure 2.3e), endodermis (Figure 2.3g) and exodermis (Figure 2.3h) showed a 

shift towards the red consistent with the difference in colour (and hence composition). Curves 

for phi thickenings and xylem (Figure 2.3f) align with peaks at 510 nm indicating the lignin 

composition. These observations of lignified but non-suberized phi thickenings are in line 

with the phi thickening composition in other plants such as Pelargonium (Haas et al. 1976), 

apple (Mackenzie 1979), Ceratonia (Pratikakis et al. 1998) and loquat (Pan et al. 2006). 
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Figure 2.3  

Phi thickenings were lignified but not suberized. This was demonstrated by staining with 

berberine hemisulfate for lignin and fluorol yellow for suberin, and through observing and 

measuring changes in the fluorescence from the phi thickenings and other lignified walls 

within the root. (a-c) Fluorescent (non-confocal) images of stained roots showing actual 

colours of fluorescence induced by UV excitation. a) Berberine hemisulfate fluoresced 

yellow throughout the root, consistent with the presence of both lignin. b) Fluorol yellow 

differentiated phi thickenings (pale yellow) from the brightly yellow suberized endodermis 

(arrow), and the less strongly suberized exodermis (arrowhead). c) Unstained control.  

 

(d-h) Fluorescence emission scans (lambda scans) recorded with the Leica confocal 

microscope using 405 nm (violet) excitation for berberine hemisulfate (d) and fluorol yellow 

(e-h). d) Spectral graph for berberine hemisulfate showing nearly identical emissions from all 

lignified cells. e) Spectral graph for fluorol yellow showing only a slight shift towards red 

fluorescence in lignified cortical cells compared to phi thickenings. f) Spectral graph for 

fluorol yellow showing no shift towards red fluorescence in xylem compared to phi 

thickenings. g) Spectral graph for fluorol yellow showing a strong shift towards red 

fluorescence in endodermis compared to phi thickenings. This shift, including the decrease in 

blue fluorescence (450-500 nm) results in the endodermis appearing strongly yellow, and is 

consistent with the endodermis and not the phi thickenings being suberized.  h) Spectral 

graph for fluorol yellow showing a strong shift towards red fluorescence in exodermis from 

phi thickenings.  Bars 100 μm (a-c). 
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2.3.3  The stages of phi thickening development  

Previous studies have observed that phi thickenings have completely formed 3-5 mm from 

the root apex in Pyrus malus (apple) (Weerdenburg and Peterson 1983), and that in 

Eriobotrya japonica (loquat) they reached maximum development 30 mm from the apex 

before the first formation of the Casparian band (Pan et al. 2006). However, Pratikakis et al. 

(1998) described the development of the phi layer as „asynchronous‟ in Ceratonia siliqua 

(carob tree). Thickenings appeared within 0-10 mm from the root tip and prior to endodermis 

differentiation but only adjacent to the phloem, while development of phi thickenings 

adjacent to the xylem occurred at 1-4 mm and by 4-7 mm the phi thickenings encloses the 

vascular cylinder and consist of 2 layers of cells.   

 

Confocal observations of phi thickenings, typically up to 2 cm from the root tip, observing 

lignin autofluorescence under ultraviolet light, and coupling these observations with 

transmitted light imaging in not just bright field but also using polarized light, showed subtle 

changes in the phi thickenings from the apical root tip to those further up the root (Figure 

2.4). This suggested a pronounced developmental sequence from developing to mature phi 

thickenings. Between the different observational modes, polarized light was the best mode to 

detect phi thickenings as the polarized effect was most intense in mature phi thickenings, 

although with transmitted light and fluorescence they were also easily discerned (Figure 

2.4c). On the other hand, developing phi thickenings were still visible, albeit less intensely 

so, when viewed with polarized light whereas they were only weakly visible with transmitted 

light (Figure 2.4a). Furthermore, these developing thickenings completely lacked 

autofluorescence suggesting that lignin deposition commenced only after the initial formation 

of the thickening. An intermediary stage was also observed where faint autofluorescence 

started to be detected (Figure 2.4b).  

 

These stages of phi thickening development can also be distinguished by using the lignin 

autofluorescence images to measure the width of the phi thickenings from one side of the 

thickening in one cell to the far edge of the thickening in the adjacent cell (Figure 2.5). 

Mature thickenings averaged 9.7 + 0.1 µm (n = 20) whereas developing thickenings averaged 

only 4.8 + 0.1 µm (n = 20) but it must be noted that developing thickenings used for these 

measurements were already at an intermediate stage of development as they already had 

some autofluorescence. 
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Figure 2.4 

Different stages of phi thickening development. Sections were imaged in single sections with 

the transmitted light detector in conventional mode (left column) and with polarized light 

(middle column), and by confocal microscopy recording lignin autofluorescence in maximum 

projections of 45 sections (right column, single confocal section). a) Young, developing phi 

thickenings were faint when imaged with transmitted light and autofluorescence, but visible 

with polarized light. b) Intermediate phi thickenings were more visible with transmitted light 

and autofluorescence. c) Mature phi thickenings were clearly observed by transmitted light, 

polarized light and autofluorescence. Bars 25 µm. 
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Figure 2.5 

Thickness of phi thickenings measured from one side of the thickening in one cell to the edge 

in the adjacent cell thickening a) Developing thickenings averaged only 4.8 + 0.1 µm (n = 20) 

b) Mature thickenings averaged 9.7 + 0.1 µm (n = 20). Bars 5 μm. 
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2.3.4 Cellulose orientation in phi thickenings 

As with other secondary cell walls, cellulose microfibrils are laid down during development 

to form the phi thickenings. It is presumed that this cellulose should be aligned along the 

length of the thickenings, but to confirm this, the cellulose-specific dye, pontamine fast 

scarlet 4B (Anderson et al. 2010; Thomas et al. 2013) was used to ascertain cellulose 

organisation in the phi thickenings. Additionally, pontamine has a very useful feature as its 

fluorescence is polarization-dependant, as it only fluoresces when it is aligned parallel to the 

polarization of the excitation light (Thomas et al. 2013). Given that cellulose microfibrils are 

birefringent, having the ability to rotate the polarization plane of light (Abraham and Elbaum 

2013), and knowing that the lasers used in confocal microscopy are plane polarized, cellulose 

microfibril orientation can also be determined through polarized light microscopy via 

pontamine staining.  

 

Samples were imaged with the normal galvo-stage of the confocal microscope replaced with 

a rotating stage taken from a de-commissioned polarization microscope provided by the 

Department of Geological Sciences at the University of Canterbury. This rotating stage 

allowed for the free rotation of the sample through 360
o
, thus generating different orientations 

of the sample relative to the excitation polarization. When the sample was rotated through 

90°, mimicking a rotation in laser polarization, the pontamine fluorescence image changed 

dramatically with only phi thickenings that ran parallel to the excitation laser being 

fluorescent (asterisk, Figure 2.6a,b,c,d) whereas lignin autofluorescence remained unaffected. 

This prominent bifluorescence was limited to the surface of the phi thickenings, with the 

lignified phi thickening not showing pontamine fluorescence. A similar effect was previously 

observed in radiata pine cell walls, where lignification also reduced pontamine labelling and 

bifluorescence (Thomas et al. 2013). These observations of bifluorescence within the phi 

thickening show the orientation of the pontamine, and as pontamine is bound to the cellulose, 

confirm that cellulose runs lengthwise within the phi thickenings.  
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Figure 2.6 

Cellulose organisation in phi thickening was determined by pontamine bifluorescence. The 

sample was imaged at 0˚ (a) and 90˚ (b) by turning a rotatable stage, and by confocal 

microscopy with the recording of lignin autofluorescence (left column), polarized light 

(middle column), and pontamine fluorescence. Images are maximum projections of 5 

sections. Arrows indicate the direction of laser polarization. c) Image orientation was 

corrected in Photoshop, and images overlays for pontamine generated. These show 

pontamine bifluorescence in the phi thickenings (asterisk) with the 0
o
 image shown in 

magenta and the 90
o
 image in yellow. d) Higher magnification of pontamine bifluorescence 

in the phi thickenings (asterisk). Bars 100 μm. 
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2.3.5  The cytoskeleton and the development of phi thickenings  

The cytoskeleton forms a complex network that facilitates organelle movement around the 

cell and which is essential for both primary and secondary wall deposition. In the case of phi 

thickening development, the interest lies in the organisation of microtubules which these are 

known to correlate with the deposition of cellulose within the cell wall (Baskin 2001; 

Gardiner et al. 2003; Paredez et al. 2006; Gutierrez et al. 2009; Crowell et al. 2009; Endler 

and Persson 2011; Li et al. 2012). Actin‟s association with phi thickening development was 

also observed, and possible actin and microtubule associations were viewed via double 

labelling.  

 

2.3.5.1  Methodologies 

Several aspects of the protocol are worth noting: 

1) At the start of immunolabelling experiments, glutaraldehyde was not included in the 

fixation solution so as to minimize the background fluorescence that glutaraldehyde can 

cause. However, this resulted in very poor preservation of the cytoplasm and reduced 

microtubule labelling. To resolve this, 0.5% glutaraldehyde was added to the fixative 

resulting in significant improvements in labelling. To minimise background 

fluorescence, a 1% sodium borohydrate incubation step was introduced to reduce the 

background fluorescence.  

2) For actin immunolabelling, an additional MBS pre-treatment was added in the fixation step 

to aid visualization of the actin microfilaments (Sonobe and Shibaoka 1989; Collings 

and Wasteneys 2005). This MBS pre-treatment, however, prevented labelling with the 

antibody against clathrin.  

3) Similar variations in the processing protocol were also required for successful labelling 

with WGA (see section 2.3.6.2). 

4) Vacuum infiltration of the fixing solution facilitated faster penetration into the cells and 

reduced the time needed for fixation.  

5) The cell wall digestion step used in previously described microtubule immunolabelling 

methods (for example, Collings and Wasteneys (2005) was unnecessary for these 

experiments as the thick roots were instead sectioned using a Vibratome to expose the 

inner surface of cells (Collings and Harper 2008).  

6) Some modifications were made in the procedure for Vibratome sectioning of the orchid 

roots, with 21% acrylamide gel replacing embedding the roots in regular 3.0% agar or 
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agarose. Embedding roots in agarose did not provide the necessary hold on the sample, 

and the root tips would slide out of the agarose blocks when cutting longitudinal 

sections on the Vibratome. Acrylamide gel polymerization produced blocks that easily 

cut sections 100-200 µm thick. Embedding in acrylamide gel did not hinder 

immunolabelling capacity, evident by the successful imaging of microtubules, as the 

acrylamide did not penetrate into the root itself.  

 

2.3.5.2 Microtubule organisation 

The stages of phi thickening development identified by cell wall autofluorescence and 

thickness measurements corresponded with microtubule organization (Figures 2.7, 2.8). 

Consistent with cellulose deposition in secondary cell walls, immunolabelling of tubulin 

demonstrate dense, bundled microtubules running adjacent to and along the length of 

developing phi thickenings (Figure 2.7a-c). This was in stark contrast to the surrounding cells 

where oblique microtubules were scattered randomly through the cortical cytoplasm. In the 

early development stage, cellulose was laid down lengthwise, as expected, with dense bands 

of microtubules running parallel along the length of the phi thickening and a corresponding 

faint autofluorescence. The microtubules were “fur-like” in the earliest stages of phi 

thickening development (Figure 2.7a). The intermediary stage of development had fewer 

microtubules present, with increased autofluorescence, though these microtubules still ran 

parallel along the length of the thickening. Finally, mature phi thickenings lacked 

microtubule association but had strong autofluorescence, suggesting the end of cellulose 

deposition. Unlike other secondary cell wall systems such as xylem vessels or the velamen 

(see Chapter 5), the cells containing the phi thickenings remained alive and they retained 

their cortical microtubules (Figure 2.7d). 
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Figure 2.7 

Different stages of microtubule organization during the early development, intermediate, late 

intermediate and mature stages of development of phi thickenings. Images are maximum 

projections of 74 confocal sections covering a depth of 73.6 µm. a) Dense alignment of 

microtubules (second column) along the length of the young, developing phi thickenings that 

were detected by their faint autofluorescence (third column). b) Increased autofluorescence, 

but with microtubules still aligned, marked an intermediary stage in phi thickening 

development. c) Moving towards maturity, microtubules were sparsely associating with the 

increasingly autofluorescent phi thickenings. d) In the mature stage, microtubules did not 

associate with the intensely autofluorescent phi thickenings. e) Secondary antibody control. 

Bars 50 µm. 
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Figure 2.8 

Higher magnification images of the microtubule associating with phi thickening during 

development. Images are maximum projections of 78 confocal sections covering a depth of 

77.5 µm. a) Fur-like texture of the microtubules. b) Microtubules aligning towards the area of 

phi thickening formation. Bars 50 μm. 
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2.3.5.3 Microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) 

Microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) are proteins that can bind directly to the tubulin 

dimers of microtubules, thus stabilising and regulating microtubule function. Their roles 

include mediating microtubule interaction with other proteins in the cell, and they are 

involved in arranging when and where the cell wall is laid down (Mandelkow and 

Mandelkow 1995; Smertenko et al. 2000; Lloyd and Hussey 2001; Hamada 2007). Thus, it 

would be interesting to see whether MAP labelling was present during phi thickening 

development.  

 

Immunolabelling for a range of plant MAPs including phospholipase D (Gardiner et al. 

2001), MAP65 (Sawano et al. 2000; Smertenko et al. 2000; Hussey et al. 2002; Smertenko et 

al. 2004), MOR1 (the plant homologue of XMAP215) (Whittington et al. 2001; Kawamura 

and Wasteneys 2008) and SPIRAL1 (Nakajima et al. 2004; Nakajima et al. 2006) was 

unsuccessful (Figure 2.9). In the absence of any positive controls, it is not known whether a 

lack of protein conservation between orchid MAPs and either Arabidopsis or tobacco MAPs 

(the origin of the MAPs or peptide sequences used to raise the antibodies) or whether 

antibody functionality (the antibodies used in the experiments having been (unfortunately) 

subject to at least 4 rounds of freezing and thawing) was the problem. 
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Figure 2.9 

Double labelling of microtubules and microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) on phi 

thickenings. Images are maximum projections of 87 confocal sections covering a depth of 

43.2 µm. The MAP antibodies tested were (a) rabbit polyclonal anti-MAP65, (b) rabbit 

polyclonal anti-SPIRAL1, (c) mouse monoclonal anti-MAP65, and (d) mouse monoclonal 

anti-MOR1. For (c) and (d), microtubule labelling used rat monoclonal anti-tubulin (clone 

YOL1/2) and species specific secondary antibodies that could discriminate between the 

mouse and rat monoclonal primary antibodies. Bars 60μm.  
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2.3.5.4  Actin microfilament organization  

Actin microfilaments are usually associated with cell dynamism. Cortical actin has been 

shown through live imaging to interact dynamically with microtubules in interphase plant 

cells with the reassembly and reorganization of actin arrays dependent on microtubule 

organization following induced depolymerisation in Arabidopsis (Sampathkumar et al. 2011). 

Initially, no microfilament bundles were observed associating with phi thickenings, visible 

using autofluorescence and polarized light (Figure 2.10). The finer microfilaments were 

much harder to preserve and label using the immunofluorescence protocols used and since it 

was thought that any signalling or alignment might have occurred before any detection of phi 

thickening formation, it was not surprising that initially no significant associations was 

observed. However, the double labelling of microtubules and actin showed that this was not 

the case. Actin microfilaments were observed to align along the centre of developing phi 

thickenings and later the edges of a more mature phi thickening (arrows, Figure 2.11b,c). A 

distinct association can be observed in actin organization to the development of phi 

thickenings from the irregular organization of actin microfilaments in unthickened cells to the 

alignment of microfilaments during development (Figure 2.11, 2.12).  

 

2.3.5.5 Clathrin 

Minute dots representing immunolabelled endocytotic vesicles were observed scattered 

throughout the cell but there were no apparent associations with the phi thickenings (Figure 

2.13). Clathrin labelling was blocked by the use of MBS which aided actin preservation. 

 

2.3.6 Immunolabelling of developing phi thickenings  

Orchids, including Miltoniopsis, coexist symbiotically with its mycorrhizal fungi in their 

roots. As part of an investigation into the cell wall during fungal infection (see Chapter 4), 

various antibodies and probes were tested to determine whether they would reveal 

information about fungal symbioses. Interestingly, several of these probes proved also to be 

highly relevant to investigations of phi thickening development. 
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Figure 2.10 

Immunolabelling of actin microfilaments show no association with developing phi 

thickenings either in developing (a) or mature (b) phi thickenings. c) Secondary antibody 

control. Images are maximum projections of 87 confocal sections covering a depth of 

86.5 µm. The overlay image shows actin in red and lignin autofluorescence in cyan. (d,e) 

Higher magnification images of the overlay images shown in (b) and (c). Bars 50 µm (a,b,c), 

bars 20 μm.  
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Figure 2.11 

Double labelling of microtubules and actin microfilaments in developing phi thickenings. 

Images are maximum projections of 151 confocal sections covering a depth of 75.2 µm. 

Actin microfilaments were randomly organized in regular cells (a) but align with phi 

thickenings in developing (b) and mature (c) phi thickenings as shown by the arrows. Bars 

50 μm.  
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Figure 2.12 

Overlay of the double labelling of microtubules and actin microfilaments in developing phi 

thickenings, with microtubules in red and actin microfilaments in cyan. Images are maximum 

projections of 151 confocal sections covering a depth of 75.2 µm. Actin microfilaments were 

randomly organized in regular cells (a) but align with phi thickenings in developing (b) and 

mature (c) phi thickenings as shown by the arrows. Bars 50 μm.  
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Figure 2.13 

Clathrin labelling of phi thickenings. Images are maximum projections of 60 confocal 

sections covering a depth of 59.6 µm. There was no association of clathrin with phi 

thickenings in either developing (a) or mature (b) phi thickenings. c Secondary antibody 

control. Bars 50 μm.  
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2.3.6.1 Callose 

Immunolabelling with antibodies against callose showed stunning images of callose 

deposition in developing phi thickenings (Figure 2.14, 2.15). In non-phi thickened cells, 

immunolabelling showed consistent callose associated with the cell wall pit-fields (Figure 

2.14) while within the meristem, the cell plates and cross walls of newly divided cell also 

showed localization (David Collings; personal communication). To provide contrast between 

the actual cell wall and the callose localisation, counterstaining with the cellulose stain 

calcofluor white increased the fluorescence of the cell walls without overwhelming callose 

localization, thus dramatically aiding the visualization of the pit fields (Figure 2.14c).  

 

Developing phi thickenings, characterized by faint autofluorescence, showed a textured 

deposition associated with callose labelling (Figure 2.14a,c) but mature phi thickenings 

(characterized by an increase in diameter and strong autofluorescence) remained unlabelled 

(Figure 2.14b). Perhaps more significantly, this callose labelling was occasionally fibrillar or 

strand-like, reminiscent of microtubule organisation (Figure 2.15). 

 

2.3.6.2 Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) 

Fluorescently-tagged wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) was initially used to investigate the 

orchid mycorrhizae in Miltoniopsis, as it has been used to label chitin in the cell walls if fungi 

(Deshmukh et al. 2006; Hogekamp et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013). However, WGA was 

observed to label developing phi thickenings in a similar way to callose deposition with 

WGA localization present in developing thickenings but absent when the thickenings were 

mature, as indicated by the strong lignin autofluorescence (Figure 2.16). This demonstrated 

that phi thickenings can develop asynchronously, as strongly WGA-labelled young, 

developing phi thickenings (asterisk) that were not autofluorescent (arrow) were sometimes 

observed among a network of mature phi thickenings (Figure 2.16a,b, 2.17a). Another 

interesting labelling feature of WGA is that it also showed a peculiar labelling of phi 

thickenings in thickenings that branch three ways (arrow, Figure 2.17b). WGA also labelled 

idioblast cells that contained raphides (crystals) (arrow, Figure 2.18a,b) as well as degrading 

orchid mycorrhizal pelotons (but not the living fungal hyphae) (arrow, Figure 2.18c, see 

Chapter 4). The labelling of the raphides and mycorrhizae was used as positive controls to 

ensure correct labelling of phi thickenings.  
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WGA labelling of phi thickenings required a modified labelling protocol, as the WGA 

labelling can be washed out if the full immunolabelling procedure was applied. It was found 

that the inclusion of either the methanol and / or the sodium borohydrate wash steps 

eliminated the WGA labelling in phi thickenings. Significantly, this was not the case with the 

raphide cells which remained labelled if either of these washes was used (asterisk, Figure 

2.19). 

 

2.3.6.3 Cellulose binding modules (CBM) 

Cellulose-binding modules (CBM) are non-immunological probes that can specifically bind 

to the surface of crystalline cellulose, thus enabling the direct visualisation of cellulose by 

either fluorescence or electron microscopy. This is especially so when these recombinant 

proteins are tagged through the addition of histidine tags that can then be detected with anti-

his detection and conventional antibody binding and immunolabelling approached. This 

makes CBM useful in many applications (McCartney et al. 2004; Shoseyov et al. 2006; Liu et 

al. 2009).  

 

Immunolabelling with CBM involved a 3 step process as the recombinant CBM is tagged 

with a polyhistidine tail which in turn was recognised by an anti-histidine antibody that was 

then labelled by a secondary fluorophore antibody. This complex tag upon tag 

immunolabelling procedure proved difficult to optimise. Although some minimal labelling of 

cellulose was observed in the velamen, no labelling was observed in cells in the cortex and 

stele (data not shown). Further optimisation would be necessary to determine CBM labelling 

in phi thickenings. Though CBM labelling was inconclusive, the presence of cellulose as a 

constituent of phi thickenings is unquestionable as it has been shown by pontamine staining 

where cellulose orientation was established. 
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Figure 2.14 

Callose deposition during the different stages of phi thickening development. a) Faint 

autofluorescence indicated a developing phi thickening and was associated with callose 

deposition. Images are maximum projections of 146 confocal sections covering a depth of 

72 µm. b) No callose was detected in mature phi thickenings. c) Deposition of callose in 

young, developing phi thickenings counter-stained with calcofluor white to demonstrate that 

the cell wall surface dotted was with pit fields. Newly developing phi thickenings can be 

distinguished by their callose deposition and only weak calcofluor staining. d) Secondary 

antibody control. Bars 50 µm. 
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Figure 2.15 

High magnification images of the textured (a) and fibril-like (b) callose deposition in 

developing phi thickenings (arrow). Images are maximum projections of 87 confocal sections 

covering a depth of 86.5 µm. Bars 20 μm. 
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Figure 2.16 

WGA labelling of phi thickenings. Images are maximum projections of 66 confocal sections 

covering a depth of 98.2 µm. a) Overlay of WGA labelled phi thickenings (red) and 

autofluorescence (cyan) show young phi thickenings, indicated by faint fluorescence (arrow, 

left column), being labelled by WGA (arrow, middle columns). Raphide cell also labelled by 

WGA as a positive control (asterisk). b) Higher magnification of (a). Bars 100 µm.  
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Figure 2.17 

More examples of WGA labelling of phi thickenings. Images are maximum projections of 

113 confocal sections covering a depth of 112.7 µm. a) Overlay of WGA labelled phi 

thickenings (red) and autofluorescence (cyan) show young phi thickenings, indicated by faint 

fluorescence (arrow, left column), being labelled by WGA (arrow, middle columns). b) WGA 

localisation in cell wall junctions. c) Mature phi thickenings (indicative by strong 

autofluorescence) not labelled by WGA but label a raphide cell (asterisk). Bars 50 µm.  
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Figure 2.18 

Positive controls for WGA labelling. Images are maximum projections of 74 confocal 

sections covering a depth of 73.2 µm. a) WGA-labelled spherical entities in raphide cells 

(arrow). b) The calcium crystals of raphide cells themselves do not label with WGA. c) 

Degrading mycorrhizal pelotons (arrow) are labelled with WGA but not the living hyphal 

coils (asterisk). Bars 50 μm.  
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Figure 2.19 

Comparison of WGA staining without incubation in both methanol and sodium borohydride 

(a) and with both methanol and sodium borohydride (b). a) Early developing phi thickening 

(arrow) and raphide cells (asterisks) labelled by WGA in protocol without incubation in both 

methanol and sodium borohydrite. b) Phi thickenings not labelled by WGA in protocol with 

methanol and sodium borohydride incubation but labelling in raphide cells remain (asterisk).   

Bar 50 μm. 
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2.3.6.4 Cell wall antibodies 

A range of cell wall antibodies from the Complex Carbohydrate Research Centre of the 

University of Georgia (Athens, GA USA; (Pattathil et al. 2010).) were tested to see changes 

in cell wall composition when phi thickenings form in the cell wall as part of a larger 

investigation of mycorrhizal-associated changes in cell walls (see Chapter 4). However, the 

antibodies bought were part of a survey kit that consisted of only 50 μl samples of each 

antibody, and these were used undiluted (or 1/10). Labelling of phi thickenings proved to be 

unsuccessful, and the protocols could not be optimised using the small volumes of antibodies 

purchased.  
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2.4 Discussion 

The use of confocal microscopy has facilitated the discovery of new information concerning 

the formation and development of phi thickenings through immunocytochemical and related 

methods. This approach has never been utilized before to study phi thickenings in orchids or 

in other plants with phi thickenings. Typical of phi thickenings in a wide range of 

angiosperms and gymnosperms, the phi thickenings in Miltoniopsis occur in root cortex cells 

that usually only have a primary wall, and are lignified and non-suberized secondary cell 

walls. The Miltoniopsis phi thickenings are type 3 phi thickenings with dense networks that 

radiate and align between cells in multiple layers of the cortical region. This differs to other 

phi thickening types where the thickenings only occur in a single layer of cells in the cortex. 

Examples of these patterns include broccoli where the phi thickenings form in the innermost 

cortical cells next to endodermis (Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2009) (type 1) and maize with phi 

thickenings only in the rhizodermis or outermost root cell layer (Degenhardt and Gimmler 

2000) (type 2).  

 

Whilst cellulose orientation is important for cell architecture, visualization of cellulose 

orientation is difficult in living tissue. Previously, studies of cellulose orientations in living 

tissues could only be achieved using indirect methods such as with polarized light (Palevitz 

and Hepler 1976; Verbelen and Kerstens 2000). However, Anderson et al. (2010) 

demonstrated the use of pontamine fast scarlet 4B staining as a useful method to visualize 

microfibril orientation with the visualization of microfibril re-orientations in living 

Arabidopsis cells undergoing elongation. In turn, Thomas et al. (2013) demonstrated the 

specificity of pontamine fast scarlet 4B to cellulose and subsequently proposed a method to 

measure microfibril angles utilizing potamine bifluorescence (Thomas et al. 2016). 

 

2.4.1  Phi thickenings and the cytoskeleton 

Using electron microscopy, Mackenzie (1979) showed individual microtubules associating 

with phi thickenings in apple roots. However, it could not be determined whether these 

microtubules represented any specific association with phi thickenings, and whether they 

were involved in thickening development. This study, therefore, is the first to explore the 

links between the cytoskeletal and phi thickening development, and has linked microtubules 

to the deposition of cellulose to form phi thickenings.  
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Studies have shown the dynamic nature of microtubule organization in differentiating xylem 

cells, with microtubules and microtubule-associated proteins regulating secondary wall 

patterning (Oda et al. 2005; Oda and Hasezawa 2006; Oda and Fukuda 2012). For example, 

AtMAP70-5 from the MAP70 protein family is involved in the regulating of secondary 

deposition boundary in Arabidopsis wood cells (Pesquet et al. 2010) while MIDD1 is 

necessary in local cortical microtubule disassembly for secondary wall pit formation in 

cultured VND6 (pitted secondary walls) induced metaxylem vessels cells (Oda et al. 2010). 

On the other hand, katanin is a microtubule-severing MAP that functions in severing 

branched cortical microtubules, thus releasing them from their mother microtubules and is 

present in both non-xylem and xylem cells (Zhang et al. 2013). Overall, Oda and Fukuda 

(2012) suggested a template organization model for secondary wall patterning. First, a robust 

template for secondary wall patterns of plasma membrane domains is produced by Rac/Rho 

small GTPases (ROPs). Next, MIDD1 is recruited to the plasma membrane domains to 

promote local disassembly of cortical microtubules while MAP70 define the boundary for 

secondary wall deposition by organizing cortical microtubules to shift the secondary wall 

pattern. Consequently, katanin and MAP65 organize the cortical microtubules through 

severing and bundling beneath the future secondary wall thickening and finally, FRA1 and 

MAP20 control the oriented deposition of the cellulose microfibrils along the cortical 

microtubules. 

 

The microtubule organization observed during the development of phi thickenings in 

Miltoniopsis was consistent with the formation of other secondary cell wall thickenings, as 

the microtubules were organized lengthwise parallel to the thickenings during development 

which correspond to cellulose deposition. The beauty of the system incorporated in this study 

is the ability to directly determine the stage of phi thickening development through utilising 

polarized light and fluorescence, then simultaneously observing its corresponding 

microtubule organisation. For instance, an increase in the intensity of lignin autofluorescence 

indicates maturation of phi thickenings and was accompanied by a decrease in microtubules 

aligning with the thickened wall. Participation of cortical microtubules in the regulation of 

secondary cell wall deposition has been long recognized with the observation of microtubules 

lying directly beneath the secondary walls of Coleus ( (Hepler and Newcomb 1964), Azolla 

pinnata (Hardham and Gunning 1979) and Acer pseudoplatanus (Wooding and Northcote 

1964) through electron microscopy. These early studies of microtubule regulation further 
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established the role of microtubules by observation of irregular secondary cell wall formation 

due to microtubule depolymerising agents such as colchicine (Pickett-Heaps 1967).  

 

More recently, an important study by Paredez et al. (2006) confirmed the association of 

microtubules with primary cell wall formation with the direct visualization of a functional 

yellow fluorescent protein fusion to cellulose synthase (CESA) in transgenic Arabidopsis 

plants, thus allowing the process of cellulose deposition to be visualized in living cells, with 

the positioning of these CESA complexes in the plasma membrane guided by cortical 

microtubules (Gutierrez et al. 2009). Secondary wall cellulose deposition has also been 

shown to be dependent on both microtubule (Gardiner et al. 2003) and actin microfilament 

organization. Wightman and Turner (2008) demonstrated that longitudinal actin filaments 

regulate the movement of CESA-containing Golgi bodies in developing xylem vessels. In the 

cortical cytoplasm of pollen tubes of Nicotiana tabacum and Lilium longiflorum, double 

labeling with fluorescent phaloidin probes showed that microtubules and actin filaments co-

localize and displayed complex net-axial or helical distributions (Pierson et al. 1989). It has 

also been shown by live imaging that actin filaments can co-localize with cortical 

microtubules for short periods of time (Sampathkumar et al. 2011) and this indicates the 

importance of actin organization in CESA distribution, moreover the deposition of cellulose 

microfibril.  

 

The occurrence of matching thickenings in adjacent cells to form phi thickenings, and the 

occasional thickened walls that do not resulting in only half thickenings (“thorns”), indicates 

inter-cell coordination between specific subdomains in the cell walls. Previous studies have 

only shown microtubule array coordination in entire cells such as between neighbouring 

epidermal cells in Tradescantia (Barton and Overall 2010). Furthermore, Bannigan et al. 

(2006) showed a decrease in coordination in normally transversely aligned elongating cells in 

specific Arabidopsis thaliana mutants such as rsw6. Thus, the evident development of phi 

thickenings that precisely coordinate microtubules in specific cell wall subdomains is highly 

novel. Likewise, the discontinuous nature of the phi thickening with dense networks in one 

part of a root and then sparse thickenings in another part is intriguing.  

 

Cell to cell signalling must, in some way, occur for this specific coordination in adjacent cells 

to happen. It might be speculated that phi thickenings are a response mechanism due to 
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external interaction such as salt stress, a means for mechanical support or defence from 

pathogen invasion. Some degree of signalling at the cellular level might be detected through 

the visualization of clathrin. The clathrin-mediated pathway is a common mechanism of 

receptor-mediated endocytosis, a known pathway through which signalling receptors on the 

cell surface can be recovered into the cell (Chen et al. 2011; Kitakura et al. 2011). Though no 

association between endocytotic vesicles and the developing thickenings was found, this does 

not rule out a signalling mechanism that might have occurred earlier before visible thickening 

development can be established. No attempts were made to identify other pathways through 

which this signalling might be accomplished. 

 

2.4.2   Phi thickenings and the cell wall 

This study has made two intriguing observations concerning the composition of phi 

thickenings, that they contain patterned callose, and that they have the ability to bind the 

lectin WGA. Both observations were serendipitous, and came about when these probes were 

used to investigate the fungal mycorrhizae. 

 

At the start of these experiments, callose localisation was attempted because Miltoniopsis 

form mycorrhizal relationship with certain specific fungi and because callose deposition is a 

known response to wounding or pathogen infection, as well as being found at the 

plasmodesmata and in the cell plate during and after cytokinesis (Luna et al. 2011). Callose is 

believed to be produced by callose synthases and can be degraded by β-1,3-glucanases (Chen 

and Kim 2009). Instead, I observed callose deposition during phi thickening development.  

 

The stages of callose deposition in phi thickenings are similar to callose deposition during the 

formation of wall ingrowths in pea nodule transfer cells (Dahiya and Brewin 2000; McCurdy 

et al. 2008). Callose is deposited in channel-like structures at the base of newly forming wall 

ingrowths but eventually disappears when mature. Dahiya and Brewin (2000) suggested that 

the callose present channel-like structures might be „multiple-branched plasmodesmata‟ that 

function to increase open channels to reduce the diffusion resistance in the apoplast. 

However, this cannot be so for the phi thickenings as the callose deposition in phi thickenings 

are very distinct from the plasmodesmata pit-fields.  
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The callose deposition in developing phi thickenings also showed an interesting textured 

patterning with the occasional appearance of being in strands. This in fact is consistent with 

studies linking callose deposition to microtubules. The first was Scherp et al. (2002) who 

proposed a model where callose and cellulose biosynthesis are both regulated by the binding 

of callose and cellulose synthase complex to cortical microtubules. However, in tobacco 

pollen tubes, callose and cellulose biosynthesis do not associate, but callose synthesis still 

depends on cortical microtubule organization (Cai et al. 2011). To further cement the link 

between callose and microtubule organization, microtubule depolymerisation with oryzalin 

was observed to disrupt organized callose deposition in fern stomatal cells (Apostolakos et al. 

2009). 

 

Another interesting finding in this study was the association of the lectin WGA to the phi 

thickenings during development. Lectins are carbohydrate binding proteins that specifically 

bind to mono- or oligosaccharides sugar moieties. Originally discovered when extracts of 

castor beans was found to agglutinate erythrocytes, lectins represent a very large family of 

glycoproteins. Lectins have the ability to recognize and interact with specific glycoconjugates 

due to the presence of carbohydrate recognition domains, making them functional in plant 

defence. Several lectins have been isolated from various plants including Canavalia 

ensiformis (concanavalin) and Triticum vulgaris (wheat germ agglutinin). Wheat germ 

agglutinin (WGA) is a lectin found in the wheat kernel that protects it from pests including 

insects, fungus or bacteria. WGA is an agglutinin protein, meaning that WGA will 

agglutinate when in contact with its target molecules, in this case to N-acetyl-D-glucosamine 

and sialic acid. In mammals, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine is found in cartilage and cornea 

(McLaughlin et al. 1986) while sialic acid is found in mucous membranes such as the 

digestive tract (Carlsson et al. 1976), causing injury or even fatality if in contact with WGA. 

WGA has also been used as a fungal stain in plants as the fungal cell wall is composed of 

chitin and sialic acid can be found on the surface of fungal hyphae (Meyberg 1988; Alviano 

et al. 1999), fungal tips, septa and conidiophores (Warwas et al. 2007).  

 

WGA is commonly used to label biological specimens as it binds to cell wall peptidoglycans, 

chitin and glycolipids, binding specifically to N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and sialic acid 

(Mansfield et al. 1988). This makes WGA useful to label fungi within plant roots (Deshmukh 

et al. 2006; Hogekamp et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013). Other than for fungi, WGA has also 
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been shown to bind to plant tissues where localisation was observed during development of 

the xylem secondary wall (Hogetsu 1990; Wojtaszek and Bolwell 1995; Oda and Hasezawa 

2006). In the case of the phi thickenings, WGA labelling is consistent with WGA labelling in 

vascular cells during differentiation where labelling also decreased upon maturity. However, 

considering that the known target binding sites for WGA (N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and sialic 

acid) are not regular plant cell wall components, it is uncertain why WGA labels developing 

secondary walls. Hogetsu (1990) proposed that WGA may be binding to the hemicelluloses 

in the cell wall but a subsequent study by Wojtaszek and Bolwell (1995) in French bean 

hypocotyls established that the WGA actually bound to specific secondary cell wall 

glycoproteins. They compared their WGA-labelled samples with antibodies raised against 

pure glycoprotein and saw a similar pattern. The presence of hydroxyproline-rich 

glycoproteins strengthens cell walls (Shailasree et al. 2004) has been linked to plant defence 

against pathogen (Deepak et al. 2007; Deepak et al. 2010). 

 

Several further aspects of WGA labelling may be significant. First, it is interesting to note 

that the initial use of WGA to label fungi inside the root was generally unsuccessful as 

labelling was only observed in degrading pelotons and not the live  or un-degraded hyphae. 

Second, for successful WGA labelling of the phi thickenings, it was essential that the normal 

immunolabelling protocol was modified by the elimination of both the methanol and sodium 

borohydride washes. However, this modification did not affect the labeling of WGA in the 

idioblast. This might indicate that the molecule to which the WGA binds is only peripherally 

bound to the cell wall: this would fit with the binding being to a glycoprotein. Time 

limitations precluded further investigation of this effect. Third, the strong labelling present 

inside the vacuole of raphide cells did not wash out from the tissue with incubation in 

methanol and sodium borohydride unlike the phi thickenings. This again suggests that the 

molecules bound by WGA in the thickenings and raphides might be different. No explanation 

can be offered with regards to these labelling, as no previous mention of this peculiar 

labelling in raphide cells has been found in literature. However, raphide cells and the 

properties and function of the needle-shaped crystals of calcium oxalate that they contain 

have been studied extensively because of their role in plant defence against herbivores (Al-

Rais et al. 1971; Sakai et al. 1983; Konno et al. 2014). Raphide-forming cells in Vanilla 

planifolia and Monstera deliciosa  have been reported to be identifiable in the early stages of 
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raphide formation with the cytoplasm and subcellular components of cells differentiated early 

on (Mollenhauer and Larson 1966). 

 

2.4.3 Phi thickening structure to indicate function 

In cross sections through Miltoniopsis roots, the majority of phi thickenings formed a full phi 

(Φ) by having cell wall thickenings coordinated across adjacent cells. However, some did not 

have this inter-cell coordination and only formed half a phi, described here as „thorn‟ (Þ). 

This gives rise to the obvious question as to how the phi thickenings are spatially 

coordinated, seeing as some do not align between adjacent cells or technically, do not 

generate their half-phi. Furthermore, how and why these thickenings form in long stretches 

and dense networks in the root cortex is not known. Structurally, dense networks of thickened 

cell walls would mechanically fortify the root but in the case of phi thickenings, each cell 

develops its own thickening independently to its neighbouring cells. New branches of phi 

thickenings have been observed to form in cells already present with a mature phi thickening 

in its walls and may occur in any area within 2 cm from the root tip as observed in this study. 

This must relate to the role of the phi thickenings in the root. As such, several roles have been 

suggested for the phi thickenings and these will be discussed further in the next chapter 

(Chapter 3).   
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2.5 Conclusion 

This study has been the first to study at phi thickening development through 

immunocytochemistry and confocal microscopy. The direct visualisation of microtubule 

organisation enables establishment of the role of microtubules during the different stages of 

phi thickening development. 

 

This study has also reported three novel features about the composition of the phi thickening 

cell wall. These are that the developing wall is initially non-lignified, with lignification 

beginning only some time after secondary cell wall deposition begins, that callose is 

associated with the developing wall, and also that WGA can bind to this developing wall but 

not the mature wall. 

 

While the development of phi thickenings is similar in terms of the deposition of cellulose in 

the formation of a secondary cell wall, the transient association of developing phi thickenings 

with callose and the presence of WGA-binding, and the loss of these activities in mature phi 

thickenings, beg further investigation.   
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CHAPTER 3 

THE INDUCTION OF AND ROLES PLAYED BY PHI 

THICKENINGS IN PLANT ROOTS  

 

Abstract 

Phi thickenings have been discovered and studied for more than a hundred years. 

Environmental conditions, including abiotic and biotic stresses such as salinity, heavy 

metals, soil density, drought and water logging, have all been shown to impact the 

development of phi thickenings in various species. However, the purpose and functions of 

phi thickenings have yet to be determined although several suggestions have been made. 

These include acting as a barrier or regulator of ion or water uptake through the apoplast 

in a manner similar to the Casparian strip, to prevent or limit fungal infections in roots, 

and acting in a mechanical role to support cortical cells. The aim of this study was to 

investigate phi thickening induction and function in orchids of the genus Miltoniopsis. As 

the movement of fluorescent tracers through the apoplast was not blocked by phi 

thickenings, and as phi thickenings developed in the roots of sterile cultures in the absence 

of fungus and did not prevent fungal colonization of cortical cells, the phi thickenings in 

Miltoniopsis do not function as a barrier. However, as phi thickenings were found to be 

induced by water stress, it is possible that they may hinder cell collapse during 

dehydration. In roots dried to conduct X-ray microtomography, some evidence was 

observed for phi thickenings preventing cortical cell collapse, although this was not 

conclusive. Nevertheless, the varied responses in different plant species suggest that the 

phi thickenings may function and play several adaptive roles, instead of just one, 

according to necessity in each plant species to ensure a structurally strong root system.   
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3.1 Introduction 

Phi thickenings have been observed in certain gymnosperms (Ginkgoaceae, Araucariaceae, 

Taxaceae and Cupressaceae) (Gerrath et al. 2002) and a wider range of angiosperms 

including Ceratonia siliqua, Pelargonium hortorum and Pyrus malus (Peterson et al. 1981). 

Indeed, over 100 plant species from 16 families have been described in the literature as 

containing phi thickenings, according to the only review on the topic by Fernandez-Garcia et 

al. (2014). Most of these species were identified by van Tieghem (1888) and have not been 

studied in terms of phi thickenings since. Other than orchids, the only monocot that has been 

identified to develop phi thickenings in its roots is maize (Zea mays) (Degenhardt and 

Gimmler 2000). However, despite the presence of phi thickenings in this important crop, 

along with other agriculturally significant crop plants such as broccoli (Brassica oleracea) 

(Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2009), cherry (Prunus avium) (Soukup et al. 2004), loquat (Pan et al. 

2006), peanut (Arachis hypogaea) (Tajima et al. 2008) and apple (Pyrus malus) (Mackenzie 

1979; Peterson et al. 1981; Weerdenburg and Peterson 1983), the role of phi thickenings in 

the roots of plants is still undetermined.  

 

In the preceding chapter, the general composition and characteristics of phi thickenings were 

examined using histological and fluorescent stains while immunocytochemical methods were 

employed to observe thickening development through the organization of the cytoskeleton 

and various cell wall components. In this chapter, I  investigated the induction of phi 

thickenings, and the roles that they might play in orchid roots, and root function in general. 

 

3.1.1  The induction of phi thickenings 

Observations in cherry (Prunus avium) and oak (Quercus robur) found that roots grown in 

vitro do not form phi thickenings but develop phi thickenings when the same plantlets were 

acclimatized and grown in soil (Soukup et al. 2004). Marin et al. (2009) also noted these 

changes in roots of in vitro rooted shoots of the almond x peach hybrid rootstock `Adafuel' 

(Prunus dulcis x P. persica) during acclimatization. This ability to be induced or made to 

form due to one or more environmental factors (i.e water stress, fungal invasion, salinity 

and/or compaction) indicates that the formation of phi thickenings is a deliberate response 

mechanism by plants. In other words, phi thickenings do not form in plant roots without a 
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circumstance to induce their presence. This demonstrates a functional importance to the 

presence of phi thickenings in plant roots.  

 

3.1.2.  The roles played by phi thickenings 

The role(s) of phi thickenings, and why such a wide variety of plants develop them, have so 

far remained inconclusive. Possible roles for the thickenings can be grouped into 3 distinct 

possibilities: 

i)  Regulation of solute uptake 

ii)  Defence against penetration by fungal hyphae 

iii)  As a stabilisation mechanism for cortical cells as a response to environmental 

stresses 

It is important to realise that these roles are not mutually exclusive, and it is possible that 

different plants might develop phi thickenings for different reasons. 

 

3.1.2.1  Phi thickenings and solute regulation 

Solute uptake regulation was one of the earliest functions suggested for phi thickenings, due 

to their apparent similarity to the Casparian band in the endodermis (Mackenzie 1979). 

Electron microscopy of apple roots showed a relatively high number of plasmodesmata in the 

outer tangential walls of cells in the phi thickening layer. These walls contained 

plasmodesmata at nearly double the frequency compared to walls between the phi thickening 

layer and endodermis. This observation led Mackenzie (1979) to propose that the lignified 

radial walls of the phi thickenings impede inward transport in the apoplast in a manner 

analogous to the Casparian band in the endodermis. However, Haas et al. (1976) established 

that the ultrastructure of phi thickenings in Pelargonium differs significantly from a 

Casparian band, with the lignifications of phi thickenings happening early in its development 

and with the cell membrane not adhering to the phi thickening cells wall, unlike what occurs 

in the Casparian band. Later studies have tested the permeability of the phi thickenings using 

fluorescent tracers. These experiments showed that phi thickenings in apple, geranium 

(Peterson et al. 1981) and maize roots (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000) did not block 

apoplastic flow of the small molecules of calcofluor white and berberine-thiocyanate 

respectively. This, however, certainly does not rule out a role for phi thickenings in the 

regulation of solute uptake in other plant species. López-Pérez et al. (2007) studied the effect 
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of phi thickening in response to salinity by comparing two methods of measuring root 

hydraulic conductance, pressurizing roots and natural exudation, and analyzing the nutrient 

concentrations in the xylem with results suggesting that the phi thickenings could only be a 

barrier to apoplastic water transport. However, further studies on ion movement through the 

phi thickenings using lanthanum as an apoplastic tracer in salt stressed broccoli roots 

demonstrated walls of the endodermal cells bordering the apoplast between the phi thickening 

cells showed high lanthanum precipitation (Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2009). This is indicative 

of the possible role of the phi cells as a barrier controlling the movement of ions in salt stress 

conditions.  

 

3.1.2.2  Phi thickenings, the root cortex and environmental stresses 

The induction of phi thickenings has also been thought to be a plant’s response to 

environmental stress. Studies in a variety of plant species (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000; 

Gerrath et al. 2005; López-Pérez et al. 2007) have proposed that the formation of phi 

thickenings may result from environmental stresses, and that the thickenings form in cases 

where a lignified secondary cell wall would be able to mechanically support cortical cells. 

Degenhardt and Gimmler (2000) investigated the structural and chemical adaptations of the 

cell walls of various root tissues in maize (Zea mays) when grown in municipal solid‐waste 

slag that is known to be a source of stresses such as salinity, high pH, heavy metals, and high 

mechanical impedance. Results showed that phi thickenings were induced in the rhizodermis 

when plants were grown in the slag. A mechanical role to overcome the high soil impedance 

was suggested instead by Degenhardt and Gimmler (2000) to the phi thickenings induction.  

 

The induction of phi thickenings by stresses is an ancient and potentially strongly conserved 

feature of root development in a wide range of plant taxa, as shown by the fossil record. The 

earliest recorded presence of phi thickenings in the roots of plants dates back to middle 

Triassic age (about 247 to 237 million years ago) with the discovery of phi thickenings in the 

cortex of fossil seed ferns discovered from the Antarctica (Millay et al. 1987). Phi 

thickenings were found to be present in 2 different species of vascular plants that were 

perfectly entombed in mineral matrices, namely Antarcticycas and Antarcticoxylon, with a 

single layer or several layers of phi thickenings, respectfully. Millay et al. (1987) stated that 
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the presence of phi thickenings and a cuticle epidermis in both plants at the time highly 

suggest an environmental stress response in conjunction to water regulation.  

 

Gerrath et al. (2005) examined the effects of environmental factors on phi thickening 

production and morphology in 3 gymnosperms to determine whether phi thickening 

development is constitutive or environmentally induced. They concluded that phi thickening 

production is constitutive rather than an environmental response as phi thickenings was 

present in not just treatments but also the controls. The only difference was the increase in 

phi thickening production in the environmental stress. However, this persistent consistency 

within a family and their correlation with phylogenetic relationships within the gymnosperm, 

indicate that phi thickenings may be used as a taxonomic characteristic of plants (Gerrath et 

al. 2002).  

 

However, the mechanism(s) for the execution of this role has never been tested. Aspects to 

consider include how phi thickenings might contribute in mechanical support to cell collapse 

or whether they provide resistance to hydraulic rupture of cells in the root tip during growth 

to allow penetration of the root tip in soil. The question would be; how do we measure and 

demonstrate this? This chapter endeavour to approach this with a unique system provided by 

Miltoniopsis orchid roots.  

 

3.1.2.3  Phi thickenings and mycorrhizal fungi 

Phi thickenings have been proposed to act a physical barrier against hyphal penetration.  

Following fungal invasions in yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis) (Wilcox and Wang 1987) 

and Dryas integrifolia (Melville et al. 1987), the plants form a symbiotic relationship with 

their designated ectomycorrhizal fungus forming Hartig nets in the root cortex. In yellow 

birch, the fungus Chloridium paucisporum penetrates the epidermis into the cortex, but seems 

to be obstructed from entering further into the root by phi thickenings present in the second 

cortical layer (Wilcox and Wang 1987). Melville et al. (1987) echoed this sentiment in their 

study of the ectomycorrhizal association of Dryas integrifolia with Hebeloma 

cylindrosporum where it was observed that a double layer of phi thickenings in the radial cell 

walls of inner cortical cells limited fungal penetration from penetrating further beyond the 
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cortex. In older portion of the roots, where there was less development of Hartig nets, phi 

thickenings appeared to have not developed either.  

 

3.1.4  The importance of understanding phi thickenings for understanding plant growth 

While phi thickenings are relatively poorly understood, all the three concepts discussed above 

(solute penetration, fungal associations and environmental stresses) are of fundamental 

concern for understanding plant growth, and in particular, agriculture. The numerous 

observations concerning the role(s) of the phi thickenings, however, suggest that the role of 

phi thickenings need not be mutually exclusive in any one particular plant, and that the 

structures may perform different roles in different plants. However, as phi thickenings are 

present in diverse taxa (angiosperms and gymnosperms, as well as the now extinct seed fern 

lineage) the basic capacity to generate a phi thickening has either evolved multiple times 

during the evolution, or it has been conserved for a very long period of time. In either case, 

this conservation indicates the fundamental importance of phi thickenings for plant growth.  

 

3.1.5 Aims of this study 

In orchids, phi thickenings have been briefly reported in the roots of the terrestrial orchid 

Prescotti amontana and the epiphytes Dichaea cogniauxiana and Epidendrum secundum as 

specialized, thick-walled cortical cells (Moreira et al. 2013). However, their role(s) in orchids 

have yet to be studied. Orchids are a family of flowering plants known for its ubiquity and 

ability to adapt in various environments. It is of great interest then that these highly adaptive 

plants develop phi thickenings albeit the presence of other specialized features such as the 

presence of the velamen layer to aid the uptake and retention of water (Zotz and Winkler 

2013). Therefore, this chapter endeavours to explore phi thickening function in various 

varieties of the orchid Miltoniopsis and in some instances replicate experiments that have 

been done in previous literature. Solute uptake regulation by phi thickenings has been tested 

in apple, geranium and maize utilizing apoplastic tracers and has been shown to not limit 

diffusion (Peterson et al. 1981; Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000). Phi thickening inducement 

due to different stresses has been used as an indicator to relate to phi thickening function and 

this approach was also employed in this study. Phi thickenings have been induced in broccoli 

due to salinity (Fernandez-Garcia et al. 2009) and in maize grown in slag which is known to 

be highly compacted, high heavy metal, salt and pH content (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000). 
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Phi thickening inducement due to water stress or drought has also been reported in loquat 

(Pan et al. 2006). Finally, this chapter will approach the role of phi thickenings as a 

mechanical support in the roots by providing resistance from cell collapse in the face of 

desiccation.  
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3.2 Materials and method 

 

3.2.1  Plant material 

Roots from Miltoniopsis Jean Sabourin 'Vulcain' and Miltoniopsis Herralenxandre obtained 

from Dr. John Clemens of the Christchurch Botanical Gardens were used as experimental 

tissue as described in section 2.2.1. 

 

For induction experiments, sterile Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ explants were used. Tissue 

culture flasks containing protocorms of the Miltoniopsis cultivar ‘Breathless’ were purchased 

from Woolf Orchid Culture (Drayton, QLD, Australia), and imported into New Zealand with 

the assistance of Tuckers Orchid Nursery (Auckland, New Zealand). These plants were 

maintained in a temperature controlled room at 23°C with a 16 hour light / 8 hour dark 

photoperiod using 36-watt white fluorescent tubes. Plants were grown in half-strength 

Murashige and Skoog media (catalogue number M5524, Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) with 

the addition of 3% (w/v) sucrose and 1% (v/v) plant preservative mixture (PPM) (Plant Cell 

Technology, Washington, DC USA) to inhibit fungal contamination (Miyazaki et al. 2010). 

Plants were re-flasked every 3 months in this media that had been prepared in 500 ml tissue 

culture flasks (Thermofisher, Waltham, MA USA) by autoclaving at 1 kg/cm
2
 and 121°C for 

20 min.  

 

3.2.2 Permeability of phi thickenings 

The permeability of the phi thickenings in Miltoniopsis was tested through uptake 

experiments using the fluorescent tracers calcoflour white, Lucifer yellow and propidium 

iodide (all from Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR US). These experiments were based on 

protocols published by Peterson et al. (1981) with some modifications. Calcofluor white, 

Lucifer yellow and propidium iodide were suitable used as fluorescent tracers because they 

are membrane impermeant and their entry into cell walls can only occur through diffusion 

through the cell wall (the apoplastic pathway).   

 

Fresh roots were cut 2 cm from the root tip, washed under tap water and pat dried with a 

paper towel. The cut end of the root and the root tip was then quickly sealed with Ados F2 

glue (CRC, East Tamaki, New Zealand) as substitute for sticky wax in Peterson et al. (1981) 
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as suggested by the lab technician. This ensured that any dye uptake observed occurred only 

through the apoplast, although glue-free controls were run to confirm this. A needle was also 

run several times on the root surface to rupture the velamen and let tracers into the cortex 

(Peterson et al. 1981). Roots were then incubated in 0.1% (v/v) calcofluor white, 0.1% (v/v) 

Lucifer yellow, 0.1% (v/v) propidium iodide and water, as control, respectively, for 18 h. A 

total of 5 roots were treated with each dye, with 3 roots being sealed and 2 roots unsealed. 

Roots were then rinsed with water before being hand-sectioned and placed on a slide in a 

drop of water. Sections were covered with a cover slip and viewed using wide-field or 

fluorescence via confocal microscopy.  

 

3.2.3 Phi thickening induction experiments 

To de-flask plants and move them from in vitro tissue culture pots to the greenhouse for phi 

thickening induction, plantlets with at least 4 leaves were first washed with 10% bleach for 

1 min and then rinsed 3 times with water to remove the agar. The plantlets were then planted 

in sphagnum moss and incubated in a moisture chamber in the greenhouse for 4 weeks to 

acclimatize to the environment before further experiments. 

 

Although the cultivar used in these experiments (Breathless) was not the same as had been 

used in phi thickening experiments described in Chapter 2, they were the only plants 

available in sterile culture. More interestingly, the young, sterile explants growing on tissue 

culture media lacked phi thickenings. This was determined by hand sectioning several roots 

from several plants at three different points of the root (near root tip, middle of root and 

farthest from root tip) and by viewing the cross sections with polarized light. This lack of phi 

thickenings in culture meant that the induction of phi thickenings could be studied 

experimentally. 

 

The induction of phi thickenings was tested in relation to 4 experimental factors. These were 

growth media compaction, water stress, salinity and fungal infection. All observations of phi 

thickening induction were made by excising a root from each replicate which was hand-

sectioned at three different points of the root (near root tip, middle of root and farthest from 

root tip) and viewed with polarized light. 
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3.2.3.1 Growth media compaction 

It had been suggested by Mr John Clements of Lyttelton, an avid orchid hobbyist, former 

president of the Canterbury Orchid Society and a supplier of some Miltoniopsis plants used 

for experiments, that young Miltoniopsis plants would be optimally grown in a combination 

of sphagnum moss (wrapped loosely around the roots) and bark after removal from tissue 

culture. This sphagnum moss / bark mixture was used as the control for this experiment. 

Three other treatments were tested, which were 100% pine bark, a commercial orchid mix, 

and a mixture of soil or fine potting mix. All treatments consisted of 12 replicate plants that 

were grown in a shaded greenhouse with automated watering twice a week (Tuesday and 

Friday) for 4 months.  

 

3.2.3.2 Water Stress 

For this experiment, the watering of 10 plants from each treatment from the growth media 

compaction experiment was decreased to once a week while 2 from each were kept on 2 

times a week as a control treatment. This was done manually using a water hose showering 

over the plants for at least 5 minutes each time. The degree of water stress was evaluated 

through leaf conditions and colour.  

 

Induction of phi thickenings due to water stress was also tested in vitro with varying 

concentration of sorbitol that were added to the Murashige & Skoog growth media. The 

osmolarities of the sorbitol solutions in the half strength Murashige and were measured using 

a vapour pressure osmometer (Wescor, South Logan, UT, USA) before adding in the agar 

(Table 3.1). Experiments were run for 12 months with observation for phi thickening 

induction made every 2 weeks.  
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Table 3.1 Concentration of sorbitol added to the growth media. 

Sorbitol concentration (mM) Osmolality (mOsmol/kg) 

0.00  106 

0.05 152  

0.10 191  

0.20 285  

0.30 391  

0.40 473 

0.50 585 

  

 

3.2.3.3 The effects of salinity 

The effect of salinity on phi thickening induction in Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ was tested in 

vitro by adding various concentration of NaCl to the growth media as it was the best way to 

accurately quantify the salinity exposed to the plant samples. Treatments of 0.1 M, 0.2 M, 0.3 

M, 0.4 M, 0.5 M and 0.6 M (v/v) NaCl with replicates of 12 each was done with 0.0 M NaCl 

added as control.  

 

3.2.3.4 Fungal infection 

Sterile tissue culture Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ plantlets were removed from in vitro tissue 

culture pots and rinsed with sterile water to remove agar residue. The plantlets were then 

placed in bark in tissue culture pots with pieces of filter paper either in the bottom or top of 

the bark that had been autoclaved to maintain sterility (Figure 3.1). Ten replicate pots per 

treatment were placed in a temperature controlled room at 23°C with a 16 hour light / 8 hour 

dark photoperiod using 36-watt white fluorescent tubes for 8 weeks. Observations of phi 

thickenings at 4, 6 and 8 weeks after transplantation were made by excising and hand 

sectioning a root at the cut end, middle and root tip, and by viewing the samples with 

polarized light.  
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Figure 3.1 

Experimental set up for phi thickening induction in the absence of orchid mycorrhiza. a) 

Plantlets grown on autoclaved bark with filter paper at the bottom to maintain moisture in 

sterile conditions. b) Plantlets grown on tissue paper on autoclaved bark to maintain moisture 

in sterile conditions.  
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3.2.4 Microscopy 

Polarized light and confocal and wide-field fluorescence microscopy were conducted as 

described in section 2.2.5 with the following modifications. Calcofluor white staining was 

observed with ultraviolet light and with the 488 nm laser for Lucifer yellow and propidium 

iodide via the confocal microscope. Observations for phi induction were completed by hand 

sectioning cross sections of 1 root per replicate at the cut end, middle and root tip and by 

viewing the samples with polarized light using widefield imaging function of the confocal 

microscope.  

 

3.2.5 Assessing root stability and structure following mechanical perturbations  

The origin of these experiments was an interest in imaging phi thickenings in orchid roots 

using X-ray microtomography. X-ray computed tomography is an imaging method where a 

three-dimensional image of the interior of an object can be generated through digital image 

processing of a large series of two-dimensional X-ray images taken around a single axis of 

rotation (Dhondt et al. 2010). An X-ray tube emits a conic X-ray beam that penetrates the 

object that is positioned on a precision rotational stage, and then a digital signal is collected 

by a 2D detector (Figure 3.2). The image formed shows sites of absorbance within the 

sample, and absorbance is typically proportional to the atomic mass of nuclei present 

(Kalender 2011). Thus, both water and cell walls made of sugar polymers absorb only 

weakly, whereas crystals of calcium oxalate absorb more strongly (Figure 3.3). The object is 

then rotated around the axis with a constant step, usually 0.25 degree to 1 degree, with an 

image acquired at each step. Typically, the sample is rotated through 180
o
 for a full data set. 

This produces a series of 2D images that is then calibrated and reconstructed using computed 

tomography software utilizing a Filtered Back Projection algorithm to produce three-

dimensional volume results (Kalender 2011). Depending on the X-ray detector pixel size, 

three-dimensional resolution from a few micrometers (microCT) to hundreds of micrometers 

can be achieved. The data are rendered voxels (volume element), and can be exported as 2D 

slices for high resolution slice-by-slice inspection or rendered into 3D models.  
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Figure 3.2  

How X-ray micro-computed tomography (μCT) works. X-ray computed tomography is an 

imaging method where a three-dimensional image of the interior of an object can be 

generated through digital image processing of a large series of two-dimensional X-ray images 

taken around a single axis of rotation (Dhondt et al. 2010). An X-ray tube emits a conic X-ray 

beam that penetrates the object that is positioned on a precision rotational stage, and then a 

digital signal is collected by a 2D detector. The image is rotated through 180
o
 or 360

o
, and the 

series of images are then processed to generate the 3D structure. 

360˚ rotation 

Object 

X-ray Detector 

X-ray source 

2D projection 
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Figure 3.3 

X-ray micro-computed tomography (μCT) raw image of an unstained root showing that cell 

walls absorb only weakly, whereas crystals of calcium oxalate in the root cortex absorb more 

strongly (arrow). Bar 500 μm.  
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Initially, the microtomography method was tested to determine whether the resolution was 

sufficient to observe the orchid phi thickenings network throughout a single root without the 

need to destructively section. In initial investigations, fixed whole roots were wrapped with 

cling wrap then stuck onto the rotation stage with plasticine. Because of the presence of water 

within the sample, and because water and the cell walls have similar absorbances for X-rays, 

this did not provide sufficient contrast for cells and cell walls to be resolved. Two 

modifications were then tried. These were extracting and drying of the samples, either by 

vacuum or with a critical point dryer (see below), which would provide contrast between the 

cell walls and the air spaces where the cells had previously been, and the addition of heavy 

metal staining. This required the testing of contrasting agents to enhance the contrast in the 

Miltoniopsis roots, and was based on a study by Pauwels et al. (2013) in which a series of 

heavy metals stains were tested on mammalian tissues. In my first test of heavy metal 

staining, 8 contrast agents selected for their X-ray absorption potential; phosphotungstic acid 

(PTA), phosphomolybdic acid (PMA), silver nitrate (AgNO3), lead citrate (Pb(NO3)2), 

lanthanum nitrate (La(NO3)3), potassium bromide (KBr), sodium molybdate (Na2MoO4) and 

potassium iodide (KI). Solutions of these chemicals were made by adding an amount into 20 

mL distilled water at room temperature until saturated but for those with high solubility, a 

limit of 10 g was used. The exact quantities and information for each chemical is listed in 

Table 3.2.  

 

Table 3.2 Quantities used for contrasting agents dilution 

Contrasting agent Molarity (mol/L) Amount (g) dissolved 

in 20 mL water 

Phosphotungstic acid (PTA)  0.17 10 

Phosphomolybdic acid (PMA) 0.27 10 

Silver nitrate (AgNO3)  2.94 10 

Lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)2)  1.51 10 

Lanthanum  nitrate (La(NO3)3)  1.54 10 

Potassium bromide (KBr)  4.20 10 

Sodium molybdate (Na2MoO4)  2.43 10 

Potassium iodide (KI) 3.01 10 
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Whole Miltoniopsis roots were washed under running tap water to remove as much dirt or 

impurities from the surface. The roots were then fixed in 100% methanol overnight at room 

temperature for quick preservation and at the same time disrupt the cytoplasm. The roots 

were later cleared in 70% (w/v) lactic acid at 70˚C for 1 hour before being rinsed several 

times with distilled water. The roots were then immersed in the selected contrast solutions for 

48 h. Then, they were put into an ethanol series of 40%, 70%, 90% and 100% ethanol for 30 

min each. Finally, the roots were vacuum dried using a vacuum chamber for 24 h, and then 

placed in an airtight container with silica beads to maintain desiccation.  

 

The micro-CT scans performed for this study were done using the Skyscan μCT X-ray 

scanner model 1172 (Bruker-MicroCT, Kontich, Belgium) at the Otago Centre of Confocal 

Microscopy, University of Otago, New Zealand. The X-ray tube was operated at a voltage of 

40 kV with a beam filter to reduce beam hardening artifacts. Samples were imaged at every 

0.4 degree step size with a 0.2 mm aluminium filter. Reconstruction of the raw projection 

data was done using the control software for Skyscan 1172 which was supplied with the 

scanner.  

 

After scanning with the micro-CT, root samples were carefully marked, placed back into their 

respective container and preparations were made to section the root. This was done to 

compare structures visible in the micro-CT reconstructions to the real structures presence in 

the root sections. Root samples were dehydrated in 100% ethanol twice for 20 min each. The 

roots were then put through a graduated ethanol/LR white (Agar Scientific, Essex, UK) series 

(80:20, 60:40, 30:70, 10:90) for 1 h each. Then the roots were infiltrated in 100% (v/v) LR 

white resin for 3 changes of at least 3 hours or overnight on a rotator at room temperature. 

The samples were then placed in PTFE flat embedding moulds (EMS, Hatfield, PA, USA). 

Mould cavities containing the roots were overfilled with 100% (v/v) LR white, before being 

carefully covered with cut Aclar film (EMS) to exclude air and finally baked at 55˚C for 24 h. 

The polymerised resin stubs were then trimmed down using the ultramicrotome (EM UCT, 

Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and cut into 50-70 nm thin sections with a diamond 

knife. Sections were then placed on glass slides, covered and viewed with polarized light via 

fluorescence upright microscope (DM5000, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).    
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A second experiment was conducted after initial results from the contrast agent experiment. 

Root samples (unstained control, La(NO3)3 stained with each 3 replicates) were either 

vacuum dried or dried using a critical point dryer. For the critical point dryer (SPI-DRY 

Critical Point Dryer, SPI Supplies), preparation for the roots were the same as before except 

an additional step of an amyl acetate series (30%, 50%, 80%, 90% and 100%) in ethanol after 

the ethanol dehydration series.  

 

3.2.6  Other systems 

For salinity experiments in a hydroponics system, Brassica oleracea ‘Summer Green’ (Yates, 

Wetherill Park, NSW, Australia) seeds were soaked in water that was continuously aerated 

using an air pump for 12 h before being left to germinate in perlite in a dark growth cabinet at 

28°C for 2 days. When germinated, the seedlings were subjected to a 16 h light/ 8 h dark 

cycle at 25°C during light and 20°C during dark for 3 days. They were then transferred to a 

hydroponic system which contained 15 L of continuously aerated Hoagland nutrient solution 

(3.0 mM KNO3, 2.0 mM Ca(NO3)2, 0.5 mM KH2PO4, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 25.0 mM H3BO3, 2.0 

mM MnSO4, 2.0 mM ZnSO4, 0.5 mM CuSO4, 0.5 mM (NH4)6Mo7O24, 20.0 mM Fe-EDTA). 

This solution was changed every 4 days for 2 weeks. 

 

Salinity has been previously found to induce the formation of phi thickenings in broccoli. In 

the study reported by López-Pérez (2007), phi thickenings were induced due to increased 

salinity in a hydroponic system with different concentrations of added sodium chloride. To 

test this system, and as a comparison to the Miltoniopsis experiment, the experiment by 

López-Pérez (2007) was replicated. After the 2 weeks, salinity treatments were started by 

adding 40 mM and 80 mM of NaCl to the Hoagland solution in the hydroponic system 

(Figure 3.4). For the control, no NaCl was added to the solution. Observations of roots were 

conducted at 1 day, 1 week and 2 weeks after the salinity treatment began. As an additional 

control, germinated broccoli seeds were also grown in vitro on Hoaglands solution and 

observed after 2 weeks.  Observations of phi thickenings were made by excising and hand 

sectioning a root at the cut end, middle and root tip, and by viewing the samples with 

polarized light.  
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Figure 3.4  

Hydroponic system used for the broccoli salinity experiment. Plants were grown in this 

system for 2 weeks. The left set up was the high salt treatment (80mM NaCl) and the right 

was the control (0 mM NaCl). 
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Inducement of phi thickenings was also attempted on Arabidopsis thaliana with the addition 

of 40 mM and 80 mM of NaCl to the Hoagland solution agar. Sterilized seeds were placed on 

the as mentioned treatment agar in Petri dishes, sealed and paced in 4˚C overnight. The next 

day, the dishes were transferred to a temperature controlled growth chamber at 25˚C 

continuous light for 5 days. Observations of phi thickening inducement were completed by 

hand sectioning tightly bunched roots at the cut end, middle and root tip and by viewing the 

samples with polarized light using widefield imaging function of the confocal microscope.  
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3.3 Results 

 

3.3.1 Permeability tests on phi thickenings 

Older literature suggested that phi thickenings may block the movement of material through 

the cell walls into the root in a manner analogous to the Casparian strip within the 

endodermis due to structural similarities (Van Fleet 1950). The ability for small solutes to 

pass apoplastically through the cell walls thickened by phi thickenings has previously been 

tested with relatively small membrane-impermeant fluorescent tracers. The fluorescent dye 

calcofluor white, also referred to as Tinopal CBS-X, was used to test phi thickenings and 

solute uptake in apple and geranium by Peterson et al. (1981). Phi thickenings allowed the 

diffusion of Tinopal through cell walls but diffusion was blocked by the endodermis. In 

Miltoniopsis, similar results were obtained with calcofluor, with penetration of calcofluor 

white into cell walls inside phi thickenings. Calcofluor diffusion was, however, blocked by 

the endodermal layer and no blue fluorescence was visible inside xylem vessels (Figure 3.5a). 

Controls, where the end of the root had not been glued, showed calcofluor staining inside the 

endodermis associated with the xylem vessels and throughout the cortex (Figure 3.5b). 

 

Lucifer yellow, a membrane impermeant fluorescent marker used for studying plant transport 

processes (Oparka 1991; Robinson and Hedrich 1991) did not penetrate into the apoplast of 

the cortical layer even though cuts were made to the velamen and exodermis to enable entry 

(Figure 3.5e). However, Lucifer yellow stained the fungal hyphae present in the velamen of 

the root, yellow with UV excitation (arrow, Figure 3.5e).  

 

Propidium iodide’s diffusion through phi thickenings was also tested. Although propidium 

iodide has not previously been used for phi thickenings, it is often used as a general cell wall 

stain in Arabidopsis roots (Kwok and Hanson 2004; Chen et al. 2009), and its diffusion was 

shown to be blocked by the endodermis / Casparian strip (Naseer et al. 2012). Initially, 

propidium iodide did not penetrate into the cortical apoplast due to being blocked by the 

exodermis layer (arrow, Figure 3.5f). However, penetration was achieved in when the 

velamen layer had been taken off (arrow, Figure 3.6).  
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Thus, in Miltoniopsis, propidium iodide was observed to penetrate the cortical cells and phi 

thickened cell walls through the apoplast (Figure 3.6a,b). Propidium iodide penetration was 

also blocked by the endodermis (asterisk, Figure 3.6).   

 

In conclusion, phi thickenings in Miltoniopsis do not block the penetration of calcofluor 

white and propidium iodide through the apoplast.  

 

3.3.2 Induction of phi thickenings  

Phi thickenings are typically only observed in roots grown in soil but are absent when grown 

on agar. Observations of cherry (Prunus avium) and oak (Quercus robur) found that roots 

grown in vitro did not form phi thickenings but developed phi thickenings when the same 

plantlets were acclimatized and grown in soil (Soukup et al. 2004). As will be shown in this 

chapter, Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’, plantlets grown on agar lacked the phi thickenings in their 

roots found in plants from the greenhouse (Figure 3.7). This ability to manipulate the 

development of phi thickenings in different conditions allows the investigation of the external 

factors that may induce phi thickenings and consequently their function. Other than this 

absence of phi thickenings, in vitro roots also do not develop a fully mature velamen layer. 

The development of this complex velamen layer will be discussed further in Chapter 5. 

 

3.3.2.1 Soil compaction and phi thickening induction 

To investigate whether soil compaction can cause phi thickening induction, 4 different 

treatments were chosen that represented varying degrees of media compaction around the 

roots. A commercial orchid mix made of big chunks of bark with finer pieces provided the 

least compaction while the most compact growth medium was soil that consisted of fine fir 

bark sifted using a 6 mm diameter soil sieve. Two intermediate treatments were medium-

sized fir bark, and medium-sized fir bark with pieces of sphagnum moss. Miltoniopsis 

plantlets which lacked phi thickenings were transplanted from in vitro culture to these 

conditions and plants grew healthily in all 4 treatments for 4 months (Figure 3.8). In 

sectioning, no phi thickenings were observed the first 8 weeks in any of the treatments. After 

10 weeks, phi thickenings were observed in the orchid media and bark treatments, but they 

did not develop within the 4 months in roots grown in either the soil or the bark / sphagnum 

moss mixture (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.5  

Phi thickenings did not block the flow of calcofluor white through the root cortex. Images are 

widefield fluorescence (non-confocal) microscopy utilising ultraviolet light for excitation. a) 

Apoplastic flow of calcofluor white, visible as blue fluorescence, was not blocked by phi 

thickenings (arrow) but was restricted by the endodermis (asterisk). Yellow autofluorescence 

derives from the lignified tissue. b) Calcofluor white was present in the xylem (arrow) in the 

unsealed control. c) Unstained control showing only autofluorescence. d) Higher 

magnification image of calcofluor white permeability through phi thickenings (arrow). e) 

Lucifer yellow did not penetrate into the cortex due being blocked by the exodermis but 

instead stained fungal hyphae in the velamen (arrow). f) Propidium iodide did not penetrate 

into the cortex and was blocked by the exodermis (arrow). Bars 100 μm (a,b,c,e,f), bar 50 μm 

(d).  
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Figure 3.6 

Phi thickenings did not block the flow of propidium iodide through the root cortex. Images 

are maximum projections of 43 confocal stacks with a depth of 42.7 μm. a,b) The removal of 

the velamen layer (arrow) allowed penetration of propidium iodide into the cortex which then 

moved apoplastically through and around the phi thickenings but is blocked by the 

endodermis (asterisk). Area with no penetration due to velamen layer present (N). c) Higher 

magnification of (a). d) Higher magnification (b). Bars 150 μm (a,b), bars 100 μm (c,d). 
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Figure 3.7 

Cross section of Miltoniopsis roots grown in vitro (a) and in soil (b) taken with transmitted 

light. Both roots consist of a velamen layer (Vel), cortex (C), endodermis (En) and stele (S), 

but only the in vitro-grown roots contained phi thickenings (arrow, b) and a strongly 

developed velamen. The cortical cells of roots grown in vitro contain plastids (arrow, a). Bar 

100 μm. 

. 
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Figure 3.8 

Plantlets of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ grown in different growth media treatments in 80 mm 

diameter pots. Plants were grown in these conditions for 2 weeks after transplantation before 

being photographed. a) Control. b) Orchid mix. c) Bark. d) Soil. 
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Figure 3.9  

Growth media compaction and water stress experiment on Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ plantlets. 

Images are of hand-sectioned roots, and are maximum projections of 64 confocal sections 

covering a depth of 63.7 µm of lignin autofluorescence collected with the 405 nm laser. a) 

Plantlets grown in vitro did not develop phi thickenings for the whole duration of the 

experiment of 16 weeks. b) Phi thickenings were absent in soil and control but were present 

in bark and orchid mix (arrows) after 10 weeks transplant in the different growth mediums. c) 

Phi thickenings were present in soil, control, bark and orchid mix (arrows) after 4 weeks of 

water stress. Bar 100 μm. 
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3.3.2.2 Water stress can induce phi thickenings 

For this experiment, plants that had already been used for the soil compaction investigation 

were subsequently subjected to water stress by reduced watering frequency from watering 

twice a week to only once a week. This was to determine whether water stress could induce 

the growth of phi thickenings in plants grown in soil and the bark / sphagnum moss mixture 

that had not previously developed any phi thickenings. For the other 2 treatments that had 

already developed phi thickenings, changes in phi thickening growth were observed.  

 

Observations demonstrated that 4 weeks of water stress induced phi thickenings in plants 

grown in both the soil and bark / sphagnum mixture, and that there was no increase in the 

presence of phi thickenings in the bark and orchid mix plants (Table 3.3). Physically, the 

plants grown in both bark and orchid mix were more stressed during this reduced watering 

treatment with dry leaves and a lower production of new roots. After 4 weeks, 90% of the 

plants had shrivelled up and died. On the other hand, plants grown in soil and the bark / 

sphagnum mix survived for up to 7 weeks before also drying out and dying. Control plants 

continue to be absent in phi thickenings when observed after 4 weeks. In summary, plantlets 

did not form phi thickenings while in vitro for the whole duration of the study (Figure 3.9a). 

In the different growth medium treatments, plantlets did not form phi thickenings when 

planted in soil and control but developed phi thickenings when planted in bark and orchid 

mix (arrows, Figure 3.9b). On the other hand, under water stress, plantlets developed phi 

thickenings when planted in soil, control, bark and orchid mix (arrows, Figure 3.9c).  
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Table 3.3 Phi thickenings induction 

weeks 2 3 8 10 12 14 16 20 

in culture - - - - - - - - 

 watering twice per week watering once per week 

Bark - - - + + + + + 

Orchid Mix - - - + + + + + 

Soil - - - - - + + + 

Control - - - - - + + + 

 

 

The observations were supplemented with experiments where the induction of phi 

thickenings in water-stressed plants grown in culture was tested. This stress was provided in 

two different ways, first by the addition of up to 0.6 M sodium chloride and also through the 

addition of up to 0.5 M sorbitol (Figure 3.10). 

 

In the first in vitro investigation, even though a range of sorbitol concentration from control 

to 0.5 M sorbitol was added to the media, no phi thickenings were observed in any of the 

sampled roots (Figure 3.11). Prolonged observations for up to 24 weeks continued showing 

no phi thickenings although more lignified cells were present in the cortex (asterisk, Figure 

3.11f) and the xylem appears more thickened (arrow, Figure 3.11f). The Miltoniopsis 

‘Breathless’ explants showed incredible tolerance as all the plants in all concentration 

remained alive throughout the experiment. These observations are consistent with other 

experiments where phi thickenings were not detected when plants were grown on media. 

Observations in cherry (Prunus avium) and oak (Quercus robur) found that roots grown in 

vitro do not form phi thickenings but develop phi thickenings when the same plantlets were 

acclimatized and grown in soil (Soukup et al. 2004). Marin et al. (2009) also noted these 

changes in roots of in vitro rooted shoots of the almond x peach hybrid rootstock `Adafuel' 

(Prunus dulcis x P. persica) during acclimatization. 
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Figure 3.10  

Water stress experiment with different concentrations of sorbitol added into the growth 

media. Plants were grown in these conditions for 2 weeks after transplantation before being 

photographed. From left to right: 0.0 mM, 0.0 mM (no sucrose), 0.05 mM, 0.1 mM, 0.2 mM, 

0.3 mM, 0.4 mM, 0.5 mM. Bar 50 mm. 
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Figure 3.11  

Water stress with sorbitol experiment. Images are maximum projections of 42 confocal 

sections covering a depth of 41.2 µm of lignin autofluorescence using excitation with the 

405 nm laser. Phi thickenings did not develop in vitro during 12 weeks treatment with any of 

the different concentration of sorbitol: a) 0 M (control) sorbitol. b) 0.1 M sorbitol. c) 0.2 M. 

d) 0.3 M. e) 0.4 M. f) 0.5 M. A thickened endodermis (arrow) and lignified cortical cells 

(asterisk) developed at very high sorbitol concentrations. Bar  200 μm. 
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3.3.2.3 Salinity 

Effects of salinity on the inducement of phi thickenings were tested through an in vitro 

system of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ explants. The addition of 0 mM NaCl, 40 mM NaCl and 

80 mM NaCl to the standard growth media of half strength MS media with 3% sucrose and 

1% PPM did not induce phi thickenings in any of the treated explants (data not recorded). 

 

3.3.2.4 Fungal infections are not required to induce phi thickenings 

Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ plantlets were tested under sterile conditions to determine whether 

phi thickenings can develop in the absence of fungal association in the roots. Maintaining 

sterility of in vivo plantlets while keeping healthy nutrient and moisture levels in the 

autoclaved bark in tissue culture pots proved extremely challenging. Despite the problems, 

however, phi thickenings were observed in the roots of plantlets grown on bark in sterile 

conditions 16 weeks after transplantation (Figure 3.12). Phi thickenings were also observed in 

cells that contained fungal pelotons (Figure 3.13). This shows that phi thickenings induction 

in Miltoniopsis does not require infection of its orchid mycorrhiza. 
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Figure 3.12  

Presence of phi thickenings (arrows) in Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ plantlets grown in bark 

under sterile conditions and in the absence of orchid mycorrhizae. Roots were hand-sectioned 

and images are a single optical section taken with 405 nm-induced lignin autofluorescence on 

the confocal microscope. Bar 50 μm. 
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Figure 3.13 

Autofluorescence of dense hyphal coils (pelotons) in cortical cells containing phi thickenings. 

Images are maximum projections of 57 confocal stacks with a depth of 56.3 μm. a) Peloton in 

cortical cell (asterisk) with radial and transverse band of phi thickenings (arrow) b) Peloton in 

cortical cell (asterisk) with radial and tangential band of phi thickenings (arrow). Bar 50 μm. 
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3.3.3 Mechanical perturbation via X-ray tomography 

In the initial experiment to improve contrast by staining of roots with contrasting agents 

based on a study by Pauwels et al. (2013) in which a series of heavy metals stains were tested 

on mammalian tissues before scanned with X-ray computed tomography, 8 contrast agents 

were selected for their X-ray absorption potential; phosphotungstic acid (PTA), 

phosphomolybdic acid (PMA), silver nitrate (AgNO3), lead citrate (Pb(NO3)2), lanthanum  

nitrate (La(NO3)3), potassium bromide (KBr), sodium molybdate (Na2MoO4) and potassium 

iodide (KI). Resulting images reconstructed using the control software for Skyscan 1172, 

shows slight variations in contrast (Figure 3.14). This might be due to the automatic image 

settings within the Skyscan software that might cause the images to be set with a corrected 

contrast, although images were processed identically. However, it must be noted that the 

unstained control root (Figure 3.14a) and sodium molybdate (Figure 3.14c) showed a very 

high background signal outside the root compared to the other stained images. PTA (Figure 

3.14g) and PMA (Figure 3.14h) images also showed a more strongly stained stele but faint 

velamen compared to the other heavy metals. This may be caused by the automated image 

processing within the software that had set the image intensity in those regions to almost 

zero, due to the intense signalling of the stele. This shows that different heavy metals stain 

the different cell walls slightly differently but overall increases contrast in the roots for X-ray 

computed tomography.  

 

After micro-CT scanning, the roots were resin-embedded, sectioned and viewed with 

polarized light with the aim to identify root structures, especially phi thickenings, observed in 

the micro-CT images (Figure 3.15). As with the micro-CT images, it was noted that only lead 

nitrate (Figure 3.15b), sodium molybdate (Figure 3.15c) and potassium iodide (Figure 3.15f) 

stained roots had a present cortex layer while potassium bromide (Figure 3.15d) and 

lanthanum nitrite (Figure 3.15e) had a partially collapsed cortex. On the other hand, 

phosphotungstic acid (Figure 3.15g), phosphomolybdic acid (Figure 3.15h) and silver nitrate 

(Figure 3.15i) had a fully collapsed cortex. All heavy metal stains and control had intact 

velamen and stele. Higher magnification of potassium iodide and lead nitrate stained roots 

showed the presence of phi thickenings in the area of non-collapsed (arrows, Figure 3.16ab) 

compared to only lignified cortical cells in fully collapsed cortex such as in the 

phosphotungstic acid stained root (asterisk, Figure 3.16c).   
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Figure 3.14 

Roots treated with contrasting agents prior to scanning with X-ray micro-computed 

tomography (µCT) were reconstructed using the Skyscan control software. In order to 

compare contrast, images were not enhanced in Photoshop.  a) Control. b) Lead nitrate 

(Pb(NO3)2). c) Sodium molybdate (Na2MO4). d) Potassium bromide (KBr). e) Lanthanum 

nitrate (La(NO3)3). f) Potassium iodide (KI). g) Phosphotungstic acid (PTA). h) 

Phosphomolybdic acid (PMA). i) Silver nitrate (AgNO3). Bar 200 μm. 
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Figure 3.15 

Resin-embedded cross sections of previously X-rayed roots. These roots had been treated 

with contrasting agents prior to dehydration and X-ray microcomputed tomography (uCT), 

and were then embedded and sectioned. Images are single sections imaged with polarized 

light optics. a) Control with partial cortex (C) collapsed but velamen layer (V) and stele (S) 

intact. b) Lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)2) stained with regions of non-collapsed cells with possible 

phi thickenings c) Sodium molybdate (Na2MO4) stained with regions of non-collapsed cells 

with phi thickenings d) Potassium bromide (KBr) stained with partial cortex collapsed e) 

Lanthanum nitrate (La(NO3)3) stained with partial cortex collapsed f) Potassium iodide (KI) 

stained with regions of non-collapsed cells with phi thickenings. g) Phosphotungstic acid 

(PTA) stained with full cortex collapsed h) Phosphomolybdic acid (PMA) stained with full 

cortex collapsed i) Silver nitrate (AgNO3) stained with full cortex collapsed. Bar 200 μm. 
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Figure 3.16 

Higher magnification of sections stained with (a) potassium iodide (KI), (b) lead nitrate 

(Pb(NO3)2) and (c) phosphotungstic acid (PTA). a) The cortical region did not collapse 

entirely due to the presence of phi thickenings in the cortical cells (arrow) in KI-stained roots. 

b) The cortical region did not collapse entirely due to the presence of phi thickenings in the 

cortical cells (arrow) in lead nitrate stained roots. c) The cortical region completely collapsed 

(arrow) leaving only a layer of lignified cortical cells (asterisk) between the velamen and 

stele. Bars 100 μm. 
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This led to the second experiment where root collapse was tested using critically point-dried 

roots to retain original root conditions, and roots dried via vacuum pump to induce collapse 

while being stained with lanthanum nitrite to improve contrast (Figure 3.17). As anticipated, 

critical point-drying causes minimal changes to root structure (Figure 3.17ab) with enough 

resolution to identify phi thickenings (arrows, Figure 3.17ae), lignified cortical cells 

(asterisks, Figure 3.17ae), raphide cells (asterisk, Figure 3.17b) and fungal pelotons (arrows, 

Figure 3.17bf) in the cortical layer. High vacuum and low vacuum drying generated by a 

vacuum pump affected the cortical layers of the roots differently with high vacuum causing 

full collapse of the cortex leaving instead a circle of intense signal (arrow, Figure 3.17c) 

while low vacuum retains some preservation of the cortical region with presence of lignified 

cortical cells (arrow, Figure 3.17d). Unfortunately, no indication of the presence of phi 

thickenings was found in any of the high vacuum roots to compare cell collapse in the roots.   
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Figure 3.17 

Comparison of lanthanum stained root dried by critical point dryer (CPD) (a,b), high vacuum 

(c) and low vacuum generated with a vacuum pump (d). Images are reconstruction of X-ray 

micro-computed tomography (uCT) data using the Skyscan control software. a) Critically 

point-dried root showing good preservation with visible phi thickenings (arrow) and lignified 

cortical cells (asterisk). b) Critically point-dried root showing presence of pelotons (arrow) 

and raphides (asterisk). c) Complete collapse of cortical region due to high vacuum. d) Low 

vacuum showing some preservation of the cortical region with presence of lignified cortical 

cells (arrow). e) Higher magnification of (a). Higher magnification of (b). Bars 200 μm 

(a,b,c,d), bars 100 μm (e,f). 
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3.3.5  Phi thickening induction experiments in other species 

In addition to the experiments with Miltoniopsis, an attempt was made to replicate the 

previous work of Fernandez-Garcia et al. (2009) in which phi thickenings were induced by 

salinity in broccoli. In that study, seeds were germinated on perlite but then transferred to a 

hydroponic system for treatment. This experiment was replicated, but an additional test was 

run in which seeds were germinated on agar, and then transferred to agar plates with different 

concentrations of salt. After 14 days, the broccoli grown in control had healthy green leaves 

with short taproots while plants treated with 40 mM NaCl and 80 mM NaCl had yellow 

leaves and developed long taproots (Figure 3.18). Observations (Figure 3.19) showed no phi 

thickenings in all the roots during the first observation which was 1 day after treatment. 

However, after 7 days, phi thickenings were detected in the control, 40 mM NaCl and 80 mM 

NaCl. This was also observed after 14 days where all the sampled roots from all the 

treatments had phi thickenings (arrows, Figure 3.19abc). 

Observation of roots treated for salinity on agar in the in vitro system also showed the 

presence of phi thickenings in the control, 40 mM NaCl and 80 mM NaCl treatments after 14 

days (arrows, Figure 3.20). This is the first such observation of the development of phi 

thickenings in plant grown in vitro in broccoli or any other plants that have phi thickenings. 

 

Phi thickenings have not been known to form in the roots of the model plant Arabidopsis 

thaliana. As Arabidopsis is a close relative to broccoli being in the same family 

(Brassicaceae), attempts to induce the formation of phi thickenings were attempted by 

growing Arabidopsis seeds on agar with the addition of 40 mM NaCl and 80 mM NaCl as 

salinity treatments. However, observations after 6 days show no presence of phi thickenings 

in the roots of Arabidopsis plants (data not recorded).  
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Figure 3.18  

Broccoli plants treated with 0 mM NaCl (left column) had healthy green leaves and short 

roots while plants in 40 mM NaCl (middle column) and 80 mM NaCl (right column) 

produced yellowing leaves and long thin roots after 2 weeks treatment. Bar 5 cm. 
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Figure 3.19 

Broccoli salinity experiments using a hydroponic system. Roots were hand sectioned and 

observed with 405 nm autofluorescence on the confocal microscope. Images are maximum 

projections of 46 sections with a depth of 45.1 μm. No phi thickenings were present at 1 day 

but they were present after 7 days (arrow) and 14 days (arrow). a) 0 mM NaCl (control). b) 

40 mM NaCl. c) 80 mM NaCl. Bars 100 μm. 
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Figure 3.20 

Roots were hand sectioned and observed with 405 nm autofluorescence on the confocal 

microscope. Images are maximum projections of 51 sections with a depth of 50.6 μm. After 

14 days, treatments of 0 mM NaCl (control), 40 mM NaCl and 80 mM NaCl all developed 

phi thickenings. Bar 100 μm. 
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3.4 Discussion 

The ability to induce or diminish the presence of phi thickening through different growth 

conditions facilitates the understanding of the functions that phi thickenings play within plant 

roots. In this chapter, I have investigated the induction and consequently the functionality of 

phi thickenings in the roots of the Miltoniopsis orchids. Various environmental stresses such 

as soil compaction, water stress, salinity and fungal infection, was tested to induce the 

development of phi thickenings. In Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’, induction of phi thickenings 

were only achieved through a loosely compacted and relatively dryer growth medium with no 

effect by salinity or fungal infection. However, it must be noted that the salinity experiments 

were done in vitro with optimum nutrients and water source. Salinity and water stress is 

closely related and it must not be assumed that phi thickening function must be one or the 

other. Permeability experiments showed that in this orchid, phi thickenings might not play a 

role in solute regulation as they do not limit apoplastic diffusion of tracers. However, 

mechanisms for water stress, salinity and solute regulation are interconnected, which begs the 

question whether phi thickenings contribute instead by providing structural support to the 

cells in the root to combat water stress. For this, I tested the role of phi thickenings as 

structural support through a mechanical perturbation experiment to look at cell collapse via 

X-ray tomography. Though yet in conclusive and further studies should be undertaken to 

fully understand the role of phi thickenings in overcoming cell collapse, I have shown a novel 

way to physically approach or measure cell collapse. This capability, in part, is due to the 

anatomical characteristic of epiphytic orchids such as the Miltoniopsis, in having a velamen 

layer which is a dead, secondary thickened cell wall that can withstand substantial desiccation 

and an inner cortical layer that could not. Overall, these data suggest an interwoven 

functionality of phi thickenings to support the root in environmentally taxing conditions.  

 

3.4.1 Do phi thickenings regulate solute uptake? 

Solute uptake regulation was one of the earliest functions suggested for phi thickenings due 

to their apparent similarity to the Casparian band in the endodermis. Consistent with studies 

in several other plants (Mackenzie 1979; Peterson et al. 1981; Degenhardt and Gimmler 

2000), phi thickenings in Miltoniopsis do not contain suberin (see Chapter 2) and do not 

block the apoplastic flow of either calcofluor white or propidium iodide. Despite this, further 

and investigation by Fernandez-Garcia et al. (2009) demonstrated that the phi cell layer can 
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be a barrier for lanthanum ion movement when used as an apoplastic tracer in Brassica 

oleracea under salt stress, thus not entirely ruling out the function of phi thickenings in solute 

uptake regulation in other plants. Furthermore, Naseer et al. (2012) reported that mutant 

Arabidopsis plants that lack suberin still have a functioning, lignified Casparian band, thus 

questioning the importance of suberin as the main constituent of the Casparian band in 

regulating solute uptake.  Casparian band membrane domain proteins (CASPs), which are 

located at the plasma membrane have been found to play a role in the regulation of site-

specific deposition of lignin during Casparian band development (Roppolo et al. 2011). These 

CASPs also establish a membrane diffusion barrier by forming complexes with other CASPs, 

where it becomes immobile upon localization and sediments like a large polymer (Roppolo et 

al. 2011; Roppolo and Geldner 2012). 

 

3.4.2 Are phi thickenings an environmental stress response? 

To evaluate phi thickening function, the mechanism to determine whether phi thickenings are 

an environmental stress response was studied by experiments to induce phi thickenings when 

under stress factors such as soil compaction, water stress, salinity and fungal infection. Some 

experiments were conducted in vitro and also ex vitro on Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ plants, 

accordingly to facilitate treatment execution. It must be noted that as a control, phi 

thickenings have never been observed to be present in in vitro Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ 

explants. This is consistent to a study by Soukup et al. (2004) in wild cherry (Prunus avium) 

and pedunculate oak (Quercus robur) where the changes in lignin content and anatomy 

during acclimatisation from in vitro to ex vitro was investigated. Phi thickenings were absent 

in both plants in vitro but when transferred ex vitro, wild cherry quickly developed phi 

thickenings while pedunculate oak established a suberized exodermis.  

 

3.4.2.1 Compaction of soil 

Miltoniopsis are epiphytes that natively grow above ground or only partially in soil. 

Therefore, commercial hybrids are usually grown in fir bark to allow good aeration and 

drainage with the addition of sphagnum moss or perlite to maintain moisture levels. The 

treatments of bark, orchid mix, soil and control provided a range of difference compaction 

and amount of aeration available to the roots. Bark provided an even but less compacted 

growth medium with a high degree of aeration while the mix of large pieces of bark with 
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smaller ones and soil in the orchid mix offer the least compaction. Soil treatment consisted of 

small even particles that was relatively compact and blocked good aeration to the roots. 

Lastly, the control that was suggested by orchid hobbyist as the best growth medium with 

good moisture levels and high aeration was a media of fir bark with sphagnum moss wrapped 

around the orchid roots. Accordingly, results show that plants in optimum conditions or are 

somewhat waterlogged due to compaction, do not develop phi thickenings but do when 

placed under loose and dry conditions. It has been shown that phi thickenings were present in 

Ceratonia siliqua when grown in soil but were absent in perlite (Pratikakis et al. 1998), 

indicating the effect of growth substrate.  

 

The result is consistent with the observations established by Gerrath et al. (2005) that 

attempted to induce phi thickening production by placing seedlings of Cryptomeria japonica, 

Pinus aristata and Pinus rigida in waterlogged and soil compaction conditions. Cryptomeria 

japonica which is known to have phi thickenings present in normal conditions had a 

significant decrease of phi thickenings production when waterlogged and in soil compaction. 

Pinus aristata and Pinus rigida which originally do not have phi thickenings did not develop 

phi thickenings nevertheless of the treatments, suggestive of a constitutive structure in the 

roots of the species instead of an environmental response (Gerrath et al. 2005). 

 

3.4.2.2 Water stress 

Miltoniopsis have pseudobulbs for the storage of water, and this, on top of the ability to 

develop phi thickenings in dry conditions may prepare this orchid to be relatively tolerant to 

water fluctuations. Pan et al. (2006) studied the anatomical development of phi thickenings in 

loquat (Eriobotrya japonica.) roots in comparison to the Casparian strip. They also 

investigated the development of phi thickenings in drought condition and found that roots 

that underwent drought stress dramatically develop phi thickenings compared to normal 

conditions. However, it is likely that this function is interwoven with other environmental 

stress factors.  

  

3.4.2.3 Salinity  

Tolerance towards salinity is highly associated to how a plant adapts to water stress; 

specifically, its interactions with ion selectivity, osmotic potential and nutrient deficiency 
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(Shannon 1997). Salinity reduces root growth rate but enhances maturation of cells nearer to 

the root tip with more vacuolation of the cortex and increased suberization of the endodermis 

in cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) seedling roots (Reinhardt and Rost 1995). Studies on 

broccoli by López-Pérez et al. (2007), reported that salinity in a hydroponic system causes 

changes in root anatomy with the development of phi thickenings in up to 2 layers in the 

internal layer of the cortex. I replicated this experiment and obtained a different outcome as 

all treatments, including without any additional salt, even in the in vitro experiment, equally 

developed phi thickenings. This may be due to the different variety of broccoli used in this 

study that even developed phi thickenings on agar, and the fact that broccoli is mildly salt 

tolerant plant (Shannon 1997). 

 

Degenhardt and Gimmler (2000) reported an increased formation of phi thickenings in the 

rhizodermis of the oldest portion of Zea mays roots grown in municipal solid-waste bottom 

slag. Slag which is dense, high pH, high salt and high in heavy metal concentration, represent 

multiple abiotic stresses the maize plants had to endure to induce the development of phi 

thickenings. However, it was established that salinity and high pH diminished heavy metal 

poisoning of the plant by causing nutrient deficiency. This crossing out of stress factors led 

them to conclude that the development of phi thickenings is more related to the need to 

overcome physical impediment caused by the dense slag (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000).  

 

3.4.2.4 Fungal infection 

This study and Massicotte et al. (1999)found no correlation of phi thickening presence with 

the obstruction of fungal penetration. Phi thickenings form in the cortex of the roots 

regardless of the presence of a mycorrhizal interaction. In the European black alder (Aldus 

glutinosa) which associates with Paxillus involutus as its ectomycorrhiza, phi thickenings 

were absent in the cortex near the apical meristem though fungal hyphae and Hartig nets were 

observed while in older regions where phi thickenings were observed, fungal hyphae did not 

even penetrate the epidermis.  

 

3.4.3 Do phi thickenings provide mechanical support for the root? 

The presence of various types of secondary cell wall thickenings or tracheaidal elements in 

the stem, leaf, pseudobulb and roots has been linked to plants capable of surviving in water 
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challenged environments. These lignified structures are thought to provide a mechanism for 

water regulation and as a mechanical support during drought (Olatunji and Nengim 1980; 

Koller and Rost 1988; Moreira et al. 2013). Hence the idea for spiralling or reticulate-

patterned thickened cortical cell walls such as the phi thickenings to aid the avoidance of cell 

collapse during desiccation is not new, but has never been able to be physically tested 

(Moreira et al. 2013). This study presents a novel way to test cell collapse at the cellular lever 

using new technology via X-ray tomography and an orchid as a unique plant model due to the 

presence of a velamen layer that is robust against desiccation.  This non-destructive method 

allows the observation of an object’s interior without the need for sectioning and has been 

used extensively for animal tissue imaging, other than for medical purposes (Pauwels et al. 

2013). In plants, this technology has not been fully utilized due to the limited contrast 

available in plant tissues. However, recent years has seen the increase of studies testing 

contrasting agents and thus more utilization of x-ray tomography in plant studies (Dhondt et 

al. 2010; Staedler et al. 2013). 

 

Initially at the start of this study, it was not intended that X-ray microtomography was used to 

examine cell collapse in Miltoniopsis roots. It was purely by chance that the observation was 

made that desiccation of roots did not affect the intact velamen layer and stele, which enabled 

the visualization of a collapsed cortical layer. Furthermore, variations of the amount of 

collapse could be observed and seem to correspond to signals in the cortex that may be phi 

thickenings. This led to the attempt to prove that it was indeed phi thickenings present in the 

cortical region that did not collapse. To achieve this, various contrasting agents were tested to 

increase resolution in the roots. However, these stains that consist of heavy metals only serve 

to increase general contrast in the roots without the ability to produce enough resolution for 

the identification of phi thickenings in roots. To overcome this, a better staining protocol is 

necessary, ideally by the introduction of a cell wall specific stain that can mimic the heavy 

metal stain for X-ray microtomography. A suitable candidate would be potassium 

permanganate (K2MnO4) which is already used in transmission electron microscopy as a cell 

wall stain (Fromm et al. 2003). With the optimisation of this technique and providing better 

resolution, X-ray microtomography may provide a way to physically demonstrate the 

mechanical role of phi thickenings in the roots.  
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3.5 Conclusion  

Phi thickenings have been discovered and studied for more than a hundred years, but their 

purpose and function have yet to be determined specifically. They can be found in more than 

100 species of plants, including gymnosperms and angiosperms, from commercially 

important flowers like the orchids to crop plants and trees. Appearing early in plant evolution, 

phi thickenings have also been found in prehistoric fossilized plants. In the last decade, more 

studies have been done to uncover the factors involved in the development of phi thickenings 

due to the recognition of its significance. Environmental conditions including abiotic stresses 

such as salinity, heavy metals, soil density, drought and water logging impact the 

development of phi thickenings differently in various species. Physiological implications of 

being a barrier or regulator of ion or water uptake through the apoplast have been 

contemplated and tested upon. A mechanical role has also been suggested but had never been 

demonstrated until now. The varied responses in different plant species suggest that the phi 

thickenings, instead of just one, may function and play several adaptive roles according to 

necessity in each plant species to ensure a structurally strong root system.  In orchids, 

especially in epiphytes such as the Miltoniopsis that typically have exposed roots in nature, 

phi thickenings may well be a comprehensive adaptive system to impede cell collapse due to 

water stress or other harsh environmental stresses while providing structural support in the 

roots.    
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CHAPTER 4 

CELL WALL AGAINST INVASION: ORCHID MYCORRHIZA 

 

Abstract 

The interaction between orchid root cells and mycorrhizae results in characteristic changes 

in the morphology and cytology in both organisms. The mycorrhizae, having entered the 

plant cells by perforating the wall of cortical cells and grown to form pelotons, is 

separated from the cytoplasm by an interfacial matrix of unknown composition and origin. 

The orchid cell must contain a mechanism for the acceptance or rejection of the fungus, 

which is suspected to occur either in the plant cell wall or at the plasma membrane. This 

study aimed to determine the changes occurring in the plant cell during mycorrhizal 

colonisation of the pansy orchid Miltoniopsis. Immunofluorescence microscopy with cell 

wall antibodies was used to probe the mycorrhizal interaction in infected cells. Different 

labelling patterns were observed in the interfacial matrix that surrounds the pelotons in 

live and degrading pelotons, signifying either a change in cell wall composition or a 

change in epitope accessibility. These changes were shown by different pectin presence 

and wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) labelling where labelling was only found in degraded 

pelotons. To further studies on mycorrhizae in Miltoniopsis, an in vitro infection system 

was developed in which whole roots grown under sterile conditions could be infected with 

a pure fungal strain, thought to be a Tulasnella species, which would go on to form 

pelotons. These results show that changes in cell wall composition occur during orchid 

mycorrhiza associations. 

 

This chapter has been adapted and expanded from a poster presented at the 31st New 

Phytologist Symposium: Orchid Symbioses, University of Calabria, Rende, Italy (14-19 May 

2013) entitled: ‘Immunofluorescence microscopy of mycorrhizal colonisation in Miltoniopsis 

orchids’. 
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4.1 Introduction 

According to Brundrett (2004), mycorrhiza are defined as a symbiotic association essential 

for one or both partners, between a fungus (specialized for life in soils and plants) and a root 

(or other substrate-contacting organ) of a living plant, that is primarily responsible for 

nutrient transfer. Mycorrhizal associations occur in a specialized plant organ where intimate 

contact results from a synchronized plant-fungus development. This association can be 

broadly categorized into two general groups according to their hyphal presence within the 

plant host cell; ectomycorrhizae and endomycorrhizae (Brundrett 2004; Peterson et al. 2004; 

Bonnardeaux et al. 2007; Selosse and Roy 2009; Jacquemyn et al. 2012; Sathiyadash et al. 

2012). Ectomycorrhizas occurs mostly in tree species and typically do not penetrate into the 

cell but form a mantle and a Hartig net of intercellular hyphae. On the other hand, 

endomycorrhizas occurrence is more diverse with further classifications. This includes the 

highly common arbuscular mycorrhizas, ericoid mycorrhizas, arbutoid mycorrhizas, 

monotropoid mycorrhizas, ectendomycorrhizas and orchid mycorrhizas. Arbuscular 

mycorrhizas consist of fungi from the Glomeromycota and are characterized by the presence 

of arbuscules or bushy, tree-like structures in the cortical cells of associated plants. Some 

species also develop vesicles within or between the root cells and spores on the intraradical 

and extraradical hyphae. Other endomycorrhizas are more host species specific, with ericoid 

mycorrhizas only occurring in the Ericaceae and Epacridaceae families of the order Ericales. 

Arbutoid and monotropoid mycorrhizas also associate with species in the Ericales but also 

form Hartig nets other than intracellular hyphae in epidermal cells. They differ with each 

other in that arbutoid mycorrhizas forming hyphal complexes whereas monotropoid 

mycorrhizas only enter by a single hypha which form a ‘peg’ around the host cell. 

Ectendomycorrhizas are similar to ectomycorrhizas in which they have a mantle and Hartig 

nets but only occur in the conifer genera Pinus and Larix. Finally, orchid mycorrhizas 

association that will be discussed in this chapter is confined to the Orchidaceae. 

 

This obligate relationship is particularly important in orchids as most orchids whether 

terrestrial or epiphytic, are known to establish a mycorrhizal association in at least one stage 

in their life cycle (Harvais and Hadley 1967; Warcup 1971) or in the entire life cycle of 

chlorophyll-deficient species (Rasmussen and Rasmussen 2009). Orchid seeds are minute and 

lack the nutritional reserves available in the endosperm of other types of seeds. Therefore, in 

nature, orchids require the availability of mycorrhizal fungi as these provide the carbon 
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source to initiate seed germination, facilitate protocorm development and seedling growth 

(Rasmussen 1990; Rasmussen and Whigham 1998; Wang et al. 2013). This source of nutrient 

is taken up by the plant in the manner of lyses and absorption of the peloton (dense fungal 

coils separated from the plant protoplast by an interfacial matrix) formed by the mycorrhiza 

in the plant cell. Other than being the main entrance for water and mineral solutes into the 

cortex (Benzing et al. 1982), passage cells are found to emit chemical signals to attract 

endomycorrhizal fungi and allow them into the root cortex (Senthilkumar et al. 2000; Sharda 

and Koide 2008). Once the hyphae reach and accommodate parenchymatic cells, peloton 

formation begins. The mycorrhizal fungi continue to be crucial all through the seedling stage 

and in some non-photosynthetic orchids, their entire lives. Cameron et al. (2006) established 

the mutualistic nature of this association by showing a net carbon flow from an adult orchid 

to its mycorrhiza while  an uptake of carbon and nitrogen in the form of glycine in the plant. 

It is interesting to note that the same symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi can also be a deadly 

pathogen in another plant family. Thus, specific changes in the cell wall must happen to cater 

to this beneficial invasion from outside the cell.  

 

4.1.1 Mycorrhizal associations and the cell wall 

The cell wall acts as a passive barrier for pathogens from entering the plant cell and pathogen 

infection will only happen with local breakdown of the cell wall matrix (Hématy et al. 2009). 

Cell wall degradation would trigger the release of anti-microbial compounds that is stored in 

the cell walls (Vorwerk et al. 2004). However, for mycorrhizal associations that are 

symbiotic, the cell wall response must accommodate the entry of its partner fungi by changes 

in the cell wall composition and organization. In liverworts, Ligrone et al. (2007) reported 

that cell wall autofluorescence, which is a normal occurrence in non-infected cells, is lost in 

fungus-infected cells, suggestive of changes in cell wall composition with a localized 

decrease in cell wall-bound phenolic compounds. Furthermore, Paduano et al. (2011) 

suggested a modulation of the plant interface (interfacial matrix) when different pectin 

localization patterns in the cell wall were observed in response to different mycorrhizal fungi. 

Their observation suggested that pectin is a good marker to detect the changes in the plant 

interface composition in response to fungal interaction (Paduano et al. 2011). Pectin is 

thought to play an important role in the plant-fungus interaction as pectin degrading enzymes 

produces polysaccharides that are observed to induce plant defence responses (D'Ovidio et al. 

2004). Pectin methyl esterases (PMEs) activities in plants and the pattern of pectin methyl 
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esterification determine the degree of plant-pathogen infections as cell walls with highly 

methyl-esterified pectin are thought to be protected from the action of fungal degrading 

enzymes (Lionetti et al. 2012; Bellincampi et al. 2014). Thus, changes in pectin and other cell 

wall polysaccharides would shed light to how the cell wall composition and structure react to 

invasion of a symbiotic nature. For this, visualization of changes in the cell wall during 

orchid mycorrhizal interaction is crucial for a better understanding of the mechanism 

involved.   

 

4.1.2 Aims of study 

Colonization of orchid roots by orchid mycorrhizal fungi in orchid cortical cells is an ideal 

system to study the changes and adaptations in a primary cell wall due to an external 

symbiotic factor, namely fungal infection. This is due to the ability to visualize the interaction 

from the start with the introduction of a compatible fungus to sterile orchid plants grown 

from tissue culture. Changes could then be observed through immunolabelling of the 

associating cell walls with cell wall antibodies via confocal microscopy.  

 

Before studying the changes in the cell wall, histological staining methods are also essential 

in providing basic visual information of the plant cell and fungus interaction. This is even 

more so with the ability of some stains to fluorescence and can be used for confocal 

microscopy to provide better imaging. One such stain used in this study is lactofuchsin which 

was established by Kaminskyj (2008) as a sensitive method for visualization of endorhizal 

fungi. Wheat germ agglutinin staining has also been used to portray the plant fungus 

association while the organisation of microtubules during the different stages of peloton 

formation and consequent degradation was also observed. 

 

After the establishment of an orchid mycorrhiza association, the fungi involved with 

Miltoniopsis was isolated and identified, then later re-inoculated into sterile Miltoniopsis 

plants. This is to determine that the isolated fungi are indeed the compatible orchid 

mycorrhizal fungi. Thus, this study aims to visualize changes in the cell wall of the orchid 

cortical cell at the point of orchid mycorrhizal colonisation through the use of cell wall 

antibodies via immunolabelling and confocal microscopy. 
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4.2 Materials and Method 

4.2.1  Plant material 

Miltoniopsis varieties were maintained in the greenhouse as described in section 2.2.1, and 

were used for the observation of infection, microtubules and cell wall changes during 

infection and isolation of orchid mycorrhiza. For the re-infection experiments involving 

inoculation of the isolated fungus, explants of the Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ were grown in 

vitro on agar as described in section 3.2.1.  

 

4.2.2 Observation of orchid mycorrhiza infection in Miltoniopsis 

4.2.2.1 Autofluorescence 

Miltoniopsis roots were initially screened for orchid mycorrhiza infection through 

observation with autofluorescence. Roots were washed under running tap water to remove 

surface debris and then immediately hand sectioned in a drop of water on a glass slide. The 

slide was then covered with a cover slip and immediately viewed with the ultraviolet filter or 

405 nm laser on the confocal microscope.  

 

4.2.2.2 Lactofuchsin staining 

Pelotons and hyphae in orchid roots cortical cells were stained with the fungal stain 

lactofuchsin (Kaminskyj 2008). Fresh root samples of Miltoniopsis were cut 1 - 2 cm from 

the root tips then washed under running tap water to remove surface debris and soil. The 

roots were then immediately immersed in freshly made fixative (3.7% (v/v) formaldehyde, 

0.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde, 0.1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.1% (v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide in PME 

solution (as stated in section 2.2.?) and allowed to fix under vacuum for 2 hours. Fixed roots 

were washed in PME and stained in lactofuchsin (0.1% acid fuchsin in 85% lactic acid) for 2-

3 hours at 50˚C. The surface dye was then removed by rinsing twice in destaining solution (1: 

1: 1; distilled water, 85% lactic acid, glycerol) at room temperature before being de-stained in 

de-staining solution at 50˚C overnight. Stained roots were then sectioned using a Vibratome 

(50 - 100 μm thickness) after being embedded in 6% agarose. Floating cut sections were 

gently and carefully picked up using forceps and stained, either small Petri dishes or directly 

on the glass slide.   
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4.2.2.3 WGA labelling 

Orchid mycorrhizae were stained with fluorescently-labelled WGA as described in section 

2.2.3.2.  

  

4.2.2.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Whole roots were washed under running tap water to remove as much dirt or impurities from 

the surface. The roots were then fixed in 100% methanol overnight at room temperature. The 

roots were later cleared in 70% lactic acid at 70˚C for 1 hour before being rinsed several 

times with distilled water. Then, they were put into an ethanol series of 40%, 70%, 90% and 

100% ethanol for 30 min each. Next, the roots were immersed in an amyl acetate series (30%, 

50%, 80%, 90% and 100%) in ethanol before being dried in the critical point dryer (SPI-DRY 

Critical Point Dryer, SPI Supplies, PA, USA). Dried samples were then mounted on metal 

stubs with double-sided carbon tape and then placed in an airtight container with silica beads 

to maintain desiccation. Finally, the samples were gold-coated using an automated sputter 

coater (Emitech K975X Coater, Quorum Technologies, Kent, UK) and were ready for 

scanning electron microscopy. This was conducted at the University of Canterbury Electron 

Microscopy Centre in the Department of Mechanical Engineering with the JEOL JSM-7000F 

electron microscope (JEOL, Peabody, MA, USA). 

 

4.2.3 Immunolabelling 

 

4.2.3.1  Microtubule immunolabelling 

Immunolabelling of microtubules was conducted as s described in section 2.2.3. 

 

4.2.3.2 Cell wall carbohydrate immunolabelling 

Changes in the cell wall during orchid mycorrhiza colonisation were examined by 

immunolabelling of cell wall polysaccharides. Immunolabelling protocols were the same as 

for microtubules above but with the primary antibodies listed in Table 4.1, and the secondary 

antibodies listed in Table 4.2. The primary antibodies were sourced from two different 

locations, Plant Probes (University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom) and Carbosource 

Services (The University of Georgia, Athens, GA, USA). Antibodies from the later source 

included the plant cell wall antibody survey kits SKCMA-AM1 and SKCMA-AM2 that 

contain a total of 144 antibodies but due to time limitations, only 22 were selected for this 
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study. Controls consisting of sections not incubated in primary antibody but only in 

secondary antibody to make sure labelling is only from antigen binding.  

 

4.2.4 Microscopy 

Sections were observed with a confocal microscope (model Leica SP5, Leica, Wetzlar, 

Germany) with 10x NA 0.4 dry, 20x NA 0.7 and 63x NA 1.3 glycerol-immersion lenses. 

High resolution images (1024 x 1024 pixels) were collected with three-fold line averaging, 

and for Z-stacks, a 1.00 µm step-size was typically used. Lactofuchsin stained sections were 

examined with transmitted light to visualize chitin-containing fungal cell walls which stain 

pink/ red but which also fluoresce an orange to red colour. In this study, lactofuchsin 

fluorescence imaging was done via a confocal microscope using the 561 nm laser line with 

emission collected from 570 – 650 nm. Fluorescein was excited with the 488 nm laser, and 

fluorescence collected from 500–600 nm, while Cy5 was excited with 633 nm laser with 

emission from 650-760 nm. Autofluorescence images from lignified cell walls were collected 

at 420-480 nm using the 405 nm laser. Transmitted light images were collected concurrently 

to the confocal images as brightfield images. Computer generated 3D reconstruction of 

images were produced using Leica LAS AF software and all images were processed with 

standard tools in Adobe Photoshop version CS4 (version 11.0.1, Adobe Systems, San Jose, 

CA USA). 
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Table 4.1. Primary antibodies. 

  Immunogen Antigen Host Dilution 

Plant Probes 
  

 

  

JIM5 Protoplasts from suspension cultured cells Homogalacturonan Rat 1/200 

JIM7 Protoplasts from suspension cultured cells Homogalacturonan Rat 1/200 

LM10 Neoglycoprotein (xylopentaose-BSA) Xylan Rat 1/200 

LM11 Neoglycoprotein (xylopentaose-BSA) Xylan/Arabinoxylan Rat 1/200 

LM18 Seed mucilage Homogalacturonan Rat 1/200 

LM19 Seed mucilage Homogalacturonan Rat 1/200 

LM20 Seed mucilage Homogalacturonan Rat 1/200 

 

SKCMA 

AM1 

        

CCRC-M1 
Rhamnogalacturonan I / MeBSA complex 

(Non-covalent) 
Xyloglucan, Rhamnogalacturonan I Mouse 1/10 

CCRC-M7 
Rhamnogalacturonan I / MeBSA complex 

(Non-covalent) 
Rhamnogalacturonan I Mouse 1/10 
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CCRC-M8 
Rhamnogalacturonan I / MeBSA complex 

(Non-covalent) 
Rhamnogalacturonan I, Arabinogalactans Mouse 1/10 

CCRC-M26 Mycelial Wall Void Glucan (1,3)(1,6)glucan Mouse 1/10 

CCRC-M32 
Seed mucilage / MeBSA complex (Non-

covalent) 
Arabinogalactan Mouse 1/10 

CCRC-M39 4-O-methylglucuronoxylan / MeBSA Xyloglucan Mouse 1/10 

CCRC-M41 Cell Wall Rhamnogalacturonan I Mouse 1/10 

CCRC-M70 Galactomannan:BSA (covalent conjugate) Galactomannan 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M81 Pectic Polysaccharides / MeBSA Sycamore Pectic Polysaccharides 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M85 Pectic Polysaccharides / MeBSA Pectic Polysaccharides 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M92 Pectic Polysaccharides / MeBSA Pectic Polysaccharides 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M94 Pectic Polysaccharides / MeBSA Pectic Polysaccharides 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M98 Pectic Polysaccharides / MeBSA Pectic Polysaccharides 
Mouse 

1/10 
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CCRC-M105 Xylan (low arabinose) / MeBSA Xylan 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M108 Xylan (low arabinose) / MeBSA Xylan 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M113 Xylan (high arabinose) / MeBSA Xylan 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M116 Xylan / MeBSA (Non-covalent) Xylan 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M117 Xylan (high arabinose) / MeBSA Xylan 
Mouse 

1/10 

CCRC-M119 Xylan / MeBSA (Non-covalent) Xylan 
Mouse 

1/10 

 

 

SKCMA 

AM2 

    

Mouse 

  

CCRC M131 Seed Mucilage / MeBSA 
Rhamnogalacturonan I, Galactan, 

Galactomannan 

Mouse 
1/10 

CCRC M136 Seed Mucilage / MeBSA Peppergrass Seed Mucilage 
Mouse 

1/10 

JIM15 Arabinogalactan protein (AGP1) Arabinogalactan, Arabinogalactan protein 
Mouse 

1/10 

JIM16 Arabinogalactan protein (AGP1) Arabinogalactan, Arabinogalactan protein 
Mouse 

1/10 
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Table 4.2. Secondary antibodies. 

Target species Supplier Host Dilution Fluorochrome 

mouse Silenus-Amrad (Boronia, Victoria, 

Australia) 

Sheep 1:200 fluorescein 

mouse 

 

Jackson (West Grove, PA, USA) Goat 1:200 Cy5 

rat Jackson Goat 1:100 Alexa 488 

rat Jackson Goat 1:200 Cy5 
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4.2.5 Orchid mycorrhizal fungi isolation 

4.2.5.1 Isolation method by Warcup and Talbot (1967)  

Healthy orchid roots that were only faintly brown were selected and washed thoroughly in 

tap water and surface sterilized in 10% bleach (0.5% sodium hypochlorite) for 2 minutes, 

then rinsed several times with water. The roots were then cut into thin discs with a sterile 

blade into sterile water in isolation plates. After inspection under a stereo microscope, the 

discs were teased apart using two needles to release the pelotons. Then, the pelotons were 

placed on potato dextrose agar (39 g/L) (Difco, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) with 50 μg/ml 

streptomycin and incubated in the dark at 23˚C. Hyphal tips were subcultured until pure 

culture obtained. 

 

4.2.5.2 Isolation method by Currah et al. (1997) 

Healthy orchid roots that were only faintly brown were selected and washed thoroughly in tap 

water. The roots were cut into segments that were surface sterilized in 10% bleach (0.5% 

sodium hypochlorite) for 2 minutes and rinsed several times with sterile distilled water. 

Clumps of cells were removed from the inner cortex, and then macerated in a drop of sterile 

water in a sterile petri dish. Molten potato dextrose agar (39 g/L) (Difco) cooled to 55˚C was 

pour onto the dish and allowed to solidify. Plates were left to be incubated in the dark at 23
o
C 

until the emergence of hyphae and sub-cultured to obtain a pure culture.  

 

4.2.5.3 Fungal culture long term storage 

Isolates were stored in glycerol stocks at -80˚C. This was done by scrapping fungal mycelium 

with bits of agar off the Petri dish using sterilized loops and adding them to Eppendorf tubes 

of autoclaved 10% (v/v) glycerol in sterile dH2O. Three tubes per isolate were then labelled 

and vortexed. The stocks were then pre-cooled in 4˚C for 24 h before transferred to -80˚ C for 

long term storage. To recover the fungus from the glycerol stock, a tube was thawed at room 

temperature and the suspension sub-cultured in multiple plates of potato dextrose media and 

incubated at room temperature in the dark.  

 

4.2.6 Orchid mycorrhizal fungus identification  

4.2.6.1 Colony observation 

Macroscopic features examined were colony growth pattern, colour and texture. Fungal 

growth rates were measured on 90 mm diameter Petri dishes with daily measurements of 
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growth away from the centre of the colony to the edge of the colony. Isolates were also sub-

cultured on Czapek dox agar (Sigma), an agar with sucrose (30.0 g/L) as the sole source of 

carbon and sodium nitrate (3.0 g/L) as the only source of nitrogen, to observed features that 

grew in a low nutrient agar (Cotty 1994). For microscopic examination, hyphal tips from the 

edge of the colony were mounted in sterile water on a microscopic slide using a sterile loop, 

covered with a cover slip, and left overnight in a moist dish. The slide was examined with a 

light microscope. 

 

4.2.6.2 Molecular identification 

A small piece of mycelia (7– 15 mm on a side, 100–300 mg total mass) with agar medium 

was excised with an inoculation needle from a 4 to 10 day old culture plate and transferred to 

a microtube with 500 μl of the lysis buffer (200 mM Tris- HCl, 50 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 200 mM NaCl, 1% n-lauroylsarcosine sodium salt, pH 8.0). 

The mycelia were dispersed in the buffer and incubated for 20 min in a 50°C water bath. The 

mixture was then centrifuged at 14000 rpm and the supernatant (300 μl) was transferred to a 

fresh microtube. After mixing with 750 μl of ethanol by inverting the tube, the DNA was 

precipitated by centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 2 min. After a wash with 70% ethanol, the 

DNA pellet was air-dried and dissolved in 5 0 μl of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, l mM EDTA, 

pH 7.6). 

 

The ITS region of nuclear ribosomal DNA was amplified by polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) using the primers ITS1 (5′-TCCGTAGGTGAACCTGCGG-3′) and ITS4 

(5′TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC-3′) (White et al. 1990). Amplification reactions were 

conducted in 50 µl reaction mixture containing a final concentration of 1 X PCR buffer 

(200 mM Tris HCl pH 8.4 and 500 mM KCl), 1.5 mM MgCl2, one unit of Taq polymerase 

(Thermofisher, Waltham, MA, USA), dNTP mixture at 2.0 mM and 100 ng of genomic 

DNA. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) amplifications were performed using the DYAD 

Peltier Thermocycler (Model PTC 200) with an initial denaturation of 5 minutes at 95°C 

followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 1 minute, annealing at 55°C for 1 minute 

and extension at 72°C for 3 minutes, with a final extension step at 72°C for 10 minutes. After 

amplification, the products were stored at 4ºC until required. 
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The PCR products were purified using QIAquick
®
 PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN, location 

details) first before they were sent for gene sequencing at the Canterbury Sequencing and 

Genotyping facilities (School of Biological Sciences, University of Canterbury). Both strands 

of the sequences were edited using the BioEdit Sequence Alignment Editor and analysed by 

BLAST search (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST) for identification.  

 

4.2.7 Inoculation of isolated fungi to sterile Miltoniopsis plants 

Tissue culture flasks of several orchids varieties including Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ were 

bought from Woolf Orchid Culture (Drayton, QLD, Australia) for inoculation experiments. 

Subsequent re-flasking every 3 months was done in basic half strength Murashige and Skoog 

media with 3% sucrose (g/L) and the addition of 1% (v/v) plant preservative mixture (PPM) 

to inhibit fungal contamination. The media was prepared and then poured into tissue culture 

flasks before beings autoclaved at 1 kg/cm
2
, 121°C, for 15-20 min. All explants were 

incubated in a controlled temperature growth room at 23˚C and illumination at 16 h: 8 h light 

and dark photoperiod using 36-watt white fluorescent tubes. 

 

4.2.7.1 In vitro inoculation 

Inoculation of sterile orchid plants with isolated fungi so as to achieve infection of the fungi 

into the roots was attempted in two different ways. In the first approach, fungal discs were 

directly inoculated onto the agar of the explant culture (Figure 4.1a). Each isolate was 

inoculated on 10 explants as replication and another 10 was not inoculated as controls. The 

second type of inoculation culture medium was a slanting double culture media modified 

from Beardmore and Pegg (1981), that consisted of a basic MS media in the bottom of the 

flask and a slanting PDA media at the side for fungal inoculation. This system was achieved 

by preparing regular MS media in flask. When the MS media had solidified, molten PDA in 

sterile conditions was carefully poured into the flask, resting on its side at 45
o
, and left to 

solidify to create a slanting media on top of a horizontal MS media (Figure 4.1bc). 

Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ explants were subcultured on the MS media while a disc of the 

fungal isolate was inoculated in the middle of the slanting PDA media (Arrow, Figure 4.1c). 

Inoculation was done on 15 plants per isolate and another 15 plants not inoculated as control.  
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Roots were harvested to test for infection and subsequent experiments to observe changes in 

the cell wall when the edge of the fungal colony reached the explants. Mycorrhizal infection 

was established when hand-sectioned roots segments were observed under a light microscope 

and pelotons were present.  

 

4.2.7.2 Ex vitro inoculation 

As per the in vitro inoculation, ex vitro inoculation of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ explants were 

attempted in 2 ways. In the first attempt, explants were taken out from tissue culture flasks, 

rinsed with sterile water to remove agar residues and planted on autoclaved bark in garden 

pots that had been immersed in 70% ethanol overnight (Figure 4.2a). The garden pots were 

then put into a tray filled with water and wrapped with plastic after being inoculated to 

maintain moisture levels. Inoculation was done by cutting a disk from the edge of the fungal 

colony using a loop and placing it 3 cm away from the plantlet. Each fungal isolate was 

inoculated onto 10 plantlets with 10 not inoculated as control. The second inoculation setup 

was  prepared by placing the bark into lidded tissue culture flasks instead of garden pots with 

a piece of filter paper at the bottom (Figure 4.2b) or on top of the bark (Figure 4.2c) and then 

autoclaved. The filter paper was meant to act as an absorbent to maintain moisture levels 

when sterilised water was added into the flasks after planting the explants and inoculating the 

fungal isolates. All inoculated plantlets were incubated in a controlled temperature growth 

room at 23˚C and illumination at 16 h: 8 h light and dark photoperiod using 36-watt white 

fluorescent tubes. Inoculation was done on 15 plants per isolate and another 15 plant not 

inoculated as control. Roots were harvested to test for infection and subsequent experiments 

to observe changes in the cell wall when the edge of the fungal colony reached the explants. 

Mycorrhizal infection was established when hand-sectioned roots segments were observed 

under a light microscope and pelotons were present.  
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Figure 4.1  

Set up of the in vitro mycorrhiza infection experiment. a) Plantlets inoculated in vitro on 

basic MS growth media. b) Plantlets inoculated in a slanting double culture media with 

plantlets on the basic MS growth media (front view). c) Inoculation of isolate (arrow) on the 

slanting double culture media (side view). 
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Figure 4.2  

Set up of the in soil mycorrhiza infection experiment. a) Plantlets planted on bark in garden 

pots. b) Plantlets planted on bark sterile tissue culture flask with paper under the bark. c) 

Plantlets planted on bark sterile tissue culture flask with paper on top of bark. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1  Observations of fungal infections in Miltoniopsis 

Several different microscopy techniques were used to observe the fungal infections in 

Miltoniopsis whole roots. This includes the utilisation of the plants and fungus own 

autofluorescence with ultraviolet light excitation. Lactofuchsin (Zelmer et al. 1996; 

Kaminskyj 2008) and wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) (Meyberg 1988; Bonfante-Fasolo et al. 

1990; Sbrana et al. 1995; De Hoff et al. 2009), both of which label chitin, were used to 

distinguish fungal matter from plant material. To observe overall fungal activity on the 

surface of the root before penetration, the root surface was visualised using scanning electron 

microscopy. 

 

4.3.1.1 Autofluorescence  

Natural autofluorescence was initially used to screen Miltoniopsis roots for orchid 

mycorrhiza infections and, in particular, the formation of dense coils of hyphae called 

pelotons which mark a successful symbiotic interaction. Autofluorescence has been used as a 

quick screening method as many pathogenic fungi have been shown to naturally 

autofluoresce (Mann 1983). In Miltoniopsis, the autofluorescence of fungal hyphae and 

pelotons are whitish blue, typically similar to plant autofluorescence. This autofluorescence 

change through the different stages of fungal colonization with early peloton formation 

showing intense hyphal autofluorescence, then decreases during the breakdown of the fungal 

peloton until faint autofluorescence can be observed in late degraded peloton mass.  

 

In the roots of Miltoniopsis, associating orchid mycorrhizal fungi were present in cortical 

cells as dense hyphal coils with visible fungal cell walls (asterisk, Figure 4.3ab). These 

pelotons formed even in cortical cells that were modified through the development of phi 

thickenings (arrows, Figure 4.3ab), the lignified secondary thickenings described in Chapters 

2 and 3. Phi thickenings can develop as a radial and transverse band (arrow, Figure 4.3a) or 

radial and tangential band (arrow, Figure 4.3b) or other irregular branching formations 

around a cortical cell. These thickenings did not provide a barrier against hyphal penetration 

through the cell wall. This further supports the notion that the development of phi thickenings 

in plant cortical cells does not play a role in the regulation or blocking mechanism against 

fungal infection.   
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Figure 4.3 

Autofluorescence of dense hyphal coils in cortical cells. Images are maximum projections of 

47 confocal images with a depth of 46.2 μm. a) Peloton in cortical cell (asterisk) with radial 

and transverse band of phi thickenings (arrow) b) Peloton in cortical cell (asterisk) with radial 

and tangential band of phi thickenings (arrow). Bar 50 μm. 
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4.3.1.2 Lactofuchsin staining 

Lactofuchsin stains chitin which is present in fungal cell walls thus providing a good 

overview of the regions where the fungi colonized the orchid root. In Miltoniopsis roots, 

orchid mycorrhiza pelotons form mostly in the inner cortical layer, within 4-5 cells of the 

endodermis. This passage of the fungus is blocked at the endodermis with no fungal presence 

in the stele.  Pelotons in cortical cells start off as loosely-coiled live hyphae which continue to 

become a dense, tightly-packed hyphae stained dark red with lactofuchsin. These, however, 

eventually undergo breakdown and digestion by the cell. Lactofuchsin staining with 

transmitted light differentiates the different stages of peloton formation with the reduction of 

redness from early forming peloton to degraded peloton (asterisk, Figure 4.4c). A membrane 

or interfacial matrix that separates the peloton from the plant cytoplasm was visible on 

occasions (arrow, Figure 4.4d). Hyphal filaments were also present in the velamen layer of 

the root, separated from the cortex by the exodermis layer (asterisk, Figure 4.4b). 

 

Lactofuchsin fluorescence from stained orchid root sections was imaged by confocal 

microscopy with 561 nm excitation, and provided observations of the pelotons with greatly 

reduced background from the plant tissue. Due to this, the structural changes that happen 

during fungal colonisation of the plant cell, from entry to breakdown, can be observed. 

Fungal hyphae initially enter the root directly through velamen cells, initially colonising 

velamen cells (arrow, Figure 4.5a), and they are restricted from further entry into the cortex 

by the thickened exodermis layer (asterisk, Figure 4.5a). This is unlike most terrestrial 

orchids where entry is mostly through the root hairs (Sathiyadash et al. 2012). Fungal hyphae 

are typically thin and singular in the velamen (Figure 4.5b) and gain entry into the cortical 

layer through the thin-walled, metabolically-active passage cells of the exodermis. Once into 

the cortex, they continue spreading from cell to cell. Cells containing pelotons tend to be in 

patches near to each other, with both live pelotons (those which hyphae can still clearly can 

be seen) and degrading ones (those observed as a blurry mass) often seen at the same time 

(arrow, Figure 4.6a). Hyphae were also observed moving between cells (asterisk, Figure 

4.6a). An intermediate phase of peloton degradation was hyphae are still visible but in a 

densely packed three dimensional mass (arrow, Figure 4.6b) indicates that some length of 

time is necessary between coil formation and consequent breakdown. As a cortical cell is 

infected through the penetration of the fungal hypha through the cell wall, an interfacial 

matrix or new cell wall of mix origin is formed between the host plasma membrane which is 
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invaginated and the hyphal cell wall (arrow, Figure 4.6b). Peloton hyphae (asterisk, Figure 

4.6c) tend to be thicker in diameter (~6 μm) with visible septa (arrow, Figure 4.6c) compared 

to the long, thin fungal hyphae observed growing in the velamen (~4 μm). Z stack images 

were taken and processed to develop a 3D reconstructed image of a whole early forming 

peloton in the plant cell (Figure 4.6d). Fungal colonization only happens in the cortical layer 

of the root with further access into the stele limited by the thickened endodermis layer.  

 

These cells tend to be larger than regular cortical cells due to the containment of the peloton 

mass (arrow, Figure 4.4a). The radial diameter of 10 randomly selected inner cortical cells, 

third layer from the endodermis, that were un-infected, infected with live peloton and 

degraded peloton, respectively, were measured. On average, third layer inner cortical cells 

typically have a radial diameter of 81 μm + 7.6 µm (n = 10), but increase to 88 μm + 2.2 µm 

(n = 10) when infected by orchid mycorrhiza and enlarged significantly to 104 μm + 5.2 µm 

(n = 10) during peloton degradation. This could be related to the increased size of host nuclei 

following infection, as described by Balestrini et al. (1992) and implies changes in the cell 

wall in relations to cell growth. This is also consistent with the observation of Rasmussen 

(1990) who reported that the nuclei in peloton-colonized cell have enlarged nuclei with up to 

16- 64 times from the original volume in Dactylorhiza majalis.   
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Figure 4.4  

Lactofuchsin staining of orchid mycorrhizae in Miltoniopsis roots sections viewed by 

transmitted light. a) Pelotons stain red (arrow). b) Fungal hyphae stained in the velamen 

(arrow) separated from the cortex by the exodermis (asterisk). c) Degrading pelotons 

gradually becoming less red (asterisk). d) A peloton is surrounded by an interfacial matrix 

(arrow). Bar 100 μm (a,b), bar 50 μm (c,d). 
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Figure 4.5  

Lactofuchsin stained fungi in the velamen and exodermis of a root section viewed by 

confocal fluorescence microscopy. Images are maximum projections 78 optical sections 

through a depth of 77.4 μm. a) Fungal hyphae in velamen cells (arrow) and successfully 

penetrating the exodermis (asterisk). b) Single image from a 3D reconstruction of thin fungal 

hyphae in the velamen with visible septa (arrow). c) Higher magnification of fungal hyphae 

penetrating into the exodermis (arrow). d) Higher magnification of fungal hypha in an 

exodermis cell (arrow). Bar 100 μm (a), bar 30 μm (b,c,d). 
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Figure 4.6  

Orchid mycorrhizae stained with lactofuchsin viewed by confocal fluorescence microscopy. 

Images are maximum projections 96 optical sections through a depth of 95.6 μm. a) A 

degrading peloton (arrow) and hyphae in between cells (asterisk). b) Densely coiled hyphae 

forming a peloton just before degradation (arrow). c) A Peloton with visible septa in a thick 

hyphal filament (arrow). d) Single image from a 3D reconstruction of an early forming 

peloton. Bar 50 μm (a,b), bar 20 μm (c,d). 
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4.3.1.3 Wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)  

WGA specifically targets N-acetylglucosamine polymers including those found in fungal 

chitin. Fluorescently-tagged WGA has been used to detect arbuscular mycorrhiza in 

commercial crops including soybean (Kobae and Ohtomo 2016), onion (Allium cepa) (Varma 

1999), potato (Solanum tuberosum) (Manck-Götzenberger and Requena 2016), maize (Zea 

mays) and rice (Oryza sativa) (Chen et al. 2008; Gutjahr et al. 2012). Due to this, WGA was 

utilized in this study to visualize the fungus and plant interaction. WGA, however, was found 

to not stain fungal hyphae of the orchid mycorrhiza in Miltoniopsis roots. While UV 

excitation showed the autofluorescent outline of intact pelotons as well as pelotons 

undergoing degradation, WGA only stained pelotons that were at the stage of being degraded 

by the plant cell (asterisks, Figure 4.7). This was identified as a blurred mass that had lost all 

suggestions of organized hyphae (arrows, Figure 4.7). WGA is also taken up by the mucilage 

droplets surrounding the crystals in raphide cells (arrow, Figure 4.8; see also Chapter 2), and 

this was used a positive control to ensure staining.  
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Figure 4.7 

Wheat germ agglutinin staining of mycorrhizal infection viewed by transmitted light (left 

column), autofluorescence (middle column) and WGA staining with confocal fluorescence 

microscopy. Images are maximum projections of 86 optical sections with a depth of 85.6 μm. 

a) WGA stains degraded pelotons (arrow) but not the live pelotons (asterisk). b) Higher 

magnification of WGA staining degraded pelotons (arrow) but not the live pelotons 

(asterisk). Bar 100 μm (a), bar 50 μm (b). 
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Figure 4.8 

WGA staining of idioblast cells containing raphides as positive control. Images are maximum 

projection of 62 confocal stacks with a depth of 61.4 μm.WGA stains vacuoles inside 

raphides (arrow). a) Autofluorescence. b) WGA staining. Bar 20 μm. 
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4.3.1.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SEM was used to visualize the fungi present on the root surface (Figure 4.9). Although the 

epiphytic Miltoniopsis roots have a secondary-thickened velamen layer external to the 

exodermis and cortex, the outer root surface, the outer wall of the most external velamen 

cells, consists of a thin layer of cell wall with occasional tears. These tears in the surface are 

the point of entry for fungal hyphae (arrow, Figure 4.9a) that otherwise only form extensive 

mycelia on the surface of the root (Figure 4.9b). Upon further inspection with higher 

magnification, multiple tears were observed in areas where the cell wall is not supported by 

strands of secondary thickenings, giving the ideal opportunity for a hyphal filament to enter 

the cell (arrow, Figure 4.9c).  

 

4.3.2  The cytoskeleton and infections 

Microtubule organization during infection of orchid mycorrhiza in Miltoniopsis roots was 

consistent with the patterns observed in the protocorms of Microtis parviflora  (Dearnaley 

and McGee 1996) and Spiranthes sinensis (Uetake et al. 1997, Uetake and Peterson 1998) 

that were colonized by the symbiotic fungus Epulorhiza repens and Ceratobasidium 

cornigerum, respectively. This study, however, is the first to demonstrate microtubule 

organization in whole roots rather than protocorms. In uninfected cortical cells, microtubule 

arrangements were typical of normal interphase plant cells forming oblique arrays (Figure 

4.10a). Upon infection, or early in the formation of pelotons when hyphal filaments were still 

visible, microtubules were absent inside the cell (arrow, Figure 4.10b). No microtubules were 

observed at this early stage of infection may be due to the inability of antibodies to penetrate 

the intact interfacial matrix. However, as degradation begins, antibody labelling is possible. 

Dearnaley and McGee (1996) suggested that the depolymerisation of microtubules occurred 

early infection, and thus, microtubules do not play a role in the formation of the interfacial 

matrix.  

 

In the intermediate stage of peloton degradation, which is characterized by a densely-packed 

hyphal coils, microtubules were present but irregularly organized in the infected cell (arrow, 

Figure 4.10c). A single hyphal filament observed going between cells to infect an adjacent 

cell showed labelling of a microtubule thread consistently parallel to the fungal cell wall 

(arrow, Figure 4.10d). Moreover, upon further inspection, it was apparent that the irregularly 

arranged microtubules are actually of a fungal origin with microtubules matching hyphal 
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filaments and cross sections of individual hyphal filaments showing microtubule labelling 

(arrows, Figure 4.11b). Other strands of microtubules did not match up with any hypha, and 

these might be random plant microtubules inside the fungal interfacial matrix. This labelling 

of fungal microtubules suggests good fixation and immunolabelling of the prepared tissue 

and confirms the absence of microtubules in the early forming infected cells is real.  

 

Secondary antibody controls where primary antibody incubation was replaced by incubation 

buffer showed no labelling, indicating microtubule labelling was real. Double labelling of 

anti-tubulin antibody with WGA was unsuccessful as microtubules were not found when 

WGA labelling was achieved in the root sections. Additionally, immunolabelling also 

showed the presence of fine threads of microtubules arranged obliquely in idioblast cells 

containing sharp calcium crystals that were enveloped by a mucilaginous matrix or raphide 

cells, offering an alternate positive control to microtubule labelling.  

 

Successful immunolabelling of actin microfilaments in infected cells were not recorded. 

Retrospectively, this may be due to a technical issue as actin immunolabelling was also not 

properly achieved for phi thickenings but was achieved during double labelling as described 

in section 2.3.5.4. However, a study by Uetake and Peterson (1997) reported that actin 

microfilament do not change during fungal infection in protocorms of Spiranthes sinensis 

colonized by its orchid mycorrhiza  Ceratobasidium cornigerum.    
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Figure 4.9  

Scanning electron micrograph of fungal hyphae on the root surface. a) Hyphal filaments 

move towards pores or tears in the root surface (arrow). b) A mass of hyphae. c) A hypha 

entering into a pore.  Bar  200 μm (a), bar 100 μm (b), bar 20 μm (c). 
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Figure 4.10  

Microtubule immunolabelling of mycorrhiza-infected cells viewed by confocal fluorescence 

microscopy. Images are maximum projections of 156 optical sections with a depth of 

77.6 μm. a) Transverse microtubule organization in regular un-infected cortical cells. b) 

Microtubules are absent from peloton cells c) Localisation of microtubules in a disorganized 

manner inside a late stage peloton cell, with some labelling of hyphal microtubules (arrows). 

d) A microtubule observed inside a single hyphal filament (arrow). Bar 50 μm (a,b,c), bar 30 

μm (d). 
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Figure 4.11  

Higher magnification of microtubule immunolabelling within a peloton. Images are 

maximum projections of 156 optical sections with a depth of 77.6 μm. a) Microtubules absent 

in a peloton cell. b) Microtubules in a hyphal filament. c) Microtubules in hyphal filaments 

cut crosswise (arrows) and longitudinal to the hyphal filament (asterisk). Bar 20 μm. 
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4.3.3  Immunolabelling of cell wall carbohydrates 

A large and comprehensive toolkit of probes consisting of approximately 180 glycan-directed 

antibodies from various laboratories has been developed for research of the plant cell wall 

structure, function, dynamics and biosynthesis. These monoclonal antibodies are made to 

recognize distinct epitopes of all the major plant cell wall glycans including pectins, 

arabinogalactans, xyloglucans, xylans, mannans and glucans (Pattathil et al. 2010). For this 

study, a selection of antibodies from this toolkit was tested to look for changes in the cell wall 

during orchid mycorrhiza colonisation. Only a batch of 5 antibodies from Plant Probes that 

had been tested by Paduano et al. (2011) on Limodorum abortivum that had been infected by 

multiple fungal endophytes showed consistent labelling. These were JIM5, JIM7, LM18, 

LM19 and LM20.  

 

Knox et al. (1990) discovered that JIM5 can be used to recognize un-esterified pectin 

epitopes and JIM7 for methyl-esterified epitopes of pectin by indirect immunofluorescence 

and immunogold electron microscopy in the root apex of carrot (Daucus carota L.). It was 

found that the localization of the two epitopes behaved differently as the un-esterified epitope 

was more abundantly found at the outer surface of the intercellular spaces, in the middle 

lamella and the inner surface of the primary cell walls next to the plasma membrane while the 

methyl-esterified pectin is evenly distributed throughout the cell wall. Willats et al. (2000) 

observed that the epitope of JIM5 consists of both methyl-esterified and methyl-esterified 

GalA units while JIM7 recognizes a more diverse level of methyl-esterification of the HG 

concerned, enabling it to be used as a general anti-pectin probe. The binding specificities of 

LM18, LM19 and LM20 is also known, with LM18 and LM19 recognizes stretches of un-

esterified GalA units while the binding of LM20 requires methyl-esterified GalA units 

(Christiaens et al. 2012). 

 

In this study, JIM5 (Figure 4.12a, 4.13a), LM18 (Figure 4.12c, 4.13b) and LM19 (Figure 

4.12d, 4.13c) were observed to label the cell walls junctions in uninfected cells, and also the 

interfacial matrix of degraded pelotons. Live pelotons, characterised by intact coiling hyphal 

filaments in the cells, do not show any labelling in their interfacial matrix that would separate 

the fungus from their plant host. On the other hand, JIM7 (Figure 4.12b) and LM20 (Figure 

4.12e) did not show any labelling of the interfacial matrix in either live or degraded pelotons. 

Observations only showed the labelling of the cell walls as expected in the antibodies. 
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Secondary antibody control of these primary antibodies that are all raised against rat showed 

no labelling in either the cell walls nor during all of the stages of fungal infection, early 

formation of pelotons or degraded pelotons (Figure 4.12f). Differences in labelling was 

sometimes observed between outer cortical cells and infected cells in the same root sample 

such as the case in Figure 4.12a where the whole cell wall of outer cortical cells are labelled 

but the inner cortical cells where infected cells are present, labelling was limited to the wall 

junctions. However, inspection on more samples showed that this was not consistent and 

might be due to technical problems as the sections in this study were prepared by Vibratome 

of acrylamide embedded samples compared to Paduano et al. (2011) who used ultrathin 

sections cut from LR white embedded roots which would of improved antibody binding.   

 

A collection of antibodies from a cell wall antibody survey kit from the Complex 

Carbohydrate Research Centre was also tested. These were 144 antibodies altogether, but 

only a 22 was actually tested because of time constraints. The survey kit, as its name suggests 

only contained 50 μl of each antibody with a working concentration of 1:10. This does not 

allow much immunolabelling optimisation and repetition to obtain best possible labelling, 

thus the inability to observe changes in the cell walls during infection with them. Out of the 

selected antibodies, some were against pectins, some against hemicelluloses, and some were 

against monocot cell walls (Phormium tenax, which is New Zealand flax), but when 

compared to the expected epitopes known, did not show any convincing labelling. As 

mentioned before, due to time constraints, Vibratome-sectioned samples (~50-100 μm 

thickness) were used for immunolabelling and may be the reason for insufficient labelling of 

the antibodies. A better alternative might be to instead test these cell wall antibodies on 

ultrathin sections.   
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Figure 4.12  

Cell wall antibodies immunolabelling mycorrhizal fungi infected cells viewed by confocal 

fluorescence microscopy. Images are maximum projections of 89 optical sections with a 

depth of 88.6 μm. a) JIM5 is localised at the cell wall, cell wall junction and around degraded 

pelotons (arrow). b) JIM7 is localised in the cell wall and cell wall junction but not in 

peloton. c) LM18 is localised in the cell wall junction and degraded pelotons (arrow). d) 

LM19 is localised in the cell wall junction and degraded pelotons (arrow). e) LM20 is 

localised in the cell wall and cell wall junction. f) Secondary antibody control. Bars 100 μm 

(a,b,d,e), bars 50 μm (c,f). 
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Figure 4.13 

Higher magnification of JIM5 (a), LM18 (b) and LM19 (c) labelling degraded pelotons. 

Images are maximum projections of 89 optical sections with a depth of 88.6 μm. Bars 20 μm 

(a,b), bar 40 μm (c). 
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4.3.4  Orchid mycorrhiza isolation, identification and inoculation 

The isolation and identification of fungi that may possibly be the orchid mycorrhiza associate 

for Miltoniopsis was done on Miltoniopsis varieties maintained in the greenhouse. The 

consequent inoculation of the fungal isolates on sterile tissue culture confirms the 

mycorrhizal association of the isolated fungi if infection takes place with the formation of 

pelotons. This was also so that changes in the cell wall during infection could be observed.  

 

4.3.4.1  Isolation of fungi 

An isolation method that uses a needle to tease out pelotons into water (Warcup 1971) did not 

yield the expected results. Except for contamination by the water mould Aspergillus, only a 

single isolate with the same general colony appearance was isolated from 4 different plates. 

After continued sub-culturing, the pure culture obtained. This culture was transparent and 

somewhat slimy. Under magnification, the isolate had hyphal-like structures but did not give 

the impression of being true fungi (Figure 4.14). This, and the high rate of contamination, led 

to a change in isolation methods. Cooled, molten agar was poured onto Petri dishes 

containing isolated segments of inner root (Currah et al. 1997), which minimised 

contamination and resulted in the growth of 2 different fungal isolates, referred to hereafter as 

isolate A and isolate B. After sub-culturing several times, pure isolates were obtained. Pure 

cultures of these two isolates were kept in glycerol at -80˚C for long term storage.  

 

4.3.4.2  Identification of isolates 

Morphological identification of these isolates was based on culture morphology and 

vegetative characteristics such as hyphal morphology and presence of asexual spores under 

the microscope. The colony for isolate A was white in colour, filamentous with a cottony 

surface (Figure 4.15ab) and grew to the edge of the Petri dish in 3 days or 2.8 cm per day. No 

special features were produced when sub-cultured on nutrient-poor Czapek-dox agar with the 

presence of filamentous hyphae and asexual chlamydospores (arrows, Figure 4.15 cd). 

Chlamydospores are thick walled asexual spores that have been observed in fungi of the 

basidiomycete, ascomycete and zygomycete (Watanabe 2002). Further identification could 

not be made due to the lack of more identifiable features, thus the use of molecular 

identification.  
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Isolate B was brown with a furry surface and rings when viewed from the bottom (Figure 

4.16ab). It took 6 days for the colony of isolate B to reach the edge of the Petri dish. On PDA 

agar, isolate B had right-angled branching hyphae (arrows, Figure 4.16de) while moniloid 

cells or hyphae that swell up like beads on a chain, were present on Czapek-dox agar (arrow, 

Figure 4.16f). Based on these characteristics, it can be concluded that isolate B may be a 

fungus in the Rhizoctonia group which is a known orchid mycorrhiza (Sneh 1991; Ma et al. 

2003).  

 

Molecular identification of the isolates was initially attempted but failed. The first step of 

DNA extraction was achieved but attempts at amplification by Polymerase Chain Reaction 

(PCR) using internal transcribed tracers (ITS) to identify fungi failed after numerous attempts 

even with the use of a positive control. Due to this, molecular identification of both isolates 

was outsourced to John Dearnaley (University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, QLD 

Australia) who specializes in orchid mycorrhiza fungi molecular identification. Isolate A 

were amplified with ITS1 and ITS4 primers and identified as Preussia sp. which is a common 

plant endophyte. Isolate B, however, did not amplify with ITS1/ITS4 or ITSF1/ITSF4 which 

is a specific basidiomycetous orchid mycorrhiza primer (Taylor and McCormick 2008). This 

is not an uncommon problem when fungal endophytes from the genus Tulasnella are present, 

and full identification of this isolate may require genus-specific primers (personal 

communication; Dr John Dearnaley, University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, QLD, 

Australia). However, the suggestion of a Tulasnella is consistent with the morphological 

characteristics of its culture.  
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Figure 4.14 

Slimy culture obtained during first attempt of isolation viewed by confocal fluorescence 

microscopy. Images are maximum projections of 16 optical sections with a depth of 24 μm. 

Bar 100 μm, bar 20 μm (inset). 
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Figure 4.15  

Morphological identification of isolate A. a,b) Fungal colony culture of isolate A after 6 days 

with top view (a) and underside view (b). c) Lactofuchsin-stained isolate A showing 

filamentous hyphae and asexual chlamydospores (arrow). d) Higher magnification of (c). 

Bars 10 mm (a,b), bar 10 μm (c), bar 5 μm (d). 
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Figure 4.16  

Morphological identification of isolate B. a,b) Fungal colony culture of isolate B after 6 days 

with top view (a) and underside view (b). c) Lactofuchsin-stained isolate B showing 

filamentous hyphae. d) Lactofuchsin-stained isolate B showing right angle branching near 

septa (arrow) e) Isolate B imaged with differential interference contrast (DIC). f) Moniloid 

cells (arrow). Bars 10 mm (a,b), bar 10 μm (e), bar 5 μm (c,d,f). 
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4.3.5  Re-infection of cultured plants with fungal isolates 

As a positive control, explants of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ were transplanted into unsterilized 

bark in the green house. After 4 weeks, successful infections by orchid mycorrhizae were 

observed in the cortical region of the roots with the formation of pelotons (Figure 4.17). This 

demonstrated that it was possible for mature plants to become infected with fungus that could 

generate pelotons, and suggested that it might be possible for this infection to be controlled 

within sterile conditions (for both plant and fungus) so that the processes involved in 

infection might be studied. 

 

In the first in vitro experiment, explants were grown on a regular MS media and the fungus 

inoculated by placing a fungal disc 2 cm away on the same agar. This direct access to both 

the plant and nutrient agar meant that the fungus overwhelmed the plant in 3 days for isolate 

A and 7 days for isolate B. In this short time period before the plants died, roots were 

sampled from both inoculants but no hyphae successfully penetrated past the velamen into 

the cortical cells. 

 

Following the first experiment, in vitro inoculations of explants with orchid mycorrhizal 

fungi were attempted in a slanting double culture media devised by (Beardmore and Pegg 

1981) where the slanting fungal media was intended to slow fungal growth and increase 

chances of infection. This did slow down the time taken for isolate B to overrun and suffocate 

the plants to 18 days (Figure 4.18def) with infection and the formation of pelotons in the 

cortex observed at 14 days (Figure 4.19). However, for isolate A, explants were overrun by 

the 5th day after inoculation, and hyphal filaments were unable to get past the velamen layer 

into the cortex (Figure 4.20a).  

 

For the initial inoculation experiments conducted on bark, sterile Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ 

explants were taken out of their tissue culture vessels and planted in sterile pots of bark. The 

pots were also placed in trays filled with water and covered with plastic to contain moisture. 

Separate covered trays were prepared for the treatments and control that was not inoculated. 

Though many steps to maintain sterility were taken, plants still became contaminated. The 

bark infection experiment was modified by placing the bark in tissue culture vessels, with 

pieces of filter paper either in the bottom of the container or on top of the bark. These lidded 

vessels were then autoclaved to ensure sterility. The filter paper acted to retain moisture when 
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sterile water was added during inoculation. This setup successfully decreased the rate of 

contamination. However, no infections were observed with either isolate A or isolate B 

within 4 weeks, and the plants eventually dried up even though water was available in the 

bottom of the flask Figure (4.21).   

 

Out of the different inoculation methods attempted, only the in vitro inoculation of isolate B 

in the slanting double culture media succeeded in the infection of cortical cells with the 

formation of pelotons. Unfortunately, time constraints hindered further opportunities to make 

a time-specific study of the infection and the changes in the cell wall that occur. However, the 

re-infection of isolate B establishes its symbiotic relationship with Miltoniopsis as an orchid 

mycorrhiza. 
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Figure 4.17 

Mycorrhizal infection of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ after 4 weeks transplant into unsterilized 

bark in the green house. Images are maximum projections of 26 optical sections with a depth 

of 25.4 μm of unfixed hand sections. a) Transmitted light and fluorescence image of 

mycorrhizal fungi-infected roots with pelotons (arrow). b) Higher magnification of (a) with 

hyphal filaments observed in the velamen (asterisk) and pelotons (arrow). Bar 100 μm. 
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Figure 4.18  

Inoculation of fungal isolate A (a,b,c) and isolate B (d,e,f) on Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ in a 

slanting double culture media. Front view of isolate A (a) and isolate B (d) colony after 1 day 

inoculation. b) Side view of isolate A (b) and isolate B (e) colony after 1 day inoculation. 

Plantlets overrun with isolate A (c) and isolate B (f) after 18 days.    
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Figure 4.19  

Mycorrhizal infection of isolate B in in vitro slanting double culture media inoculation of 

Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ after 14 days . Images are maximum projections of 23 optical 

sections with a depth of 22.6 μm of unfixed hand sections. a) Transmitted light and 

fluorescence image of mychorrizal fungi-infected roots with pelotons (arrow). b) Higher 

magnification of (a) with hyphal filaments observed in a cortical cell (asterisk) and pelotons 

(arrow). Bar 100 μm. 
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Figure 4.20 

Mycorrhizal infection of isolate A (a) and uninfected control (b) in in vitro slanting double 

culture media inoculation of Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ after 14 days. Images are maximum 

projections of 31 optical sections with a depth of 30.2 μm of unfixed hand sections. a) 

Transmitted light and fluorescence image of isolate A infection with fungal hyphae only in 

the velamen layer (arrow). b) Transmitted light and fluorescence image of uninfected control 

(arrow). Bar 100 μm. 
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Figure 4.21  

Inoculation of fungal isolate A (a,c,e,g) and isolate B (b,d,f,h) on Miltoniopsis ‘Breathless’ 

grown on bark. Inoculation by a fungal disc of isolate A (a) and isolate B (b) on the filter 

paper and inoculation by a fungal disc of isolate A (c) and isolate B (d) on bark with filter 

paper at the bottom (arrows). After 4 weeks, plantlets inoculated with both isolates on the 

filter paper dried out without any contact with fungal mycelium (e,f). Fungal mycelium 

spread to the plantlets inoculated with both isolates on bark with filter paper at the bottom 

(g,h) after only 3 days. 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Orchid mycorrhiza associating with Miltoniopsis. 

Orchid mycorrhizal association in Miltoniopsis roots begins with fungal hyphal entry through 

the passage cells of the exodermis and the establishment of fungal pelotons in the cortex. It 

has been shown by transmission electron microscopy in Goodyera repens that the 

mycorrhizal fungus (Ceratobasidium cornigerum) moves from cell to cell by perforating the 

cell walls (Uetake et al. 1992). In pathogens, cell wall degrading enzymes such as pectin 

methylesterases are secreted by the fungi to enable cell wall penetration (Lionetti et al. 2012; 

Bellincampi et al. 2014). The establishment of fungal pelotons in the cortex involves the re-

colonization of previously colonized cells whereby cells that still contain masses of degraded 

pelotons may become re-infected (Sathiyadash et al. 2012). However, this colonization is 

limited to the cortical layer of the orchid root with fungal hyphae never observed beyond the 

endodermis. It has been suggested that the hyphae cannot penetrate the anticlinal walls of the 

endodermal cell due to the lignin and suberin content even though cell wall degrading 

enzymes are employed by the fungi to digest the cell wall (Herbert et al. 2004; Underwood 

2012). Schreiber et al. (1994), who used wall degrading enzymes, cellulose and pectinase, to 

isolate the endodermis of Clivia miniata, leaving intact structures of the endodermal wall that 

resembles a fish net among disintegrated, unmodified cell walls. Such results point towards 

the inability of wall degrading enzymes secreted by fungal hyphae to digest the Casparian 

band and thus, blocking fungal penetration into the stele.   

 

There have been no studies on the associating orchid mycorrhiza of Miltoniopsis varieties.  

However, most orchid mycorrhizal fungi are Basidiomycetes and belong to the form genus 

Rhizoctonia, a diverse polyphyletic group of pathogen, endophytes, saprophytes and 

mycorrhizal fungi which include Sebacinaceae, Ceratobasidiaceae, and Tulasnellaceae 

(Warcup and Talbot 1967; Currah et al. 1997; Brundrett 2004; Jacquemyn et al. 2012; 

Sathiyadash et al. 2012). Orchids can also host a diverse range of endophytic fungi in their 

roots. In Dendrobium nobile, endophytic Ascomycetes, Coelomycetes and Hyphomycetes 

have been identified to inhabit the roots regardless of myccorhizal associations (Yuan et al. 

2008). Yagame et al. (2013) identified and observed the symbiotic ability of Psathyrellaceae 

fungi isolated from a photosynthetic orchid, Cremastra appendiculata (Orchidaceae), and 

found that non-rhizoctonia fungi may also develop mycorrhizal interaction  in orchids. This 

switch into a mycorrhizal relationship can also occur in initially saprophytic fungi such as the 
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litter and wood decomposer, Mycena fungi in Gastrodia (Ogura-Tsujita et al. 2009; Lee et al. 

2015). 

 

It can be extremely difficult to identify Rhizoctonia-like fungi because they are anamorphic 

or do not show their sexual characteristics in culture (Warcup and Talbot 1967; Sneh 1991; 

Ma et al. 2003). The revolution brought about by the advent of the PCR technique, or more 

specifically, fungal-specific PCR amplification of the nuclear ribosomal Internal Transcribed 

Tracers (ITS), is significant in the characterization of mycorrhizae (Kristiansen et al. 2004; 

McCormick et al. 2004; Girlanda et al. 2011). ITS are a section of non-functional RNA 

located on a common transcription precursor between rRNAs (structural ribosomal RNAs). 

This ITS region contains ITS1 and ITS2 informative regions that located between the 18S 

and 28S ribosomal subunits and are separated by the 5.8S ribosomal subunit. The 

polycistronic rRNA contains the 3' external transcribed sequence (3' ETS), 28S rRNA, ITS2, 

5.8S rRNA, ITS1, 18S rRNA and finally the 5' ETS reading from 3' to 5'. By the use of an 

amplicon around 400 to 700 bp in length, the ITS region can be amplified from fungal 

genome with primers ITS-1 and ITS-4, which could be recovered in a single PCR. The ITS 

region has high degree of variation even between the very closely related species (Taylor and 

McCormick 2008). 

 

In this study, my attempts at molecular identification of isolates A and B failed at the stage of 

amplification of the ITS. The outsourced molecular identification of both isolates suggest that 

isolate A is Preussia sp., an Ascomycete which is a common plant endophyte and has been 

also identified as a fungus growing in Dendrobium (Yuan et al. 2008). Isolate B, however, 

did not amplify with either the general fungal ITS nor the specific basidiomycetous orchid 

mycorrhiza primer, ITS1/4F (Taylor and McCormick 2008). It was suggested that isolate B 

may be a Tulasnella (personal communication; Dr John Dearnaley, University of Southern 

Queensland, Toowomba, QLD, Australia), which is classified as from the Rhizoctonia form-

genus and an ubiquitous orchid mycorrhiza (Cruz et al. 2014). This suggestion of a 

Tulasnella is consistent with the morphological characteristics of its culture with absence of 

asexual chlamydospores, presence of right-angle branching near septa and formation of 

moniloid cells in low nutrient conditions (Suárez et al. 2006; Jacquemyn et al. 2012; Cruz et 

al. 2014). Further PCR-based studies will be needed to confirm this identification.  
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4.4.2  Re-infection of orchid mycorrhiza 

Re-infection of isolated orchid mycorrhizal fungi is typically examined through in vitro seed 

germination studies such as germination of Tolumnia variegate seeds with a Ceratobasidium 

species (Otero et al. 2005), and a Rhizoctonia species in the germination of Spiranthes 

sinensis (Masuhara et al. 1993) and Dactylorhiza majalis (Rasmussen 1990). In the in vitro 

seed germination of Dactylorhiza majalis, collapsed pelotons could be observed in cells as 

early as one day after infection (Rasmussen 1990). This differs to this study as re-infection 

was attempted in vitro on orchid plantlets, instead of from seed germination which is rarely 

done. Initially, isolates were inoculated directly on the plant medium as prepared in 

inoculation experiments on mature Dendrobium officinale plantlets by its isolated fungus by 

Wang et al. (2013). In their experiment, colonization of orchid mycorrhiza was achieved in 2 

months. This is in contrast with this study where even after 7 days, fungal hyphae had 

overrun and suffocated the plants.  

  

Due to this, the double culture system designed by Beardmore and Pegg (1981) for 

mycorrhizal infection on protocorms of Dactylorhiza majalis was used instead. However, 

though mycorrhizal infection was did occur, re-infection rate was minimal compared to the 

samples inoculated and inoculates still overwhelmed the plantlets before observations could 

be done. This might be overcome by optimisation of the specialized medium to be used in the 

double culture system to slow down the growth of the inoculated fungi. However, time and 

technical constraints did not allow more optimisation of the experiment setup to allow a 

better detection of point of fungal infection which is crucial for further experiments to 

examine changes in the cell walls during fungal infection.  

 

4.4.3  Microtubule organisation during mycorrhizal colonisation 

Previous studies concerning the microtubule organisation in the orchid mycorrhiza 

relationship have all been done in orchid protocorms (Dearnaley and McGee 1996; Uetake 

and Peterson 1998). In this study, microtubule localisations were instead conducted in orchid 

roots from mature orchid plants that had been colonized by orchid mycorrhiza. Dearnaley and 

McGee (1996) used anti-β-tubulin to localise microtubules and to locate fungal hyphae and 

reported that microtubules are absent from host cells during OM colonisation. Though 

immunolabelling showed irregularly distributed microtubules in peloton containing cells 

compare to the regular array of uninfected cells, WGA-rhodamine staining showed that the 
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microtubules are a fungal origin and might come from inside the fungal interfacial matrix. 

This absence of an intact microtubule cytoskeleton in the infected cells led Dearnaley and 

McGee (1996) to suggest that microtubules do not play a role in interfacial matrix formation 

through formation of new cell wall material but rather extension of the pre-existing host wall. 

Since uninfected cells adjacent or in the vicinity of colonised cells retain their regular 

microtubule array, this shows that changes in the host cell wall is contained to infected cells 

only. On the other hand, microtubules have been observed to be in association with 

intracellular hyphae and degraded hyphal masses in Spiranthes sinensis germinated with 

Ceratobasidium cornigerum (Uetake and Peterson 1998). The microtubules disappeared 

during early peloton formation but re-emerged once peloton degradation takes place. The 

origin of these microtubules was thought to be from the host plant as they were located close 

to the perifungal membrane or interfacial matrix that separates between the fungal hyphae to 

the plant cytoplasm (Uetake and Peterson 1998). This is consistent this study with the 

observation of disorganized microtubules observed inside the fungal mass but did not match 

up with existing hyphal structures.   

 

Uetake and Peterson (1997) also examined the changes in actin filament arrays during fungal 

colonization. They reported that while cortical networks of actin and microtubule were 

present in un-colonized cells, these disappeared during fungal entry and peloton formation. 

Alterations to this arrangement can be observed during early peloton formation, with actin 

filaments forming radiated arrays from the periphery of the developing fungal peloton to the 

cell wall but later form a network surrounding the peloton when degraded (Uetake and 

Peterson 1997). In fully developed pelotons, actin filaments were observed to be still located 

in the host cytoplasm and the cytoplasm between hyphal branches but were found to not 

associate directly with fungal hyphae. Further studies by Uetake and Peterson (2000) looking 

into the relationships between endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria and actin filaments in 

un-colonized and colonized cells of symbiotic protocorms of Spiranthes sinensis germinated 

by Ceratobasidium cornigerum, reported that actin filaments associate with changes in the 

endoplasmic reticulum during colonisation. Cortical endoplasmic reticulum was retained in 

colonized cells with the smooth face of the endoplasmic reticulum closely associated with the 

interfacial matrix.   
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My analysis of microtubule organization in whole roots of Miltoniopsis matched the previous 

studies of Dearnaley and McGee (1996) and Uetake and Peterson (1998) conducted in 

protocorms in that cells containing pelotons lacked microtubules, even though microtubules 

were present in adjacent cells. Microtubules were, however, observed in cells in which 

peloton breakdown was observed, at a similar stage to when changes in pectin labelling were 

also observed. 

 

4.4.4 WGA labelling 

In this study, WGA was originally used in an attempt to label the fungal pelotons. However, 

WGA only gave labelling as the pelotons were breaking down. WGA has been used to 

visualize the fungal hyphae within infected plant cells (Dearnaley and McGee 1996; Girlanda 

et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2013) as it possess specific binding sites for N-acetylglucosamine and 

has a strong affinity for its oligomers and polymers such as chitin (Bonfante-Fasolo et al. 

1990). From these three examples, Wang et al. (2013) used WGA to visualized two isolated 

mycorrhizal fungi that were used in 
13

C stable isotope signature experiments to analyze 

carbon nutrition acquisition during mycorrhizal associations in Goodreya repens. Further, 

Dearnaley and McGee (1996) used double labelling with anti-β-tubulin and rhodamine-

labelled wheat-germ agglutinin to differentiate microtubules of the plant host and fungus and 

found that microtubules were absent from host cells containing mycorrhizal fungi. However, 

visualization of fungal hyphae with WGA may be compromised by probe accessibility in 

grapevine (Vitis amurensis) as Bonfante-Fasolo et al. (1990) found that gold granules 

conjugated with WGA were found both on the thick walls and thin walls of arbuscular 

branches, irrespective of wall texture but when fluorescein-labelled WGA was used, only the 

thin arbuscular branches were labelled. This may be the reason why WGA only labelled the 

degraded pelotons and not intact fungal hyphae in this study.  

 

4.4.5  Changes in the cell wall during orchid mycorrhiza colonisation 

Advances in immunocytochemical techniques and the increased availability of highly-

specific monoclonal antibodies have opened up a new range of opportunities for research in 

the study of cell wall structure and function. In this study, an initial attempt was made to 

characterise some of the many cell wall antibodies available from the Complex Carbohydrate 

Research Center at the University of Georgia. This large and comprehensive toolkit of probes 

consisting of approximately 180 glycan-directed antibodies from various laboratories has 
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been developed for research of the plant cell wall structure, function, dynamics and 

biosynthesis. These monoclonal antibodies are made to recognize distinct epitopes of all the 

major plant cell wall glycans including pectins, arabinogalactans, xyloglucans, xylans, 

mannans and glucans (Pattathil et al. 2010). Unfortunately, no labelling of mycorrhizal-

infected tissue was detected with any of the 22 antibodies from the collection of 144 that 

were tested. Instead, localizations were confined to previously characterized cell wall 

antibodies. It is very much regretted that the remaining cell wall antibodies could not be 

tested more thoroughly to examine the changes in cell wall composition during orchid 

mycorrhiza infection. 

 

These previously characterized anti-pectin antibodies show precise localisation of pectin 

domains in intact cells. Of a particular interest for cell wall immunolabelling, especially for 

this study, is a set of homogalacturonan binding antibodies which include JIM5, JIM7 (Knox 

et al. 1990), LM18, LM19 and LM20 (Verhertbruggen et al. 2009) and CCRC1 (Durand et al. 

2009). Knox et al. (1990) used JIM5 to recognize un-esterified pectin epitopes and JIM7 for 

methyl-esterified epitopes of pectin in the root apex of carrot (Daucus carota). The 

localization of the two epitopes was different as the un-esterified epitope was more 

abundantly found at the outer surface of the intercellular spaces, in the middle lamella and the 

inner surface of the primary cell walls next to the plasma membrane while the methyl-

esterified pectin is evenly distributed throughout the cell wall. Willats et al. (2000) observed 

that the epitope of JIM5 consists of both methyl-esterified and non-methyl-esterified GalA 

units while JIM7 recognizes a more diverse level of methyl-esterification of the HG 

concerned, enabling it to be used as a general anti-pectin probe. The binding specificities of 

LM18, LM19 and LM20 are also known, with LM18 and LM19 recognizes stretches of un-

esterified GalA units while the binding of LM20 requires methyl-esterified GalA units 

(Christiaens et al. 2012). Paduano et al. (2011) reported on pectin immunolocalizations in the 

plant-fungus interfacial matrix that separates the fungal coils from the cytoplasm of the 

Mediterranean orchid Limodorum abortivum infected with two mycorrhizal symbionts, 

Russula and Ceratobasidium.  Immunolabelling experiments with the pectin antibody, JIM5, 

showed that pectin is exclusively found in the interface formed around the Ceratobasidium, 

and not around the Russula symbiont, indicating different changes in the cell wall 

composition in response to different fungi.   
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In this study, labelling with JIM5, LM18 and LM19 was detected in degrading pelotons 

whereas there was little labelling with JIM7 and LM20. However, these antibodies did label 

elsewhere within the cell walls of the orchid root in uninfected cells. Convincing CCRC1 

labelling could not be achieved due to lack of the antibody for optimisation. This indicates 

that the interfacial matrix of degraded pelotons consists of un-esterified pectin. This is 

probably due to the interfacial matrix being the site of degrading enzymes that are generated 

by the host cell that contribute to the peloton degradation mechanism. The fungi itself may 

also secrete small amounts of cell wall degrading enzymes to locally soften and loosen plant 

cell wall to enable passage through the cell wall (Zhao et al. 2014), but it is unlikely that 

these enzymes would be generating the later response of peloton breakdown. In tobacco and 

Arabidopsis, pectin integrity is altered by the expression of polygalacturonase II from the 

ectomycorrhiza Aspergillus niger, which causes a constitutive activation of defence genes 

and resistance against Botrytis cinerea (Ferrari et al. 2008).  

 

Compared to fungal pathogens that extensively destroy the integrity of the cell wall through 

degrading enzymes, symbiotic fungi required a more controlled degradation of the cell wall 

as it is imperative to their modus operandi that the host cells are kept alive. Bacteria and 

nematodes also employ controlled plant cell wall degradation to obtain nutrients for their 

growth at a certain stage of their infection process. The plant parasitic cyst nematodes (genera 

Heterodera and Globodera) produce a cocktail of cell wall degrading enzymes during 

penetration into the root but during formation of syncytium, its multicellular feeding 

structures, processes of cell wall degradation, synthesis and modification in the syncytium are 

facilitated by a variety of plant proteins and enzymes including expansins, glucanases, pectate 

lyases and cellulose synthases (Bohlmann and Sobczak 2014). The soybean cyst nematode 

Heterodera glycines produces a cellulose binding protein (Hg CBP) secretory protein that 

interacts with pectin methylesterase protein 3 in Arabidopsis (Hewezi et al. 2008). This host 

encoded pectin methylesterase protein 3 is also exploited by the sugar beet cyst nematode 

Heterodera schactii with transgenic plants overexpressing the protein exhibit an increased 

susceptibility to the nematode. Pectin methylesterase protein 3 has been proposed to reduce 

pectin esterification while increasing cell wall loosening during synctium formation (Hewezi 

et al. 2008).  
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Studies on the localized and controlled degradation in cell walls during orchid mycorrhiza 

association have not been investigated. This would have been an ideal continuation from this 

study on the changes in compositions of cell wall macromolecules that has been attempted.  

As such, many more investigations can be carried out to unravel the mechanism of this orchid 

mycorrhizal association.  
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4.5 Conclusion 

The orchid mycorrhizal association in Miltoniopsis is consistent with other orchid 

mycorrhizal interaction of other epiphytic orchids with the penetration of the fungal hyphae 

into the root cortex and the formation of pelotons and its subsequent degradation. Although 

the specific molecular identification of the isolated fungi was inconclusive, the success of re-

infection to sterile Miltoniopsis plantlets verified its orchid mycorrhizal status. WGA 

labelling in degraded pelotons and the different pectin labelling patterns at the plant-fungus 

interface observed, established that changes in cell wall composition occur during orchid 

mycorrhiza colonization.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CELL WALL ADAPTATION: THE VELAMEN 

 

Abstract 

The velamen is a multicellular epidermal layer found in orchid roots consisting of dead 

cells that have helical secondary wall thickenings. The velamen is thicker in epiphytic 

orchids with aerial roots than in terrestrial orchids, consistent with its established role in 

water capture and retention. While velamen structure has been studied extensively as a 

taxonomic characteristic, few studies have looked at velamen development. In this 

investigation, I have investigated cell wall formation with a combination of confocal 

fluorescence microscopy transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron 

microscopy in the epiphytic orchid Miltoniopsis. The development of the helical-like 

thickenings in the velamen begins with microtubule-dependant cellulose deposition with 

secondary wall ridges only subsequently undergoing lignification. As the ridges develop, 

parallel microtubule bands flank the sides of the ridge. The actin cytoskeleton was also 

observed to associate with secondary thickening formation. Fluorescent tracer experiments 

demonstrated that the mature velamen retained a primary cell wall that was capable of 

blocking uptake of large molecules. These data may provide insight into the mechanical 

efficiency of the velamen layer in orchid roots. As a preliminary study for future work, 

transient expression of several constructs fused with GFP in Miltoniopsis was also 

attempted. 

 

Some of the material in this chapter was previously published as: 

Idris NA and Collings DA (2014) Cell wall development in the velamen layer of the orchid 

Miltoniopsis investigated by confocal microscopy. Malaysian Journal of Microscopy 10: 31-

37.  
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5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 The orchid velamen 

Plants in the Orchidaceae are very diverse and many can be found growing in physically 

stressful habitats (Benzing et al. 1982). This includes epiphytic orchids, or plants that grow 

on other plants in tree canopies, which are especially prone to dehydration because their 

aerial roots typically only cling to the host tree‟s branches surrounded by leaf litter rather 

than actual soil. These epiphytes face daily challenges of water stress and nutrient acquisition 

but in response have adapted their aerial roots through the evolution of a specialized, spongy, 

multi-layered epidermal layer called the velamen. Thus, aerial roots have a velamen layer 

which coats the parenchymatic cortex that is restricted internally by the endodermis, and 

externally by an exodermis (Benzing et al. 1982; Porembski and Barthlott 1988; Zotz and 

Winkler 2013). The velamen is formed by dead, compactly-arranged cells with secondary-

thickened striations in the walls. When the atmosphere is dry, velamen cells are completely 

air-filled, but when it rains and air moisture is high, these cells fill with water, providing an 

efficient way of water absorption for epiphytic plants (Dycus and Knudson 1957; Pridgeon 

1987). In mature roots, both the exodermis and endodermis may develop suberin lamellae 

and thick, secondary walls. These modifications can prevent ion movement through the 

symplast. Some smaller cells, however, which lack the deposition of suberin lamellae are 

which are known as passage cells, may be responsible for symplast control and transfer of 

water and nutrients (Ma and Peterson 2003). 

 

The velamen is a prominent characteristic of orchid roots, and is confined to the orchids and 

some related groups of plants such as Clivia (Rourke 2002) although a  velamen has also 

been reported in some other monocots including in the Bromeliaceae, Pitcairnioideae (Pita 

and Menezes 2002), Liliaceae (Mulay and Deshpande 1959), Cyperaceae and Velloziaceae 

(Porembski and Barthlott 1995). This unique layer of dead cells forms outside the root‟s 

exodermis. It is present as a single-layered rhizodermis in terrestrial orchids but is more 

commonly present in epiphytic orchids as a multi-cellular layer. The velamen has been 

suggested to function in both the capture of water by the root (Dycus and Knudson 1957; 

Zotz and Winkler 2013) and in its retention in dry conditions (Benzing et al. 1982), roles 

thought to be aided by the unusual nature of the cell walls within the velamen. Zotz and 

Winkler (2013) showed that velamen of many orchid species take up solutions immediately 
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but evaporation from the velamen takes several hours, evidence of the velamen‟s role in 

water uptake. Recent studies by Chomicki et al. (2015) have also shown that the velamen 

protects the orchid roots against UV-B damage. These walls typically contain secondary 

thickenings that are made of cellulose and lignin that form a wide range of different patterns. 

The wide diversity found in velamen structures across different orchid genera has been 

classified by Porembski and Barthlott (1988), and this has allowed taxonomic studies to 

utilise velamen organization to define relationships between various orchid taxa (Pridgeon 

1987; Figueroa et al. 2008; Aybeke 2012; Pedroso-de-Moraes et al. 2012).  

 

Porembski and Barthlott (1988) classified velamen organization based on 6 morphological 

characters. These were:  

1) the number of cell layers,  

2) stratification of layers, shape and size of single cells,  

3) cell wall characters, including the nature of secondary wall thickenings and the 

presence of pores,  

4) the nature of “Stabkorper” or tilosomes which are outgrowths in velamen cell walls 

immediately adjacent to exodermis,  

5) exodermis structure such as size and whether walls lignified partially, and,  

6) cortex and presence of pseudovelamen. The term pseudovelamen actually refers to 

the phi thickenings, as described in chapters 2 and 3. 

 

Using these characteristics, Porembski and Barthlott then defined 11 different types of 

velamen organization. For example, the Calanthe, Bulbophyllum, Pleurothallis and Malaxis 

velamen types do not have helical thickenings in the cell walls but have variably thickened 

exodermis cells. In Spiranthes type, however, helical thickenings are rather fine with small 

pores in the un-thickened areas, while Coelogyne type have massively thickened helical 

bands. Helical thickenings can also be of different diameters as in the Dendrobium type, 

fused into composed ledges to form a sinuate (wavy) pattern over the entire wall as in the 

Epidendrum type or massively anastomosing helical thickenings in the radial walls such as in 

the Vanda type. Finally, the Cymbidium velamen type typically consists of thin long-sinuate 

wall thickenings that show a webbed or mesh structure. A few orchid genera such as 

Polystachya and Oberonia, have velamen layers that do not fall into any of the 10 categories 
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and are referred as „unspecified‟ velamen, while some taxa do not have a velamen at all, with 

only a simple rhizodermis instead.  

 

Previous observations of velamen morphology have been conducted mostly using 

transmission and scanning electron microscopy (TEM and SEM) with some observations by 

light microscopy, and fewer, if any, have looked at the process of velamen development. 

Engard (1944) reported that the velamen is derived from the protoderm and is a multiple 

epidermis that is similar to the endodermis. 

 

5.1.2 Velamen development, and the organization of cellulose within the cell wall 

The velamen with its clear pattern of helical secondary thickenings that occur in readily 

accessible epidermal and sub-epidermal layers may prove to be an interesting system in 

which to study the organization of cellulose microfibril orientation, a process which is critical 

for plant development and function (see section 1.4.4). Although cellulose orientation is 

essential in controlling plant cell elongation, and consequently the architecture of the plant 

cell, visualisation of cellulose orientation in living tissues has been difficult. Cellulose 

microfibrils can be viewed in fixed tissue by transmission electron microscopy but cellulose 

orientations in living tissues can only be visualized using indirect methods such as the use of 

polarised light (Abraham and Elbaum 2013). However, staining with the fluorescent paper 

dye pontamine fast scarlet 4B has been shown to allow the visualisation of cellulose 

microfibril re-orientations in living Arabidopsis roots as cells undergo elongation (Anderson 

et al. 2010). Further, pontamine fast scarlet 4B is a cellulose-specific stain that is 

bifluorescent, having fluorescence that is strongly dependent on the polarisation of the 

excitation light (Thomas et al. 2013; Idris and Collings 2014; Thomas et al. 2016). This 

provides an alternative route for the indirect visualization of cellulose microfibril orientation. 

The velamen is a sheath of pure secondary-thickened cells where the secondary thickenings 

are in narrow ridges of defined orientation. Furthermore, these ridges have relatively little 

lignification, compared to secondary cell walls present in the vascular tissue and elsewhere. 

Thus, the velamen offers an interesting and convenient system in which to test these 

pontamine visualization methods. 
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5.1.3 Velamen development and function 

Numerous studies have been done to investigate the functions of the velamen (Dycus and 

Knudson 1957; Benzing et al. 1982; Zotz and Winkler 2013) and its use in taxonomy 

(Porembski and Barthlott 1988; Figueroa et al. 2008). Studies on velamen development that 

had been done in Ansellia gigantea (spider orchid), utilising transmission and scanning 

electron microscopy, demonstrated that velamen development is similar with the 

development of tracheary elements (Noel 1974). The development of the secondary 

thickenings in the cell wall of the velamen were observed to originate by localized deposition 

of 20-30 nm cellulose microfibrils which was reported to proceed from the tips of the cells 

towards the cell bases. No evidence of cytoplasmic pre-patterning or changes in microtubules 

early in cellulose deposition, were observed even though microtubules associated with 

secondary deposition in the later stages (Noel 1974).   

 

The roles of the cytoskeleton, and in particular the organization of the cortical microtubules 

that direct cellulose deposition, have not been previously investigated in velamen 

development. As discussed in Chapter 2, where microtubules were shown to align with the 

developing phi thickenings in the Miltoniopsis root cortex, microtubule organization is 

known to be associated with deposition of cellulose microfibrils in secondary cell wall 

formation (Baskin 2001) with this validated by live cell analysis that show that cellulose 

synthase complex which synthesises new cellulose microfibrils can directly bind to cortical 

microtubules (Paredez et al. 2006; Bringmann et al. 2012; Li et al 2012). While these live cell 

imaging studies investigated the role of microtubules in the delivery and organization of 

cellulose synthase within the primary cell wall, the role of microtubules has also been studied 

in the development of secondary cell walls. As shown by live cell imaging, microtubules also 

play a role in this process (Gardiner et al. 2003, Wightman and Turner 2008). Because of 

access requirements, however, most investigations of the role of microtubules in secondary 

wall development have used fixed tissue, with microtubules typically in alignment with the 

deposition of cellulose microfibrils in developing tracheary elements (Wooding and 

Northcote 1964; Baskin 2001; Roberts et al. 2004). This understanding of secondary cell wall 

development and formation is important as they are the major component of wood, a source 

of nutrition for livestock and potentially key supply of renewable energy.  
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As most secondary cell walls such as the xylem develop inside multiple layers of tissue, 

studies of these systems becomes problematic. Various systems have been developed to offer 

a more tractable system to study secondary cell wall formation. These include single cell 

Zinnia elegans mesophyll culture systems (Fukuda and Komamine 1980; Kobayashi et al. 

1988) and transgenic Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) cell suspensions that stably express 

a green fluorescent protein-tubulin fusion protein (Oda et al. 2005). However, these culture 

systems are, in one sense, artificial because they are not a naturally occurring cell type. The 

presence of secondary thickenings makes the velamen layer a specialized epidermal 

secondary cell wall directly at or next to the surface of the roots. This provides ease of access 

to investigate real-time secondary cell wall formation. Thus, studying the development of the 

velamen may provide some clues as to the role played by microtubules in secondary wall 

formation. 

 

5.1.4 Aims of study 

This chapter will investigate the applicability of the velamen as a model system to study the 

development of the secondary cell wall. The first aim of this study was, therefore, to 

characterise the velamen layer by examining its structure, composition and porosity. For this, 

multiple microscopy methods were applied including basic histochemistry with berberine 

hemisulfate staining visualized by confocal microscopy, scanning and transmission electron 

microscopy to see the organization of the velamen, and dye tracer studies to determine 

velamen porosity. Cellulose orientation and development of a microfibril angle quantification 

method was also sought in this study with the use of pontamine fast scarlet 4B 

bifluorescence. The second aim of this study was to use confocal microscopy and 

immunofluorescence to study the role(s) played by microtubules and actin microfilaments in 

velamen development, and to relate these to the organisation of cellulose within the cell wall 

and the timing of secondary cell wall lignifications. And finally, the third aim of this study 

was to conduct preliminary tests with transient expression through particle bombardment of 

available gene constructs fused with fluorescent proteins to determine whether Miltoniopsis 

might be developed as a live cell imaging system.  
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5.2 M aterials and methods 

 

5.2.1 Velamen characterisation  

5.2.1.1 Plant material and preparation 

Various horticultural varieties of Miltoniopsis sp. plants were obtained from Dr. John 

Clemens (Christchurch Botanical Gardens) and maintained in the university greenhouse, 

growing under natural light and in standard orchid potting mix (Southern Horticultural 

Products, Rolleston, New Zealand) as described in section 2.2.1. In vitro Miltoniopsis 

„Breathless‟ plants were sourced from stocks of tissue culture flasks of propagating 

protocorms initially purchased from Woolf Orchid Culture (Drayton, QLD, Australia), and 

imported into New Zealand with the assistance of Tuckers Orchid Nursery (Auckland, New 

Zealand) and maintained as described in section 3.2.1. Explants of commercial orchid hybrids 

Epipendrum „Apricot‟, Cymbidium aloifolium, Laelia anceps and a Phalaenopsis hybrid were 

also purchased from Tuckers Orchid Nursery and maintained under the same in vitro and 

greenhouse conditions as the Miltoniopsis plants. For experimentation, fresh root samples 

were cut 1-2 cm from the root tips and washed under running tap water to remove surface 

debris and soil.  

 

5.2.1.2 Histological and fluorescence staining  

Berberine hemisulfate fluorescence was used to visualize the lignified structures in the root as 

described in section 2.2.2.2. Hand sections of roots were cleared with potassium hydroxide 

(10% (w/v), 1 h at 70˚C) and rinsed with distilled water. Sections were stained with berberine 

hemisulfate (0.1% (w/v), 1 h) (Edward Gurr, London, UK) then counter-stained with 0.1% 

(w/v) aniline blue in distilled water for 30 min. All slides were sealed with nail polish to 

prevent drying.  

 

Pontamine fluorescence, as described in section 2.2.2.3, was used to visualize cellulose and 

cellulose orientation in roots. Sections were stained in Pontamine (0.1 % (w:v) in 150 mM 

NaCl) for 5 minutes. No rinsing step was required before excess stain was blotted off before 

the sections were mounted in glycerol. Pontamine is cellulose specific when using 561 nm 

excitation with a red fluorescence imaged between 570 and 650 nm (Anderson et al. 2010; 

Thomas et al. 2013). Alternatively, pontamine was excited at 405 nm in some experiments 
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where lignin autofluorescence was not especially strong, with emission at similar 

wavelengths as above. 

 

5.2.1.3 Velamen porosity 

Velamen porosity was examined through uptake experiments using fluorescent molecules of 

known molecular weight. Fresh, whole roots of soil grown Miltoniopsis were washed under 

running tap water to remove surface debris then incubated in the dyes, as listed in Table 5.1, 

for 30 mins. After the incubation, the roots were hand-sectioned at the centre between the 

root tip and exposed cut surface, then immediately placed on a slide with a drop of the 

respective dye and observed under the microscope.  

 

 

Table 5.1.  Fluorescent tracers of velamen porosity 

Dye Concentration Excitation

(nm) 

Emission 

(nm) 

Molecular weight 

(kDa) 

Lucifer yellow 1 mM in PBS 456 470-540 0.444  

Propidium iodide 1 mg/ml in dH2O 561 580-630 0.668  

Fluorescein-dextran 1 mg/ml in PBS 488 500-580 4  

Rhodamine-dextran  1 mg/ml in PBS 561 570-650 10  

Rhodamine-dextran 1 mg/ml in PBS 561 570-650  2,000  

 

 

5.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy  

In vitro and soil-grown Miltoniopsis „Breathless' and Epidendrum „Apricot‟ plants were used 

for this experiment. For the on soil preparation, explants that had been growing on agar were 

taken out of their respective culture media, washed with distilled water to remove agar 

residues and planted in fine bark with sphagnum moss in a moisture chamber to acclimatise. 

After 2 weeks, the plants were transferred to a greenhouse with a temperature of 23˚C and 

automated watering twice a week. After 2 weeks, the roots were sampled for the experiment. 

Whole roots were washed under running tap water to remove as much dirt or impurities from 

the surface. The roots were then fixed in 100% methanol overnight at room temperature. The 

roots were later cleared in 70% lactic acid at 70˚C for 1 hour before being rinsed several 
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times with distilled water. Then, they were dehydrated through an ethanol series of 40%, 

70%, 90% and 100% ethanol for 30 min each. Next, the roots were immersed in an amyl 

acetate series (30%, 50%, 80%, 90% and 100% dissolved in ethanol) before being dried in 

the critical point dryer (SPI-DRY Critical Point Dryer, SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA 

USA). Dried samples are then mounted on metal stubs with a double sided carbon tape and 

then placed in an airtight container with silica beads to maintain desiccation. Finally, the 

samples were gold coated using an automated sputter coater (Emitech K975X Coater, 

Quorum Technologies, Kent, UK), with the assistance of Mike Flaws, School of Engineering, 

University of Canterbury) and were ready for scanning with a scanning electron microscope 

(JEOL JSM-7000F, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). 

 

5.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy  

Whole Miltoniopsis roots were washed under running tap water to remove dirt and impurities 

from the surface, and then fixed and prepared as for immunolabelling procedures as described 

in section 2.2.1. Results from chapter 2 had previously confirmed that this approach 

preserved both the cytoplasm and the cell wall. However, instead of extraction in methanol, 

roots were dehydrated through an ethanol series (40%, 80%, 90% and 100% x2) for 20 min 

each. The roots were then put through a graduated ethanol/LR white (Agar Scientific, Essex, 

UK) series (80:20, 60:40, 30:70, 10:90) for 1 h each. Then the roots were infiltrated in 100% 

(v/v) LR white resin for 3 changes of at least 3 hours or overnight on a rotator at room 

temperature. The samples were then placed in PTFE flat embedding moulds (EMS, Hatfield, 

PA, USA). Mould cavities containing the roots were overfilled with 100% (v/v) LR white, 

before being carefully covered with cut Aclar film (EMS) to exclude air and finally baked at 

55˚C for 24 h.  

 

The polymerised resin stubs were then trimmed down using the ultramicrotome (EM UCT, 

Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) and cut into 50-70 nm thin sections with a diamond 

knife. The ultrathin sections were mounted on formvar/carbon-coated nickel grids and air-

dried overnight. Grids were post stained by floating grids section side down on drops of 

uranyl acetate (saturated) in 50% methanol for 15 min at room temperature, then followed 

with a rinse in 50% methanol and a rinse in H2O. Next, grids were stained in drops of lead 

citrate (0.04 g/10 ml) for 1-2 min at room temperature in a Petri dish containing a few grains 

of moistened potassium hydroxide (to prevent lead carbonate precipitation). After extensive 
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washes in H2O, the grids were ready for viewing with the transmission electron microscope 

(FEI Morgagni 268D, FEI, Hillsboro, OR USA) at Agresearch Ltd (Lincoln, New Zealand) 

with the assistance of Dr Duane Harland and James Vernon. Micrographs were captured 

using a SIS/Olympus Megapixel III (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) digital camera mounted above 

the phosphor screen. 

 

5.2.4 Cytoskeleton organisation 

 

5.2.4.1  Microtubule immunolabelling 

Microtubules were immunolabelled as described in section 2.2.3. 

 

5.2.4.2 Cytoskeletal double labelling 

A combination of actin microfilaments and microtubules was double labelled as described in 

section 2.2.3.1 

 

5.2.4.3  Callose immunolabelling 

Callose in the cell wall was immunolabelled as described in section 2.2.3.3. 

5.2.5 Transient expression assay by particle bombardment  

Transient transformation of GFP fusion proteins in Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ was conducted 

using published protocols (Wiltshire and Collings 2009; Collings 2013) to assess the use of 

this unusual system in studying secondary cell wall dynamics. Transformation was performed 

with particle bombardment which involves the bombardment of plasmid DNA constructs that 

encode a fluorescent reporter protein and precipitated onto gold particles, into the plant tissue 

using a helium-powered gene gun (Kiwi Scientific, Levin, New Zealand) within a vacuum 

chamber. Bombarded cells in which a particle is lodged into the nucleus are induced to 

express the foreign DNA. DNA constructs used are listed in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2.  Plasmid DNA constructs used for gene transformation 

Construct Localization pattern Reference(s) 

Cytosolic (free) GFP Cytoplasm  

GFP-HDEL endoplasmic reticulum Haseloff et al (1997) 

GFP β-tubulin microtubules Ueda et al (1999) 

GFP-MBD microtubules Marc et al (1998) 

GFP-hTalin actin microfilaments Takemoto et al. (2003) 

 

5.2.5.1 Plant material preparation 

Small, whole Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ tissue culture explants, as well as the roots and petals 

from flowering plants grown in soil, were used for gene transformation.  For whole plants, 

multiple explants were placed on several moistened 90 mm diameter filter paper sitting on 

top of a Styrofoam cut to fit the vacuum chamber (Figure 5.1a). These explants were then 

covered with a metal mesh and pinned down into the Styrofoam underneath (Figure 5.1b). 

The same preparation was followed for the root samples, but with roots the roots splayed in a 

radial position at the centre of the filter paper (Figure 5.1c,d). These set ups were then placed 

inside the vacuum chamber with the samples in the centre, ready for particle bombardment 

(Figure 5.1e). For the petal samples, a single petal was excised from a flower, then placed 

surface up on moistened tissue in a 90 mm diameter Petri dish. Inner onion epidermis was 

used as a positive control for transformation. The third or fourth leaves of red onion bulbs, 

purchased from a local supermarket, were isolated and 25 mm squares excised. These were 

then prepared in the same way as the flower petals for transformation.  
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Figure 5.1   

Gene gun transformation of Miltoniopsis. a) Multiple Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ explants were 

placed in the centre of filter a paper on top of Styrofoam. b) Samples were covered with a 

metal mesh and pinned down. c) Roots of soil grown Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ plants were 

placed radially on the centre of a filter paper on top of Styrofoam. d) Samples were covered 

with a metal mesh and pinned down. e) Sample were placed in the centre beneath nozzle 

inside the gun chamber (arrow). Bar 2 cm. 
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5.2.5.2 Gene gun particle bombardment transformation 

Particle bombardment was done using gold particles 1.0 μm or 1.6 μm in diameter (Biorad, 

Hercules, CA USA) washed multiple times in 100% (v/v) ethanol and re-suspended in 

distilled water. Aliquots of 1 mg gold particles in 25 μl distilled water were prepared in 

Eppendorf tubes and stored at -20˚C. Coating of DNA onto the gold particles consisted of 

various step of washing, precipitation, re-suspension and stabilisation. First, the gold particles 

were re-suspended by running the tubes along a plastic Eppendorf rack and 5 μl of plasmid 

DNA (approximately 50 ng/μl) was added. This solution was vortexed, and then 25 μl of 

sterile 2.5 M calcium chloride was added to precipitate the DNA. After more vortexing, 10 μl 

of 0.1 M spermidine was added to stabilise the DNA. The particles were re-suspended with 

vortexing and then spun down on a bench top microfuge. The supernatant was removed 

before further washing in 180 μl of 100% (v/v) ethanol, spun down again in the microfuge to 

produce a pellet and re-suspended in 100% (v/v) ethanol. The gold particles were then ready 

for bombardment.  

 

Samples were placed on the shelf within the gun chamber directly centre to the nozzle. 

Plasmid DNA-coated gold particles were re-suspended and 15 μl was inserted into a 13 mm-

diameter Swinnex filter (Millipore, Billerica, MA USA) and installed in the gene gun 

chamber. The firing timer on the gene gun control box was set to 40 milliseconds, and 

initially a 60 psi pulse of helium gas was used to fire the particles into the tissue. Tests were 

also conducted using 80 and 120 psi pulses of helium gas. After bombardment, the samples 

were carefully covered in moistened tissues in a covered dish and stored for 24-48 h before 

observation of fluorescent protein expression.  

 

5.2.6 Microscopy 

5.2.6.1 Stereo-fluorescence dissecting microscope 

A stereo-fluorescence microscope (Leica model MZIOF, Wetzlar, Germany) was used for 

initially screening of samples transformed via particle bombardment for expression before 

further observation with the confocal microscope. This stereo-fluorescence microscope was 

equipped with a mercury lamp and and fluorescent optics which included UV excitation and 

long pass (visible light) emission filter, and green excitation and a red band pass emission 

filter. However, a blue excitation and a long pass (green plus red) emission filter were used 

for the GFP screening.  
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5.2.6.2 Confocal microscopy 

Sections were observed with a confocal microscope (model Leica SP5, Leica, Wetzlar, 

Germany) with 20x NA 0.7 and 63x NA 1.3 glycerol-immersion lenses. High resolution 

images (1024 x 1024 pixels) were collected with three-fold line averaging, and for Z-stacks, a 

1.00 µm step-size was used. Fluorescein, berberine hemisulfate and GFP were excited with 

the 488 nm laser, and fluorescence collected from 500–600 nm, pontamine fast scarlet 4B 

was excited with either the 405 or 561 nm lasers, with emission from 580-680 nm, while Cy5 

was excited with 633 nm laser with emission from 650-760 nm. Autofluorescence images 

from lignified cell walls were collected at 420-480 nm using the 405 nm laser. Transmitted 

light images were collected concurrently to the confocal images, either as brightfield images 

or in polarized light mode through the manual addition of a polarizing filter to the light path 

after the sample. Computer generated 3D reconstruction of images were produced using 

Leica LAS AF software and all images were processed with standard tools in Adobe 

Photoshop version CS4 (version 11.0.1, Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA USA).  

 

5.2.6.3  Pontamine bifluorescence 

For observations of pontamine bifluorescence, two different approaches were used. In the 

first method, samples were imaged using the same confocal microscope setup, but with the 

normal galvo-stage replaced with a polarized light microscope stage which allowed free 

rotation of the sample, thus generating different excitation polarizations (Thomas et al. 2013). 

Fluorescence and transmitted light images were recorded at different orientations using the 

561 nm laser. In the second method, the regular microscope stage was used, and the 405 nm 

laser was used to excite both lignin autofluorescence and pontamine fluorescence (Idris and 

Collings 2014; Thomas et al. 2016). The confocal microscope system‟s scanfield rotation 

setting was used to rotate the image by 90
o
, also rotating the polarization of the 405 nm laser. 

This effect did not occur with the 561 nm laser, whose polarization was scrambled through 

the use of the scanfield rotation function (D. Collings, personal communication). Thus, the 

effective polarization of the laser light on the sample was rotated by 90
o
. For both 

approaches, image orientations were corrected in Photoshop. 
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5.3 RESULTS 

 

5.3.1 Velamen structure in Miltoniopsis 

Orchids from the genus Miltoniopsis (Cymbidieae tribe) are tropical, South American 

epiphytes. The horticultural cultivars used for these experiments have thick roots (diameter 

~2 mm) which, as is typical for epiphytic orchids, have a multi-celled velamen covering the 

root exodermis. Longitudinal sections through the root tip illustrate the transition of the 

dividing, meristematic cells at the root tip into a dead cell layer around the root (Figure 5.2). 

It is known that the velamen develops from the protoderm in the primary root meristem, 

which typically gives rise to the epidermis. Initially, the protoderm undergoes periclinal 

divisions (divisions parallel to the root surface) to form a mantle several cells deep. Further 

periclinal and several anticlinal divisions (divisions at right angle to the root surface) form the 

multi-celled epidermis known as the velamen layer (Noel 1974). After divisions, the velamen 

cells go through a short phase of vacuolation and radial expansion that amplify the size of the 

cells. This produces the abrupt increase in the overall diameter of the whole root that is 

indicated with the arrow and the label “velamen” in Figure 5.2b. At this stage, the cells are 

still alive, and contain both nuclei and cytoplasm. These cells later develop a secondary cell 

wall through the deposition of cellulose microfibrils which was reported to proceed from the 

tips of the cells towards the cell bases (Noel 1974) and then undergo programmed cell death 

(Pridgeon 1987). Though dead, the collapse of the velamen is prevented by the secondary 

thickenings supporting the cell wall. This growth pattern is similar to the development of the 

xylem, as with a mature xylem, the mature velamen is a secondary cell wall surrounded cell 

that is dead when functional.  
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Figure 5.2 

Longitudinal sections through the root tip of a Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ plant grown in vitro 

imaged in transmitted light (a) and with lignin autofluorescence (b) by confocal microscopy. 

The autofluorescence image is a maximum projection of optical stacks covering 54.2 μm. Bar 

100 μm. 
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Berberine hemisulfate labelling of lignin and confocal microscopy were used to visualise 

secondary walls in cross sections of Miltoniopsis roots. The cortex consists of thin-walled 

parenchyma cells and lignified cortical cells (Lig, Figure 5.3a) present internal to the 

exodermis (Ex). Some cortical cells have partial secondary cell walls referred to phi 

thickenings (Phi) (Idris and Collings 2015; see Chapters 2 and 3). Fungal hyphae were 

sometimes observed running through the velamen strands, while coils of orchid mycorrhizal 

forming pelotons were often present within the living cortical cells (P).  

 

This chapter will, however, concentrate solely on the velamen layer and its development and 

function. Several observations of the velamen in Miltoniopsis were consistent with the 

Cymbidium-type velamen previously described (Porembski and Barthlott 1988). The velamen 

in Miltoniopsis consists of 6-8 layers of dead cells with larger, radially-extended inner 

velamen cells and smaller, outer velamen cells as in other Cymbidium-type velamen (Figure 

5.3ab). Mature velamen cell walls were thickened by long strands of cellulose forming a 

mesh-like appearance clearly visible in confocal images of berberine hemisulfate-stained 

sections (asterisk, Figure 5.3c). However, an outermost velamen cell with no adjacent cell 

wall (arrow, Figure 5.3c) demonstrated all thickenings strands orient at a single angle on the 

cell wall. Furthermore, optical sectioning by confocal microscopy demonstrated that strands 

were oriented in the same direction on one side of the wall but can be oriented differently on 

the other side of the wall creating the criss-cross pattern as described by Porembski and 

Barthlott (1988). The arrangements of these strands were regularly disturbed by pores 

occurring in cell wall areas that are not thickened (arrow, Figure 5.3d).  

 

The innermost velamen cells were separated from the cortex by the exodermis (arrow, Figure 

5.4). The exodermis in Miltoniopsis roots are uniformly hexagonally-shaped lignified cells 

with alternating passage cells (asterisk, Figure 5.4a) that have a thin, mostly un-lignified wall. 

However, all exodermis cells have a thickened wall separating the exodermis cells and 

velamen cells (arrow, Figure 5.4b). Exodermis cells are thickened with suberin deposition in 

the whole length of the anticlinal walls, as shown by fluorol yellow stain in Figure 2.3b. This 

impregnation with suberin of the thickened exodermis functions in the exodermis‟ role as an 

ion and solute regulator into the root, as is the endodermal layer. However, with the 

exodermis being nearer to the root surface, it also acts as a physical barrier to the entry of 

fungi as shown in Figure 4.5a. 
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Figure 5.3  

The velamen in Miltoniopsis. Plant roots were grown in regular orchid potting mix, and 

acrylamide-embedded root sections stained with berberine hemisulfate and imaged by 

confocal microscopy. Images are maximum projections of 127 optical stacks covering a 

depth of 64.1 μm (0.5 μm optical sections). a) The velamen layer (Vel) is a sheath external to 

the exodermis (Ex) and cortex (C) of the root. Other visible tissues are the lignified cortical 

cells (Lig), phi thickenings (Phi), endodermis (En) and vascular tissue (Vas), along with 

mycorrhizal peloton (P). b) The multi-celled velamen layer showing secondary wall striations 

of different directions with pores (arrow). c) Velamen cell showing a crisscross pattern 

(asterisk) due to different thickening angles in adjacent cell walls (arrow). d) Gaps between 

thickenings leaving a pore (arrow). Bar 100 μm (a,b), bar 30 μm (c,d). 
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Figure 5.4 

The exodermis in roots of an orchid of the genus Miltoniopsis. Plant roots were grown in 

regular orchid potting mix, and acrylamide-embedded root sections stained with berberine 

hemisulfate and imaged by confocal microscopy. Images are maximum projections of optical 

stacks covering a depth of 63.9 μm. a) A row of suberized exodermis cells (arrow) with a 

passage cell (asterisk). b) The cell wall of an exodermis cell (arrow) separating the velamen 

cell and the cortex. Bar 100 μm (a), bar 50 μm (b).  
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to visualize the velamen surface of 

Miltoniopsis (Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.9). It has previously been noted that velamen cell walls 

are perforated with pores that may provide a continuous passage from the exterior of the roots 

(Noel 1974). In soil grown Miltoniopsis, the velamen surface was observed to also similar 

perforated walls with the sprawling presence of fungal hyphae (arrow, Figure 5.5a). 

Furthermore, the preservation of the fungal hyphae on the root surface indicates good 

preservation of the roots, and supports the suggestion that the presence of the pores in the 

external cell walls was not simply a side effect of SEM preparation. These pores appeared as 

small ragged tears or slits in the root surface (arrow, Figure 5.5b) that might be due to drying, 

and thus shrinkage, of the dead cell wall where fungal hyphae may gain access into the root 

(arrow, Figure 5.5d). The secondary cell wall strands determined the position and size of 

perforations, as cell walls perforated only in areas with thin walls that were unsupported by 

strands in both sides of the wall surface. This can be seen in inner tangential wall of a surface 

velamen cell with regularly-spaced parallel ridges was observed to be absent in perforation 

(arrow, Figure 5.6a) and alternately, perforated in areas with no ridges (arrow, Figure 5.6b). 

Figure 5.6c exhibit an example of regularly-spaced parallel ridges without the presence of 

pores at high magnification.  

 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of cross sections through developing velamen cells 

late in wall formation showed the presence of thick, irregular ridges or wall in-growths in the 

cell wall that were consistent with the spaced strands of secondary wall deposition (Figure 

5.7a). The strands (ridges) and the inter-strand (between ridges), did not match up between 

adjacent cells (arrow, Figure 5.7b) which suggested independent development of secondary 

thickenings in each cell. Furthermore, strands could orient differently between adjoining cells 

across a central wall. A demonstration of this is shown in Figure 5.7c where the cells labelled 

1 and 2 have ridges running in different directions. In cell 1, the ridges ran near to the plane 

of section whereas in cell 2, the ridges ran into and out of the plane of section. This 

independent development of thickenings in each cell is consistent with the observations of 

Noel (1974) where longitudinal sections through a developing Ansellia gigantea (leopard 

orchid) root showed initial presence of helical thickenings in independent, haphazardly 

scattered cells. Figure 5.7c also captured an example of where fungal hyphae have 

successfully penetrated the velamen cell wall to enter a neighbouring cell (asterisk). At higher 

magnification, the area of the velamen cell wall used as point of entry is relatively thinner 
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(asterisk, Figure 5.7d), with presence of fungal hyphae on each side of the wall (arrows) 

although the plane of section does not actually demonstrate penetration at this location. This 

local softening and thinning of primary cell walls is associated with cell wall digesting 

enzymes such as cellulases, polygalacturonases, hemicellulases, pectin methylesterases and 

acetyl esterases utilized by biotrophic fungi during infection (Herbert et al. 2004; Bellincampi 

et al. 2014). A ridge beneath the fungal hyphae appearing to have one common base but then 

fork out to form a „Y‟ shape, was present in between normal single ridges (hatch mark, 

Figure 5.7d). 

 

Although cellulose might be expected to run lengthwise within the wall ingrowths, TEM gave 

strong evidence that this was indeed the case. Figure 5.7e shows a wall ingrowth that ran 

nearly parallel to the plane of section. At higher magnification, cellulose patterns oriented 

parallel to the length of the ridge were observed, but only in one of the cell walls. In the other 

cell wall, where the ridges ran into and out of the plane of section, cellulose was not visible 

(Figure 5.7f). These observations are consistent with cellulose orientation demonstrated by 

pontamine bifluorescence that will be discussed in the section 5.3.3.  

 

TEM also demonstrated that the innermost velamen cells, located adjacent to living 

exodermis cells, had closely packed ridges with the cytoplasm contracted against the wall 

(Figure 5.8b). An interesting observation is that some of the individual wall ingrowth strand 

appeared to be bifurcated (Figure 5.8c) as mentioned before, having one common base but 

then fork out to form a „Y‟ shape as in Figure 5.7d. However, the gaps between the 

projections of these cell wall ingrowths were less than 100 nm, and as such, these would not 

be resolved by light microscopy (Figure 5.8d). These ridges might be tilosomes, structures 

that are sometimes formed in velamen cells adjacent to exodermis. However, tilosomes are 

typically characterized as „fibrous bodies‟ or „rod bodies‟ or „conical tufts‟ found on the 

velamen cell wall adjacent to passage cells of the exodermis (Pridgeon et al. 1983). Though 7 

morphologies in various different taxa have been categorized, namely spongy, lamellate, 

discoid, webbed, meshed and plaited (Pridgeon et al. 1983), they are rarely found in the 

Cymbidium-type velamen as with the Miltoniopsis (Porembski and Barthlott 1988).  
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Figure 5.5  

Scanning electron micrographs of the root surface of soil-grown Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ 

plants. a) Fungal hyphae absent were absent from the pore-less root surface (asterisk) but 

present in areas with pores (arrow). b) A big „tear‟ on the root surface (arrow). c) Fungal 

hyphae swarming the surface. d) Single fungal filament entering the root through a pore 

(arrow). Bar 200 μm (a), bar 100 μm (b), bar 50 μm (c), bar 5 μm (d). Image modified from 

Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 5.6 

Scanning electron micrographs through pores on the root surface of soil-grown Miltoniopsis 

„Breathless‟ showing thickenings on the velamen cell wall. a) Band of thickened cell wall 

(arrow). b) Tears or pores in un-thickened areas of the cell wall (arrow). c) Higher 

magnification of secondary-thickened cell wall (arrow). Bar 10 μm (a,b), bar 5 μm (c). 
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Figure 5.7  

Transmission electron micrographs of the young velamen in Miltoniopsis orchids grown in 

soil. a) Irregular ridges lining the velamen cell wall. b) The outgrowths of adjacent cells do 

not match (arrows). c) Velamen cells with higher ridges (arrow) and the presence of fungus 

(asterisk). d) Higher magnification of (c) showing a thinner central cell wall (asterisk) with 

the presence of fungal hyphae (arrows) and a bifurcating ridge (hatch mark). e) Ridges in 

adjacent cells running at different angles. The ridge at the right (arrow) is running nearly 

parallel to the plane of section. f) Higher magnification of (e) suggesting cellulose alignment 

in the right-hand cell only (double-headed arrow). Bar 5 μm (a,c), bar 2 μm (b), bar 1 μm 

(d,e), bar 0.5 μm (f). 
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Figure 5.8 

Transmission electron micrographs of tilosome structures in the velamen cell wall adjacent to 

the exodermis layer of soil-grown Miltoniopsis roots. a) Thickened exodermis cell wall 

(arrow) adjacent to the innermost velamen cells. b) Living velamen cell adjacent to the 

exodermis (asterisk), with adjacent tilosome outgrowths. c) A bifurcating tilosome outgrowth 

(arrow). d) Higher magnification of bifurcating tilosome outgrowth branching from its base 

(arrow) to form a Y shape. Bar 5 μm (a), bar 2 μm (b,c), bar 1 μm (d). 
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The preceding observations were all made in mature roots grown in soil. On the other hand, 

SEM showed that roots from in vitro explants had a smooth, perforation-free, outer surface 

(Figure 5.9). This may be related to the role of the velamen in water retention as water is 

abundant and not critical to the growth of plants on agar. Velamen development is a tightly 

regulated system in orchid roots, as demonstrated by the ability to manipulate its growth 

through various conditions. This can be observed in the different velamen produced in 

Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ roots when grown in vitro on agar and grown in soil (Figure 5.10). 

On agar (Figure 5.10a), the velamen cells tends to be much smaller with less cell layers (3-4 

layers) compared to the 6-8 cell layers found in velamen grown in soil (Figure 5.10b). This 

may be related to the role of the velamen in water retention as water is abundant and not 

critical to the growth of plants on agar. 

 

5.3.2 Velamen structure in other orchids 

The 11 different velamen types described by Porembski and Barthlott (1988) showcase the 

diversity and importance of the velamen layer for taxonomical purposes in the Orchidaceae. 

Their analyses were conducted exclusively by electron microscopy, and little research has 

been conducted on velamen development in any orchid root by fluorescence microscopy. For 

comparisons to Miltoniopsis, SEM was conducted on samples of Epidendrum „Apricot‟ roots, 

and confocal microscopy on a range of other orchid species, with the results confirming the 

diversity of secondary cell wall structures present in different orchids. The velamen surface 

of in vitro Epidendrum „Apricot‟ roots was observed to have lost most of its un-thickened cell 

wall, leaving a surface of helical strands, much like the surface of a dried loofah or body 

sponge (Figure 5.11). At higher magnification, the individual strands in a cell can be 

observed to have lost all membrane or cell wall altogether leaving nets of fibres rather than 

perforations (Figure 5.11b). This is an example of an Epidendrum-type velamen where the 

secondary thickenings are fused together into ledges that form sinuate patterns over the entire 

cell wall and occupied by pores sometime nearly covering the whole wall (Porembski and 

Barthlott 1988). The velamen layer in Cymbidium aloifolium, Laelia anceps and 

Phalaenopsis hybrid was also observed but with autofluorescence by the confocal 

microscope (Figure 5.12). Cymbidium aloifolium naturally embody the Cymbidium-type 

velamen with 7-8 cell layers and helical secondary thickenings (arrow, Figure 5.12a) while 

Laelia anceps represent an Epidendrum-type velamen (Figure 5.12b). On the other hand, 

Phalaenopsis has been categorized as having a 2 cell layer-thick Vanda-type velamen. In the 
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Vanda-type, velamen cells are commonly smaller than the exodermis cells that are thickened 

in their tangential and radial (partly thickened) walls (asterisk, Figure 5.12c). The thickenings 

in the cell walls of this type are said to be heavily anastomosing with small pores (Porembski 

and Barthlott 1988) although this was not demonstrated in the Phalaenopsis hybrid sample.  

 

5.3.3 Cellulose orientation in velamen wall ingrowths  

Cellulose orientation can be determined through the bifluorescence (polarization-dependent 

fluorescence) of pontamine-stained cellulose (Thomas et al. 2013; Idris and Collings 2014; 

Thomas et al. 2016). This bifluorescence effect occurs because the pontamine only absorbs 

light, and thus is only fluorescent, when it is oriented parallel to the orientation of the 

excitation light. Because the pontamine binds specifically to cellulose (Anderson et al. 2010), 

this means that pontamine bifluorescence can confirm cellulose orientation. Different 

polarizations of the excitation lasers were generated in two different ways. In the first 

approach (Thomas et al. 2013), a rotating stage was attached to the confocal microscope. 

When the sample was rotated through 90°, mimicking a rotation in laser polarization, the 

pontamine fluorescence image changed dramatically with only the velamen wall striations 

that ran parallel to the excitation laser being fluorescent (Figure 5.13a). In this Figure, the two 

different laser polarizations are indicated in cyan and red, and although the overall outline of 

the cells is identical, the individual cellulose microfibrils show dramatically different patterns 

because of bifluorescence. However, striations that ran at 45° to the excitation were 

fluorescent in both images, and appeared white in the colour overlay (asterisk).  

 

Bifluorescence in the velamen was also demonstrated through a second approach (Idris and 

Collings 2014). The scanfield rotation function in the Leica confocal system was used to 

rotate the scanned image through 90°. This rotation also rotated the polarisation of the 

405 nm laser through 90°, an effect that did not, however, occur with the 561 nm laser where 

scanfield rotation scrambled laser polarisation (David Collings, personal communication). 

Thus, the scanfield rotation function could be used to modulate pontamine excitation. Once 

again, prominent bifluorescence was observed from the pontamine, with cell wall patterns 

being different with the different polarizations but with overall cell patterns appearing 

identical (Figure 5.13b).  
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Figure 5.9 

Scanning electron micrograph of the root surface of in vitro (agar-grown) Miltoniopsis 

„Breathless‟ with a pore-less, smooth surface that also lacks fungal hyphae. Bar 100 μm. 
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Figure 5.10 

The velamen layer of in vitro Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ (a) is only 3-4 cells wide compared to 

plants grown in soil (b) where the velamen is 5-8 cells wide. Soil-grown plants also had phi 

thickenings (arrow). Images are single, transmitted light images. S (stele), Cor (cortex), Vel 

(velamen). Image modified from Figure 3.7.  Bar 100 μm (a), bar 150 μm (b). 
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Figure 5.11 

Scanning electron micrographs of the root surface of Epidendrum „Apricot‟ grown in vitro on 

agar. a) The root surface showing a fibrous texture. b) Strands of secondary thickened cell 

walls (arrow). Bar 100 μm (a), bar 40 μm (b). 
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Figure 5.12 

The velamen in Cymbidium aloifolium (a), Laelia anceps (b) and a Phalaenopsis hybrid (c). 

Plant roots were grown in regular orchid potting mix, and hand sections imaged with 

autofluorescence by confocal microscopy. Images are maximum projections of 65 optical 

stacks covering a depth of 64.1 μm, and are shown at low magnification (left column) and 

higher magnification (right column). a) The velamen layer of Cymbidium aloifolium at higher 

magnification showed thickenings with an illusion of a crisscross pattern (arrow). b) The 

velamen layer of Laelia anceps at higher magnification showed the presence of fungal 

hyphae (arrow). c) The velamen layer of a Phalaenopsis hybrid at higher magnification 

showed a single cell layer (arrow) adjacent to large exodermal cells (asterisk). Bar 100 μm, 

bar 50 μm (higher magnification images at right). 
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Figure 5.13 

Pontamine bifluorescence in the velamen, showing pairs of images at the same location, 

confirms that pontamine fluorescence depends on the polarization of the excitation laser. The 

colour overlay (at right) confirms the differences in the images. a) Confocal maximum 

projections with a depth of 74.1 μm of pontamine fluorescence using 561 nm excitation, with 

the stage rotated manually through 90° to change the relative polarization of the excitation 

laser. Striations that ran at 45° (asterisk) fluoresced under both imaging conditions. Different 

patterns produced different pore patterns (hatch marks). b) Confocal maximum projections 

with a depth of 68.2 μm of pontamine fluorescence using 405 nm excitation, with the laser 

polarity rotated using the scanfield rotation function. Excitation polarizations are indicated 

with arrows. Bar 20 µm. 
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Differences in labelling between the polarizations were also evident in the patterns formed by 

the pores within the cell walls through both polarization adjustment methods. These typically 

were aligned with the overall pattern of the wall ingrowths, and in areas where the wall 

patterns were different, pore patterns were also different (hatch marks, Figure 5.13a). Where 

different patterns in wall ingrowths and pores were observed, this results from different 

patterns being present in one cell compared to the adjacent cell. 

 

A technique to measure pontamine bifluorescence of thickening strands in a velamen cell has 

been developed to allow quantification of microfibril angles (Thomas et al. 2016). 

Pontamine-labelled velamen was imaged with scanfield rotation values from -90˚ to 90˚ at 

15˚ intervals. The stack of images was then manually rotated in Photoshop and aligned with 

„StackReg‟ plug-in in ImageJ. Fluorescence intensity was then quantified in ImageJ to show 

changes in strand fluorescence intensity according to rotation angle. The velamen strands 

fluoresce strongly when parallel to the laser polarization. For example, strand 1 (arrow, 

Figure 5.14a) fluoresce most intensely at -30˚ rotation while strand 2 (arrow, Figure 5.14b) 

fluoresce most intense at 60˚. Colour-coded overlay demonstrates this difference in strand 

orientation clearly to create the crisscross pattern (Figure 5.14c). ImageJ was utilized to 

quantify fluorescence intensity in different angled strands, corrected for variations in intensity 

and curve fitted to the sinusoidal curve (Figure 5.14d). The angles where the curves of best fit 

were at a maximum (about -30
o
 and 60

o
 from vertical) matched the relative orientations of the 

individual wall ridges (about -50
o
 and 40

o
 from vertical) that were directly observed in Figure 

5.14ab.  

 

5.3.4 Velamen porosity 

Velamen porosity tests were developed from the simple tests described in section 3.3.1 that 

determined whether the phi thickenings were functionally similar to the Casparian strip. With 

fluorescent molecules of known sizes, solute exclusion tests were carried out to determine the 

permeability of the velamen. At the lower spectrum of sizes, the entry of Lucifer yellow (457 

Da) and propidium iodide (668 Da) into the velamen were permitted, although these 

molecules were blocked by the exodermis (Figure 5.15). On the other hand, dextran-

fluorescein (4 kDa), dextran-rhodamine (10 kDa) and dextran-rhodamine (2000 kDa) were all 

excluded from the velamen (Figure 5.16). This indicates the presence of a primary cell wall 

even in areas with perforations in the un-thickened velamen cell wall.  
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Figure 5.14 

Observations and measurements of pontamine bifluorescence from thickening strands in a 

velamen cell allow quantification of microfibril angles. Images were collected as maximum 

projection of optical series (13 images at 1 µm intervals) with 405 nm excitation at scanfield 

rotations of -90
o
 to 90

o
 at 30

o
 intervals (a,b,c). Values and double-headed arrows indicate the 

relative laser polarizations. a) Rotations between -90˚ to 0˚ showing the most intense strands 

at -30˚ (arrow, strand 1). b) Rotations between 90˚ to 0˚ showing most intense strands at 60˚ 

(arrow, strand 2). c) Colour overlay of images rotated -30˚ (cyan) and 60˚ (red) with coloured 

arrows respectively indicating polarizations. d) Graph showing fluorescence intensity against 

rotation angles, with lines of best fit modelled by sinusoidal curve using the software Origin 

8.5. Fluorescence from the cells might be quantified for each of the measured strands as the 

angle where fluorescence was maximal. For strand 1, fluorescence was maximal at -30˚. For 

strand 2, fluorescence was maximal at 60˚. Bar 20 um. 
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Figure 5.15 

Permeability of the velamen layer to Lucifer yellow (MW = 457.25 Da) (a) and propidium 

iodide (MW = 668.4 Da) (b) with penetration limited by the exodermis (arrows). Images are 

maximum projections of optical stacks covering a depth of 63.2 μm with confocal 

microscopy. c) Higher magnification of (a). d) Higher magnification of (b). Bar 200 μm (a), 

bar 250 μm (b), bar 100 μm (c,d). 
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Figure 5.16 

The velamen layer is non-permeable to the penetration of dextrans of known specific sizes. 

Images are maximum projections of optical stacks covering a depth of 61.7 μm with 

fluorescence (left column), transmitted light (middle column) and corresponding control 

(right column) via confocal microscopy. a) 4 kDa Dextran-fluorescein. b) 10 kDa Dextran-

fluorescein. c) 2000 kDa Dextran-rhodamine. Bar 200 μm. 
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5.3.5 The cytoskeleton during velamen development 

Microtubules were immunolocalized during velamen development in Miltoniopsis (Figure 

5.17). Cells that would have developed into the velamen had cortical microtubules organised 

into parallel arrays, but there was no alignment of the microtubules between adjacent cells. 

There was no evidence for cell wall thickenings in either visible light or from lignin 

autofluorescence (Figure 5.17a). Cellulose deposition at the onset of cell differentiation was 

associated with changes in the microtubules from the oblique pattern to a more strongly 

bundled and regularly-spaced array. These microtubule bundles were aligned with the 

developing wall thickenings that were visible by transmitted light but which had not lignified 

(Figure 5.17b). These cells were alive, as shown by the presence of nuclei (arrow). At 

maturity, the microtubules and nuclei disappeared as the cells died and the wall lignified, 

leaving only the distinctive cellulose patterning covering the cell walls (Figure 5.17c). In 

more mature cells that remained alive, one interesting observation must be highlighted 

concerning the alignment of microtubules to the cellulose strands. Microtubule bundles were 

often observed running on either side of the developing wall striation, rather than directly 

underneath it. Figure 5.18 shows 2 examples that demonstrate the parallel microtubule 

bundles on either side of the wall striations late in the developing stage (arrows). These 

images show maximum projections of both fluorescence and, unusually, the polarized light 

images. Although the polarized light maximum projection images contained out-of-focus 

light, the striations were brightest when in sharp focus and were, therefore, visible in the 

maximum projections. However, to readily see the patterns, it was necessary to invert the 

images and increase their contrast using Photoshop to make the striations visible. To further 

validate that the microtubules ran on either side of the cellulose ridges, optical cross sections 

reconstructed from confocal image stacks of wall immunolabelling and autofluorescence 

(Figure 5.19) clearly showed parallel microtubules (in red) flanking the sides of wall strands 

(in cyan) and not directly underneath it.  

 

Velamen cells were also double labelled with microtubules and actin microfilaments during 

cell wall development, showing corresponding microtubules and actin microfilaments to the 

orientation of the secondary cell wall striations (Figure 5.20). Actin microfilaments run 

parallel to microtubules though do not line up exactly between parallel microtubules flanking 

thickenings (Figure 5.21).  
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Figure 5.17  

The relationship between microtubule organization and cell wall development in the velamen. 

Images are maximum projections of optical stacks covering a depth of 74.6 μm of 

immunolabelling with anti-α-tubulin (central column) and autofluorescence (left column), 

compared to single transmitted light images. Arrow indicates a living nucleus. a) Young 

epidermal cells before the differentiation of the velamen wall. b) During development of 

secondary thickening. c) Mature velamen. Bar 20 µm. 
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Figure 5.18  

Two examples that show microtubule bundles running on either side of the developing wall 

striations, rather than directly underneath them in velamen, late in the developing stage 

(arrows). a) Images are maximum projections with a depth of 69.2 and 64.3 μm of 

fluorescence (red in overlay) and inverted polarized light images. As the polarized light 

maximum projection image contained out of focus light, it was necessary to invert the image 

and increase the contrast using Photoshop to make the striations visible. b) Images are 

maximum projections with a depth of 64.3 μm of fluorescence (red in overlay) and inverted 

transmitted light images. Bars 20 µm for main images, 5 µm for the insets. 
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Figure 5.19 

Optical cross sections reconstructed from confocal image stacks of wall autofluorescence 

(cyan) and microtubules (red). Images represent a depth of 64.3 μm, but are single optical 

sections in the XY, XZ and YZ planes, with the reconstructions occurring along the dotted 

lines shown in the XY plane. The microtubules run on either side of the secondary cell wall 

ridge (arrows), rather than directly underneath them, late in velamen development. Bar 

20 μm. 
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Figure 5.20 

Double labelling of microtubules and actin microfilaments during development in the 

velamen. Images are maximum projections of optical stacks with a depth of 75.1 μm of 

immunolabelling with anti-α-tubulin (left column), anti-plant actin (middle column) and 

overlay (right column; microtubules in cyan and actin in red). a) Actin microfilaments 

running parallel to the microtubules and secondary thickenings (arrow). b) A single actin 

microfilament in line with a microtubule strand (arrow). Bars 50 µm. 
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Figure 5.21 

Higher magnification of microtubule and actin double labelling overlay with microtubules 

corresponding in parallel with actin microfilaments (arrow). Images are 153 optical stacks 

with a depth of 75.1 μm (0.5 μm optical sections). Bars 20 μm 
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5.3.6 Callose in pits during velamen wall development 

Cell wall pores were observed as elongated gaps in lignin fluorescence and autofluorescence 

patterns that ran parallel to the wall ingrowths. However, as demonstrated in Figure 5.10, 

these gaps could be oriented differently on opposing side of the same cell wall, and it remains 

unclear whether the gaps in the secondary cell wall actually correspond to pores through the 

primary cell wall. 

 

Callose, which is known to label cell wall pit fields (Radford et al. 1998), was observed in the 

velamen layer with immunofluorescence. Early during the development of velamen cells, 

when the walls lacked lignin autofluorescence, callose labelled pit fields were present 

throughout the cells (Figure 5.22ac). In more mature velamen cells with visible thickenings, 

colour overlay images show that the callose-labelled pit fields were consistent with the 

location of pores in the un-thickened cell wall (arrow, Figure 5.22bd). These did not, 

however, show the elongated patterns visible with pontamine, and instead may represent the 

intersection of the gaps on either side of the cell walls, as indicated by the lignin 

autofluorescence patterns (Figure 5.22d, arrow).  

 

5.3.7 The velamen as a model system to study secondary cell wall formation 

With highly-visible secondary thickenings in a cell layer readily accessible due to being next 

to the root surface, and with the induction of these thickenings possible through the transfer 

of plants from in vitro culture on agar to soil (Figure 5.10), it is tempting to think that the 

orchid velamen might be an interesting system in which to study the formation of secondary 

cell walls. However, to be a useful system, it would be necessary for the system to be able to 

utilise modern molecular genetics tools such as the expression of fluorescent fusion proteins. 

Compared to Arabidopsis thaliana where full genome sequencing was completed in 2000 

(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000), where extensive collections of mutants are 

available (Fagard et al. 2000b), and in which Agrobacterium-based transformation is now 

routine (Clough and Bent 1998), molecular genetics in orchids is certainly lacking! It is, 

however, possible to generate stable transformants in various orchids that express GFP fusion 

proteins (Kuehnle and Sugii 1992; Liau et al. 2003; Men et al. 2003; da Silva et al. 2006; 

Raffeiner et al. 2009) although this has not yet been achieved for Miltoniopsis. Because New 

Zealand‟s regulations on making stably-transformed genetically modified organisms require a 

detailed and time-consuming application process, effectively precluding the timely generation 
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of stable transformants in this project, as a proof-of-concept I instead tested whether 

Miltoniopsis could be transiently transformed via particle bombardment to express 

fluorescent proteins fusions, the regulatory requirements for this being less onerous. The 

main goal was to transform developing velamen cells with constructs that express fusion 

proteins labelling the cytoskeleton. As control, transient transformations were also attempted 

on orchid flower petals. Onion epidermal cells, one of the model systems for transient gene 

transformation studies (Collings 2013), were also used as positive control.   

 

Transformation was readily achieved in the flower petals with possibly a higher 

transformation rate even compared to the onion epidermis samples. After bombardment, a 

circular „blast zone‟ showed discolouration in the petals (Figure 5.23) which assisted in the 

localization and screening of transformed cells. Transient expression in flower petals was 

observed for cytosolic (free) GFP, GFP-hTalin which labels the actin microfilaments, GFP-β-

tubulin which labels microtubules and GFP-HDEL which labels the endoplasmic reticulum 

(Figure 5.24a,c, Figure 5.25a,c), and all bar the GFP-HDEL were also observed onion 

epidermal cells (Figure 5.24b,d, Figure 5.25b). Observations of transformed cells in whole 

Miltoniopsis seedlings were more difficult. However, a single root epidermal cell was 

observed that expressed GFP-β-tubulin, although microtubules were not resolved within the 

cell (Figure 5.26). This accomplishment might be considered encouraging as an initial 

investigation.   
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Figure 5.22  

Callose labelling of the velamen layer imaged by confocal microscopy. Images are maximum 

projections of optical stacks with a depth of 73.2 μm, and overlays show autofluorescence in 

cyan and callose in red. a) Callose labelling of pit fields early velamen formation was 

characterized by faint autofluorescence. b) Callose labelling of pit fields in mature velamen 

cells was characterized by strong autofluorescence of secondary thickenings around pores 

that matched callose labelled pit fields (arrows). c) Higher magnification of (a) overlay 

showing pit fields in cell wall. d) Higher magnification of (b) overlay showing callose-

labelled pit fields consistent to velamen „pores‟ (arrow). Bar 100 μm (a), bar 50 μm (b,c), bar 

25 μm (d). 
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Figure 5.23 

Area of particle bombardment on a Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ petal (arrow). The circular 

„blast zone‟ shows discolouration. Bar 1 cm. 
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Figure 5.24 

Transient expression of GFP in petals of Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ (a,c) and the 

corresponding onion epidermal control (b,d). Images are maximum projections of 136 optical 

stack with a depth of 67.4 μm (0.5 μm sections). a,b) Cytosolic (free) GFP expression in 

orchid petal (a) and onion epidermis (b). c,d) GFP-hTalin expression labelling the actin 

cytoskeleton in orchid petal (c) and onion epidermis (d). Bar 50 μm (a,c), bar 100 μm (b,d). 
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Figure 5.25 

Transient expression of GFP in petals of Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ (a,c) and the 

corresponding onion epidermal control (b). Images are maximum projections of 136 optical 

stack with a depth of 67.4 μm (0.5 μm sections). a,b) GFP-β-tubulin expression labelling the 

microtubule cytoskeleton in orchid petal (a) and onion epidermis (b). c) GFP-HDEL 

expression in petal (onion control not available). Bar 50 μm (a,c), bar 100 μm (b). 
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Figure 5.26 

Transient expression of GFP-β-tubulin in the surface of a root of Miltoniopsis „Breathless‟ 

explant. The image is a maximum projection of an optical stack with a depth of 43 μm. Bar 

100 μm. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 

 

5.4.1 The development of the velamen in Miltoniopsis 

Within the root, the velamen is a unique tissue whose helical cell wall thickenings are an 

adaptation that optimises water and nutrient intake from the environment (Zotz and Winkler 

2013) and water retention (Benzing et al. 1982), important factors for epiphytic orchids 

whose roots are not typically under moist soil. Although such wall thickenings are almost 

unique to orchid roots, they have also been observed in the roots of several other families of 

plants. These include the tree-like Cyperaceae Afrotrilepis pilosa, Bulbostylis leucostachya, 

Coleo-chloa setifera, Microdracoides squamosus) where thickenings occur in a single layer 

of cells and in Velloziaceae (Vellozia variegata, Xerophyta pinifolia) where thickenings are 

multi-layered (Porembski and Barthlott 1995). Helical cell wall thickenings also occur in the 

roots of the fern Asplenium (Leroux et al. 2011) and in related species (Hernández et al. 

2013). 

 

The secondary thickenings of the velamen cell wall consist of cellulose microfibrils 

orientated in specific patterns. The velamen develops from living post-meristematic cells that 

undergo secondary cell wall deposition and subsequent programmed cell death to leave the 

shell of the cell wall. Co-alignment of cellulose deposition and microtubules is well-known 

(Baskin 2001) and cellulose synthase complexes that synthesize cellulose microfibrils co-

align with and travel along microtubules (Paredez et al. 2006; Bringmann et al. 2012). The 

single, previous study of velamen cell wall development, conducted in Ansellia gigantea, 

used transmission electron microscopy to report the association of microtubules with the later 

stages of wall thickening development, but no evidence was observed for “cytoplasmic pre-

patterning,” the alignment of microtubules with the early stages of wall thickening 

development (Noel 1974). My observations have shown that microtubule alignment with wall 

thickenings are more extensive than this previous report suggested. This study also observed 

microtubules aligning to the ridges formed due to the secondary deposition of cellulose 

microfibrils, although this association with microtubules eventually decreased upon the 

completion of cellulose deposition. Thus, cytoskeletal organisation in velamen cells is 

consistent with other secondary cell wall thickenings where microtubules co-align with wall 

deposition, including the tracheary elements in various plants (Falconer and Seagull 1988; 

Kobayashi et al. 1988; Oda and Hasezawa 2006; Oda et al. 2005; Wightman and Turner 
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2008; Pesquet et al. 2010), cortical phi thickenings (Idris and Collings 2014) and transfer 

cells (Singh et al. 1999). 

 

My observation of parallel microtubules flanking ridges of secondary growth was very 

intriguing. In numerous cases, microtubules were observed to form borders along either side 

of a forming secondary wall, and not to lie immediately underneath the plasma membrane 

adjacent to the secondary wall itself. This pattern has previously been reported by 

immunofluorescence for Zinnia tissue culture cells that develop into tracheary cells (Falconer 

and Seagull 1988; Kobayashi et al. 1988), and with GFP-based probes in Arabidopsis tissue 

cultures also differentiating into xylem (Oda et al. 2005) and developing Arabidopsis roots 

(Wightman and Turner 2008). Similar flanking microtubules have also been observed around 

the ridges of cell wall material deposited in xylem transfer cells in wheat (Talbot et al. 2007). 

This patterning typically occurs at a later stage of secondary wall development, with the 

initial stages showing alignment of microtubules directly associated with the developing 

secondary wall rather than bordering it. In a study to determine the effects of microtubule 

inhibitors, colchicine and taxol, on secondary cell wall formation in Arabidopsis cell 

suspensions undergoing xylogenesis, the space between secondary cell walls were observed 

to widen but growth rates decreased, resulting in narrow secondary ridges between paired 

microtubule bundles, when cells were treated with taxol (Oda et al. 2005). This was 

suggested to indicate that microtubule bundles are re-arranged via polymerization and 

depolymerization of tubulin proteins instead of the sliding of microtubules during secondary 

wall formation (Oda et.al 2005). Thus, secondary wall formation of velamen cells is similar 

to that of the xylem with the alignment of microtubules directly with the secondary 

deposition at the initial stages, and subsequent re-organization to occur flanking deposition at 

the later stages of secondary thickening formation.  

 

This flanking microtubule pattern might be explained in several ways. It is not, however, an 

artefact of the imaging focal plane, with microtubule lying immediately beneath the wall 

ingrowth in a non-imaged plane. This can be discounted because the microtubule splitting 

patterns were observed in both maximum projections, as well as in vertical reconstructions. 

Instead, the flanking microtubules might come about through the spreading of an initially 

very narrow ridge into a wider one. Alternatively, microtubule splitting may occur through 

the bifurcation of the wall ingrowth itself. Ultrastructural observations via transmission 
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electron microscopy of velamen cells near the root tip where early forming secondary 

thickenings are in progress, showed the presence of many „ingrowths‟ or ridges on the cell 

wall surface of velamen cells. The ridges are irregular in shape and sometimes bifurcate. This 

is especially so in the innermost velamen cells, on the radial surface adjacent to the 

exodermis cell layer. These developing bifurcating strands may be why parallel microtubules 

was observed under confocal microscopy. However, in velamen cells adjacent to the 

exodermis the ridges are packed very closely together, less than 0.1 μm apart and this cannot 

be resolved by confocal microscopy. The presence of closely packed ridges with bifurcation 

instead is more typical of structures to increase surface area to volume ratio. For example, 

iron deficient Arabidopsis was reported to induce the formation of bifurcating root hairs to 

increase absorption efficiency (Müller and Schmidt 2004). In the case of the velamen, it may 

be that the development of dead cells held up by prominent secondary thickenings, creates 

potential space for water absorption, and these closely packed ridges work hand-in hand with 

the thiskenings to provide a mechanism for water retention.   

 

No previous literature exists concerning actin microfilament organization during secondary 

thickening formation in the velamen of orchids. In this study, double labelling of actin 

microfilaments and microtubules showed association of actin microfilament localization with 

secondary wall formation. In Arabidopsis, live cell imaging have demonstrated the structural 

associations of actin microfilaments with microtubules in interphase cells (Sampathkumar et 

al. 2011). Actin cytoskeleton has also been shown to play a role in regulating the delivery of 

CesA complexes to the plasma membrane and also for the guidance of the Golgi to sites of 

secondary cell wall deposition (Wightman and Turner 2008).  

 

5.4.2 Cell wall composition and the velamen 

Callose deposition does not associate with the development of secondary thickenings in the 

cell walls as observed during phi thickenings development in Chapter 2. However, callose 

deposition was observed in the velamen perforations, indicating the presence of pit fields 

such as in the plasmodesmata (Radford et al. 1998; Zavaliev et al. 2011). The deposition of 

callose at the pit fields or neck region of plasmodesmata is a mechanism to regulate 

plasmodesmata permeability during stress such as during pathogen infection (Zavaliev et al. 

2011). This accumulation is controlled by callose synthases, β-1,3-glucanases and 

endogenous callose synthesis-mediating enzymes (Enns et al. 2005; Dong et al. 2008; Cai et 
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al. 2011) and restricts pathogen movement in compatible and incompatible interactions (Luna 

et al. 2011). This is consistent with the position of the velamen as an outer sheath that is the 

first line of defence that restricts pathogens and permit entry of symbionts.  

 

The depositions of callose in the velamen pores indicate the presence of pit fields and 

possibly a complete primary cell wall. This is consistent with the velamen porosity study that 

utilized molecules of known sizes for the solute exclusion experiments. The maximum pore 

size of plant cell walls that constitute the diameter of molecules that can freely pass through 

is typically in the range of 3.5-3.8 nm in root hairs and 4.5-5.2 nm in palisade parenchyma 

cells (Carpita et al. 1979). This is consistent with the results in this study whereby molecules 

of Lucifer yellow (MW = 457 Da) and propidium iodide (MW = 668 Da) is permitted entry 

by the velamen whereas fluorescent dextran dyes of more than 4 kDa is blocked from 

entering the velamen layer. This is the first report and use of solute exclusion technique in 

determining velamen porosity. 

 

5.4.3 Cellulose microfibril orientation 

In primary cell walls, the orientation of cellulose microfibrils is typically random with the 

exception of tissues undergoing cell elongation where cellulose is aligned transverse to the 

direction of cell expansion (Baskin 2001). In secondary cell walls, and especially in this case 

of the velamen, the orientation of cellulose microfibrils can be more variable. Using 

pontamine, a bifluorescent, of stain which is specific to cellulose (Thomas et al. 2013), this 

study has shown the orientation of the cellulose microfibrils is different in the inner face to 

the outer face of a velamen cell, causing a mesh-like appearance of the strands in the velamen 

when viewed from a regular light microscope and meaning that the thickenings form a helical 

pattern inside the cell. While the handedness of the helical striations has yet to be studied in 

the velamen, in the timber industry, the handedness of cellulose microfibrils is very important 

as it determines the mechanical properties of timber and processed fibre, and is therefore 

extensively studied (Thomas et al. 2013; Gray 2014).  

 

Initially, this study used two methods to observe pontamine bifluorescence. The first was by 

using a rotating stage to manipulate the angle of polarisation of the excitation lasers relative 

to the sample as demonstrated by Thomas et al. (2013). This was easier said than done as the 

system requires positioning of the axis of stage rotation to be exactly centred to the lens while 
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manually rotating and aligning the samples on the rotating stage. On top of that, it was 

difficult to maintain an identical focal plane while the sample was rotated. This was why the 

second method utilising scanfield rotation to manipulate the relative polarisation of the 405 

nm laser was introduced. However, while eliminating issues with image centring and image 

plane focus; this method can only be employed to the 405 nm laser and still require image 

rotation and alignment steps.  

 

5.4.4 The velamen as a system to study cell walls 

The velamen has highly-visible secondary thickenings in a cell layer readily accessible due to 

being next to the root surface. Velamen formation may be modulated through the transfer of 

plants from in vitro culture on agar to soil. These factors make the orchid velamen an 

interesting system in which to study the formation of secondary cell walls. However, to be a 

useful system, genetic and sequence information with ability to generate viable mutant for 

forward and reverse genetics techniques is necessary. As such, the transient transformation of 

genes through expression of fluorescent fusion proteins via particle bombardment in 

Miltoniopsis was attempted in this study. Although the ultimate goal is to study plant cell 

walls, a range of available DNA constructs were tested as a preliminary study into transient 

transformation in Miltoniopsis. Various plant sample preparations were tested, including 

whole plantlets, flower petals, protocorm/callus and root cuttings. Transformation rates were 

very low with expression of cytosolic (free) GFP, GFP-hTalin, GFP-β-tubulin and GFP-

HDEL, mostly in the petals. It is more difficult to bombard whole plantlets and root cuttings 

compared to petals that physically show a visible blast zone after bombardment. However, as 

a first step, this result is very encouraging.  

 

New Zealand‟s strict biosecurity laws and regulations meant that it was not possible to 

attempt to generate stably transformed orchids as part of this project (even permits to attempt 

transient expression took several months before they were accepted). However, consideration 

might be given to running such experiments in the future. Not only are there extensive 

protocols for growing and splitting orchid plants in culture (the basis for much of the orchid 

horticultural industry), but a range of orchids have now been stably transformed. Successful 

genetic transformations or orchids have been done in Cymbidium (Chin et al. 2007, Yang et 

al. 1999), Dendrobium (Kuehnle and Sugii 1992, Tee and Maziah 2005), Oncidium (Liau et 

al. 2003), and Phalaenopsis (Men et al. 2003) using a combination of gene gun and 
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Agrobacterium-based approaches. Tee and Maziah (2005) provides some basic parameter for 

biolistic bombardment in Dendrobium Sonia calluses using GFP and GUS that may be used 

in further attempts to genetically transform orchids. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

The velamen is a unique adaptive feature of orchid roots to maximise root water retention in 

waterless conditions. It presents a unique model for cell wall studies as it provides a pure and 

readily accessible material of highly differentiated cell types at various stages of 

development. Despite the specialised nature of the tissue, generalisations could still be made 

to accommodate other plant systems. Furthermore, the helical secondary thickenings of the 

velamen present an advantageous model to study cellulose microfbril orientation directly 

such as with the pontamine staining.  
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
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6.1 The Importance of Non-Model Organisms 

The study of cell walls is important not just for the understanding of cell wall structures and 

functions, but also for understanding the utilization of the largest source of biomass on earth. 

Cell wall polysaccharides are a valuable resource that is renewable with various industrial 

applications, but since these polysaccharides cannot be artificially synthesized, they must be 

sourced from nature. As such, studies into different cell walls available in nature may reveal 

valuable new molecules or materials with novel uses. It is important, therefore, that the plant 

cell wall is investigated in non-model organisms to fully utilize the diversity of resources 

available in nature. As model organisms may not represent all the various aspect of growth, 

development, reproduction and biological pathways of plants. It is, perhaps, worthwhile to 

remember that Arabidopsis thaliana was a non-model organism only 30 to 40 years ago 

(Meyerowitz 2001; Koornneef and Meinke 2010).  

 

This final discussion will synthesize the work presented in this thesis concerning cell wall 

developmental in a non-model system, the roots of the orchid Miltoniopsis, but will 

specifically consider where the research might go next. Aspects of the research, and the 

understanding of root physiology that the research has generated, might be directly applicable 

to plants that are agriculturally more important than orchids. 

 

6.2 Phi Thickenings, a Different Type of Secondary Cell Wall 

This study has revealed new information about cell wall formation in the roots of the 

Miltoniopsis orchid. More significantly, however, this investigation has shown pathways 

through which progress might be made in understanding phi thickenings in general.  

 

The study of secondary cell wall formation in phi thickenings and velamen revealed 

numerous dissimilarities between the two, and also with the development of the secondary 

cell walls of tracheary elements which has been more extensively studied.  

1) During phi thickening development, secondary wall thickenings are deposited after the 

cortical cell has differentiated, typically 2-5 mm from the root apex, whereas for the 

velamen and developing xylem, the deposition of the secondary cell wall occurs during 

cell differentiation from the procambium and protoderm apical meristem, respectively 

(Altamura et al. 2001).   
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2) At maturity, both tracheary elements and the velamen undergo programmed cell death to 

leave a layer of dead cells held up by helical thickenings (Noel 1974). Phi thickenings 

cells, instead, remain as living cells even after secondary cell wall synthesis has ceased. 

3) Phi thickening development is a plastic system. In Miltoniopsis, phi thickenings can form 

irregularly in any cortical cells, though typically in the first 5 layers from the 

endodermis, compared to the even unilayer presence of phi thickenings in other plants 

such as in broccoli and maize (Degenhardt and Gimmler 2000, Fernandez-Garcia et al. 

2009). This indicates the responsive nature of phi thickening development compared to 

the strictly programmed development of the velamen layer and xylem. Phi thickenings 

can be induced or made to form due to environmental factors such as water stress which 

indicates that the formation of phi thickenings is a deliberate response mechanism by 

plants.  

4) Phi thickening development can recommence in areas of the cortex after an initial round of 

thickening development has ceased, and some cells can develop new ‗branches‘ of 

thickenings in already thickened cells or even in mature cells further up the roots as 

shown by microtubule and callose deposition in Figure 2.7 and 2.14, respectively. 

5) In velemen cells, the presence of localization of microtubules flanking secondary 

deposition can only be observed in the later stages of cellulose deposition when 

cellulose microfibrils are already present. The simultaneous use of autofluorescence to 

identify the presence of early deposition of cellulose to form the pronounce ridges in 

velamen and bands of thickenings in phi thickenings assisted in the visualization of the 

microtubule organization in context of space and time. In phi thickenings with a thicker 

band of secondary thickenings, microtubules were caught mobilizing to the intended 

deposition site, producing a ‗furry‘ organization of microtubules, before any 

autofluorescent evidence of deposition, indicating a pre-patterning in the cell wall. This 

is dissimilar to velamen cells where flanking microtubules are observed only after 

cellulose deposition is visible which is consistent with the formation of the thickenings 

in xylem (Wightman and Turner 2008).  
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The molecular nature of the plastic developmental pathway that controls phi thickening 

development remains unexplored. In their recent review of phi thickenings, Fernandez-Garcia 

et al. (2014) described much concerning phi thickenings in terms of their roles in abiotic 

stress but the concept of developmental control was not addressed. 

   

6.3  Applying molecular genetics to study phi thickenings  

For genetic analysis, the study of secondary cell walls offers a distinct advantage over the 

study of primary walls in that even severe alterations produced in secondary cell wall mutated 

transgenic plants are still viable for study. For example, many mutations in primary cell wall 

cellulose synthesis in Arabidopsis are lethal, limiting the possibilities for studying them. 

Isolation of some root swelling mutants such as rsw1 in which cellulose synthesis is blocked 

through disruption to CesA1 relied on the isolation of temperature-sensitive conditional 

mutants (Arioli et al. 1998). However, mutations in secondary cell walls cellulose deposition 

can grow relatively normally. Fagard et al. (2000) provided an extensive review on the 

available Arabidopsis mutants affected in cell wall composition and/or structure. These 

include secondary wall mutants with altered cell wall hemicellulose production, 

designated mur1 to mur11 (Reiter et al. 1997). Mutants mur1, mur2 and mur3 have a 

reduction fucose, while mur4, mur5, mur6 and mur7 is deficient in arabinose and mur8 has a 

reduction in rhamnose. The rest, mur9, mur10 and mur11 have complex changes in their 

monosaccharide composition. These mutants show that the many alterations in cell wall 

composition do not severely affect normal plant development (Reiter et al. 1997). For 

secondary cell walls, Turner and Somerville (1997) identified a range of mutants with 

defective xylem, designated irx1 to irx3. These irx mutants have lesions in the CesA proteins 

that form secondary cell walls, CesA4, CesA7 and Cesa8 respectively. These mutations 

modify xylem formation. For example, the irx3 mutant has a severe deficiency in secondary 

wall cellulose deposition that leads to collapsed xylem cells. This is suggested to be due to 

the lack of resistance against the negative pressure applied by water transport as the 

phenotype is characterized by mutant flower stems that are less rigid and unable to grow 

upright. Mutants with lignin deficiencies have also been identified including sin1 mutant that  
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produces lignin with a reduced syringyl:guaiacyl ratio (Chapple et al. 1992). The 

identification of this mutant indicates that plant cell walls can also tolerate significant 

variations in lignin composition akin to the mur mutants (Sederoff et al. 1999).  As such, a 

mutational study of secondary deposition in phi thickening formation may prove possible. 

 

To further study the detailed pathways involved in synthesizing secondary cell wall 

components during the development of phi thickenings, several approaches might be tried. 

This includes recently developed omics technologies including analysis of the proteome in 

cells developing phi thickenings, and analysis of the genes that are expressed in these cells. 

Such analyses, however, would be complicated in Miltoniopsis by the lack of genomic data 

for the organism. While the ~1.2 gigabase genome of a Phalaenopsis orchid has now been 

published (Cai et al. 2015), no sequence data is available for Miltoniopsis orchids. The 

related Miltonia orchids have a genome estimated by flow cytometry to be ~4.2 gigabases, 

significantly larger than Phalaenopsis (Leitch et al. 2009) and slightly larger than the human 

genome. Although the Miltonia genome is not as large as some orchid genomes, with one 

orchid from the genus Pogonia having a genome estimated to be 10-fold larger than Miltonia) 

(Leitch et al 2009), the lack of genomic data for Miltoniopsis would make proteomic and 

gene expression data more difficult to analyse. 

 

Instead, the perfect situation would be that phi thickenings might be inducible in a model 

organism such as Arabidopsis where the genome is sequenced (The Arabidopsis Genome 

Initiative 2000) and wealth of genetic and protein information would make studying the 

development of phi thickenings practical. Unfortunately, all attempts to observe and induce 

phi thickenings in Arabidopsis were unsuccessful. Instead, as broccoli is known to be 

reproducible in phi thickenings in its root and being a close family to Arabidopsis, broccoli 

might be the perfect candidate to study the molecular mechanism behind phi thickening 

formation. Other plants in the Brassicaceae that are known to have the presence of phi 

thickenings include Lepidium sativum (water cress) (Fernandez- Garcia et al. 2014) and may 

be of future interest.   
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6.4 Orchid mycorrhiza infection may change cell wall 

composition 

Changes in cell wall composition due to interaction with a foreign organism can provide 

numerous insights on cell wall structure and organization. This is especially so in a system 

where interaction can produce favourable circumstances in one plant but can be lethal in 

another. Orchid roots also interact in this way with specific mycorrhizal fungi able to 

associate symbiotically and beneficially in orchid plants but the same fungus becomes 

pathogenic in crop plants. For example, Rhizoctonia solani is a notorious agent of the silver 

scurf disease in potato but the same fungus can aid seed germination in various orchids such 

as Spiranthes sinensis (Masuhara et al. 1993) and Goodyera repens (Warcup 1971; Perkins 

and McGee 1995). Modifications in cell wall by impairment in proteins required for the cell 

wall biosynthesis or remodelling of it composition therefore must happen for this selective 

resistance to pathogen infection. Currently, it is known that cell walls play a role in pathogen 

resistance in three steps. First, the cell wall acts as a passive barrier for pathogens to 

overcome to enter the plant cell in which pathogen infection will only happen with local 

breakdown of the cell wall matrix (Hématy et al. 2009). Cell wall degradation would then 

trigger the release of anti-microbial compounds that is stored in the cell walls (Vorwerk et al. 

2004). Consequent wounding or impairment of the cell wall integrity initiates response to 

regulate the cell wall against this external stimulus by releasing plant signalling molecules. 

Damages-Associated-Molecular-Patterns (DAMPs) modulate plant immune response upon 

recognition by Plant Pattern Recognition Receptors (PPRs) (Vorwerk et al. 2004) which then 

activate protein kinase cascades to regulate downstream immune responses such as cell wall 

reinforcement (Ferrari et al. 2013, Ringli 2010). Conversely, the cell wall is also a source of 

nutrient to the pathogen and in the case of orchid mycorrhizas, a different cell wall response 

must instead happen.  

 

Due to this, one great interest in this study was to observe cell wall changes during orchid 

mycorrhiza infection in Miltoniopsis, in the hope of obtaining more information in cell wall 

component organization. It was very much regretted that so many experiments were 

unsuccessful, and that time constraints precluded further immunological studies. The in vitro 

infection system, however, shows promise for allowing the time course of infections to be 

investigated although the method must also be modified to enable the observation of cell wall 
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changes at the point of fungal infection. Previously, inoculations of fungal isolates were done 

onto explants either on agar in vitro or on sterilised bark (Chapter 4), then tested for changes 

in the cell walls during infection with a battery of cell wall antibodies. Due to limited supply 

of antibodies and infected samples, thorough examinations could not be completed. As such, 

another attempt of this experiment might prove informative. 

 

6.5 The velamen to study secondary cell wall 

As with xylem cells, phi thickenings are present in layers of tissue inside the root. For the 

xylem, investigation of secondary cell wall formation in live cells is problematic as access to 

the tissue is difficult: investigations of xylem development typically mean that the root has to 

be fixed and sectioned. This is why cell culture systems such as the Zinnia elegens mesophyll 

cell culture (Fukuda and Komamine 1980) and Arabidopsis culture suspensions (Oda et al. 

2005) have been used to study xylogenesis. These cultures provide high differentiating rate of 

single cells with uniformity. However, these culture systems are artificial and could not 

completely represent the dynamic nature of cell wall formation in living plants. Due to these 

factors, the velamen layer could be the perfect candidate in which to study secondary cell 

wall formation.  

 

6.6 Orchids as a research model to study cell walls 

Model organisms have been fundamental in the study of all aspects of plant biology. Models 

for grass cell biology include many grasses that have abundant sequence information 

including corn (Zea mays), barley (Hordeum vulgare) and rice (Oryza sativa) as these plants 

are important commercial crops. In the efforts to optimize biomass quality, characterization 

of the transcriptional regulatory networks of eudicots and grasses are especially high priority 

(Handakumbura and Hazen 2012). In the context of studying the role of cell walls in 

morphogenesis and general cell wall biosynthesis, cotton fibres (Haigler et al. 2012) and 

Arabidopsis seed coats (Haughn and Western 2012) have been proposed to be used as a 

model cell type, which is more useful to specifically genetically decode target processes.  
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Cotton fibres can be easily isolated as a single cell with distinct stages of cell wall synthesis, 

making them a powerful cell wall research model. Cotton fibres can also be cultured in vitro 

(Kim and Triplett 2001) and with the many genes that are expressed in cotton fibre, diverse 

cell wall related developmental events may be studied. Studies in cotton fibre led to the 

identification of the first putative plant cellulose synthase gene (Pear et al. 1996) which was 

later verified in Arabidopsis (Arioli et al. 1998). Amor et al. (1995) analyzed cotton fibres 

with biochemical, molecular and microscopic techniques and showed that sucrose synthase is 

able to provide the substrate, as UDP-glucose, for cellulose synthesis. Another important 

discovery in cotton fibres is by Seagull (1993) who used drug treatments to show that 

cellulose fibril orientation, but not cellulose synthesis itself, depends on microtubule 

organization. This was later verified by Paredez et al. (2006) by live imaging in Arabidopsis. 

Cotton fibres are also suitable for the study of secondary wall cellulose synthesis. This is 

because, although cotton fibres are morphologically trichomes, cotton fibres instead assume 

the genetic program of sclerenchyma cells such as xylem tracheary elements of the plant 

(Haigler et al. 2012).  

 

Arabidopsis seed coat epidermal cells are also a well suited genetic model to study cell wall 

biogenesis, function and regulation as these epidermal cells synthesize an accessible cell wall 

that is rich in pectin while being not essential for seed viability or germination (Haughn and 

Western 2012). The Arabidopsis seed coat produces a large quantity of mucilage that consist 

of a specialized type of secondary cell wall compose mainly of pectin and smaller amounts of 

cellulose and xyloglucan. As such, mutants defective in seed mucilage have been proven 

useful in establishing connections between carbohydrate structure and cell wall properties in 

vivo and may be used to further investigate the connection between structure and function.  

 

Miltoniopsis orchid roots provide an exceptional system that showcases the links between 

intracellular functions such as the cytoskeleton and cell wall production, and the visible cell 

wall and an entire plant‘s physiology. This may make orchids a suitable candidate, as a 

research model, to study cell wall formation. However, to be useful in this aspect, genetic and 

sequence information with ability to generate viable mutant for forward and reverse genetics 

techniques is necessary. In orchids, mutants have been produced, though expression is mainly 

concerning floral aspects such as flower initiation, formation (Hsu and Yang 2002; Kim et al. 
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2007) and prolonging display life (Raffeiner et al. 2009). Genetic transformation of orchids 

depends on the ability to regenerate transformed tissue. Protocorm-like bodies which 

originate from single somatic cells on leaves, protocorms, shoot tips and roots, are considered 

somatic embryos and are the most frequently used tissue in genetic transformation of orchids 

(da Silva et al. 2006). Protocorms and callus tissues have also been used for genetic 

transformation but due to the heterozygous nature of cultivars and being easily necrotic, 

respectfully, not as popular as protocorm-like bodies. Due to their clonal nature, successful 

genetic transformations have been done in Cymbidium (Yang et al. 1999; Chin et al. 2007), 

Dendrobium (Kuehnle and Sugii 1992; Tee and Maziah 2005), Oncidium (Liau et al. 2003), 

and Phalaenopsis (Men et al. 2003). Tee and Maziah (2005) provides some basic parameter 

for biolistic bombardment in Dendrobium Sonia calluses using GFP and GUS that may be 

used in further attempts to genetically transform orchids. Thus, the attempts made in this 

study (Chapter 5) to produce transient expression in the roots of Miltoniopsis, although 

unsuccessful, yield promising preliminary results.   
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6.7  General conclusions 

The specialized cell walls in orchid roots, phi thickenings and velamen in particular, offer an 

interesting system to gain a better understanding of plant cell wall development, biosynthesis 

and function. In addition to this, the natural interaction with orchid mycorrhiza is an added 

bonus to integratively look into aspects of cell wall association with other microorganisms or 

defence to pathogens.  

 

In this study, developmental aspects of phi thickenings and velamen secondary cell wall 

formation and cell wall compositional changes during orchid mycorrhizal associations were 

investigated mainly using immunocytochemical techniques via confocal microscopy. 

However, much more can be done in continuation of this study. One aspect is the indicative 

labelling of WGA of cell wall composition changes in the different stages of phi thickening 

development and also during orchid mycorrhiza colonization. A more detailed investigation 

of WGA labelling in different orchid mycorrhiza species associating in different orchid 

species could be carried out. The preliminary mechanical perturbation study using X-ray 

microtomography can also pave a way for further investigations to study the mechanical 

support role of phi thickenings. The results in this study indicate that orchids in general may 

be used as a useful model system to study cell walls and the first steps towards this was 

shown through preliminary attempts at transient gene transformation in Miltoniopsis. The 

further application of forward genetic techniques may provide a valuable tool in studying cell 

walls in orchids as a model system.  
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